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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

T HE remains of the medieval village of Seacourt lie on the lower slopes of 
Wytham Hill and look eastward across the Thames to Oxford, one and 

a half miles away. The site early attracted the interest of Oxford historians' 
and was one of the first deserted medieval villages to be investigated by 
excavation. The first trial trenches were dug in 1937 by the Oxford University 
Archaeological Society under the direction of Capt. C. Musgrave,3 and 
were followed by excavation on a rather larger scale in 1938 by members of 
the Oxford University Summer Camp for Unemployed at Eynsham, under 
the direction of Mr. S. A. Opie.4 When it was soon learned that the proposed 
Oxford Western By-pass would destroy a great part of the site, an excavation 
fund was opened and further exploratory work took place on a much larger 
scale in June and July 1939 under the direction of Mr. R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford.1 
These excavations served to show the rich archaeological potential of the site, 
but with the coming of war the plan for the new by-pass was shelved and 
with it any idea of further work, at any rate for the meantime, at Seacourt. 

I Martin Biddle directed the 1958 excavations, retained the general direction (at a distance) of 
the 1959 work and has wrinen this report ~ Fabian Raddiffe was roponsible for the excavation of 
Areas 6 and II and for vinually all the work on th,. site in '959 and has contributed the !\ote on 
semi..circular staircases. Both wish to thank Mr. P. V. AddYOlan for his ... -alued work. throughout lhe 
1958 excavauoru and at the critical momc-nts of rt'SCur: in '959. 

lIn 1662·3: Anthony Wood, SII1V9 oj t.h~ Antiquities of tM Ci.J.., of O:iford. l (Oxf. Hist. Soc., xv 
(188g», 3:25--8 j in 1]22: Thomas Hearne, Rmuuh fUl(/ CoIl«twrLS. \'U (Oxf. Hist. Soc., XLVIII (1906», 
380 i and in J 728: Thomas Heam('. RLliquioi' Ht(lrnianne (ed. Philip Bliss, 186g), nt, 7. 

1 Oxonimsia, n (1937), 203. The \\Criter is most grateful to Capt. Musgrave for visiting the site 
in 1959 and discussing his \\Cork of 1937 . 

• O:conimsia, m (1938), 168. 1741'. 
, Oxonilnsia, v (1940). 31-41. Mr. Brucc-?\.litford very genc.-rously placed all the records and 

finds of his excavation at the disposal of the' writer. Those of his SilO which were within the area of 
the new by-pass arc here described. in as much detail as is 1ll"cnsary. and this report thus forms the 
final record of those pam of his excavation. Tbe other sites have only been mentioned in passing, 
since they were purdy exploratory, and their full publication must await further work in their immediat(" 
vicinity. All the 1939 finds that merit description are published here. The record.! and finds of the 
1937. 1938 and '939 work have been placed in the Ashmolean Museum (d. below note 8), apart 
from a type-series now in the British Museum. 



MEDIEVAL VILLAGE OF SEACOURT 

In 1954 the proposal for the Western By-pass was resuscitated and with 
it the necessity for a large scale investigation of the village. In 1958 the 
Ministry of \Vorks arranged for an eight-week excavation, later extended, 
which was directed by the present writer. As it happened the construction 
of the by-pass was delayed until the spring of 1959 and in the interim the 
Rev. Fabian Radcliffe was able to complete the investigation of certain 
problems oustanding from the 1958 excavation.6 Finally in March 1959 and 
the following months Fabian Radcliffe and the writer, assisted by Mr. P. V. 
Addyman, were able to record and partially excavate many structures revealed 
in the course of earth-moving in preparation for the new road,7 which now 
cuts across the site from north to south (FIG. 3)· 

This report8 deals with all the work carried out in 1958 and 1959 and with 
such of the pre-war work as concerns the area destroyed by the construction 
of the Western By-pass. This area included much of the centre of the village 
and the attempt has therefore been made to make this report as compre
hensive a study of Seacourt as is possible in the present state of our knowledge. 
The pre-war trial excavation of other parts of the site9 has shown, however, 
that much could still be done to give us a more complete and balanced picture 
of medieval eacourt and some suggestions for this work are made elsewhere 
in this paper (p. 123). 

The excavations showed that, apart from a shallow Roman ditch, none 
of the structures in the area covered by the new by-pass was earlier than the 
mid-late 12th century and that, since the village was in existence from at 
least the loth century, this area must therefore represent an expansion from 
an original nucleus elsewhere. The buildings of the first period in this area 
were evidently of wood and their plans were recovered, together with many 
finds of pottery, small objects, domestic animal bones and grain. On this 
evidence some conclusions about the economy of the village have been 
founded. At some time during the 13th century stone builtlings, and a well
metalled road with central drain, began to replace the wooden structures, a 
process which continued into the early 14th century. The plans of several of 
these stone buildings were obtained, as well as many associated finds . Nothing 
was recovered of a date much later than the middle of the 14th century and, 
taken in conjunction with the documentary evidence, this suggests that the 
site was deserted by some time before 1400. 

The finds of pottery and small objects were extremely numerous and these 

'Med. Arth., ru ( 19~9), 3!:iQ-1. 
1 M,d. Arch., IV (1960), 159-60 . 
• Th~ records of the 1958 and 1959 excavalioru. together with the finds. have been deposited in 

the Ashmolean Museum (see note 5 above). 
'See notes 3-5 above. 
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'I he location of Seacourt (BtUld em tltI O,dl'/lJT/a Su1"C9 b.1 jJmnWkm of IN Dirtctor Gmn-aI). 

have been described in some detail, often with the addition of the resulL, of 
scientific investigations, all of which were carried out or arranged by Mr. 
L. Biek and the Ancient ~fonuments Laboratory of the ~fin.istry of Works, 
whose (A.~f.) number i given at the end of each description to facilitate 
future reference. Among the finds the grain (pp. 195-6), the pattern-wrlded 
knife (PL. XI A; FIG. 29, 9; p. 175), the decorated bone knife handle (pr.. Xl 

B, c; FIG. 29, ¥, B; p. 172) and the east ~fediterranean blue glass sherd 
(PL. X, D; p. 185) call for special comment. 

THE VILLAGE 
THE SETrING 

The site of the village (FIG. 1)10 lies astride the 200 ft. contour on the 
eastern slopes of Seacourt Hill which, ,vith Wytham Hill, forms an outlier 

,. ·at. Grid Ref. SP (42) ¥lso7;. 



MEDIEVAL VILLAGE OF SEACOURT 
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The setting of Seacourt, showing ridge and furrow, pre-19th century woodland, meadow land, springs 
and quarries (TM parish bauntfnry is llJJcmftom the 1887 "ition of IAe six inch OrrJnana Surttey map by ptr-

mwion of tJu Director Gtneral). 

of the Oxford Heights, and projects northwards into the Oxford Clay Vale." 
Wytham and Seacourt Hills arc themselves two separate masses of Coral 
Rag rcsting upon a single outcrop of Lower Calcareous Grit sands, the hills 
being united by a narrow neck of the sand, which in its turn rcsts upon the 
Oxford Clay; there is here a strong line of seepage at the base of the Cal
careous Grit." The site itself is low enough down the eastern side of Seacourt 
Hill to be almost entirely on Oxford Clay.-j This was clearly the case to the 
south-west of the old Botiey-Wytham road (i.e. the higher part of the village) 

II TIu Oxford Region (ed. A. F. Martin and R. W. Steel, 1954), 3-6, no. 2. 
n W. J. Arkell, The GtOicg] of Oxford (19+7), 145-8, FlO. 25· 
I} Geological 6" map at the Geological Survey and Museum. 
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and was confirmed at the Geological Survey on a hand sample of material 
taken from the site by ~lr. L. Biek (p. 193). To the north-east of the old 
road, however, the subsoil was mIxed clay and gravel and clearly not Oxford 
Clay. A few hundred yards to the north-west, the geological map shows an 
area of Second Terrace Gravel, made up of local oolitic materials; possibly 
that part of the site north-east of the old road lay largely on a deposit of a 
similar nature, passing from Oxford Clay through to the narrow strip of 
Alluvium shown by the river. The genrral area seems to ha" been a meeting 
place for drifts from the north-west, north and north-cast; its surface geology 
is thus complex and must be comiden'd in connection with suggested 
• imports' of stone and coal (pp. 186-7).1, The village immediately over
looks the westernmost branch of the Thames, here called Seacourt Stream, to 
the cast of which the flood-plain of the Thames spreads out to the Tham,·s 
itself, beyond which rises the gravel terrace on "hich Oxford is built. 

This geological pattern influenced the village in . everal ,,"ys. First, 
tbe line of seepage at the base of the Calcareous Grit produced a number of 
springs which surround the hill at the line of junction between the Grit and 
the Oxford Clay (FIG. 2), thu' providing a plentiful supply of fresh water. At 
times ofheav} rainfall these springs, running out over the Clay, were probably 
also a constant source of trouble (p. 76). SeconcUy, the excavation showed 
that only in the later 12th centur} did occupation spread on to the Oxford 
Clay and northwards on the mixed clay and gravel of possible Second Terrace 
origin dC'icribed above. The original nucleus of the village, so far undefined, 
must have lain to the sOllth and was probably situated on a continuation of 
this mixed clay and granl, which would have provided some drainage while 
still keeping the village above flood-level. Thirdly, the neighbouring Corallian 
formations on Wytham and ,'acourt Hills provided a ready source of building 
materials: quarries (FIG. 2) in the Coral Rag can be SI'en on both hills," 
"hi1e there arc sand-pits in the Ca1careou. Grit on the east side of Wytham 
Hill,'· nnd gravel-pits in the drift capping Seacourt Hill.17 There appears, 
however, to be no ironstone availabl,· in the vicinity to account for the evidence 
of considerable smelting activity,8 (p. 116, and for the source of thi one 
must look further afield. perhaps to Shotovrr Or Banbury.19 Finally, I)ing at 
a point of contact bel\\ cen two clearly diflcrentiated zones of the Oxford 

14 1 h(' abovl'! account of the lurface R'('(,logy of thl'! lite USC'lf is hr:avily indt-bted to a report pro
,ided by Mr. 1.. Bick. whost' other contributions will bf' markr~d ",ilh hit initials. 

',T. 1. Pocock, T1w CIfJioD of 1M CormJry tJrtlUlUi OVO'd (\1rmoin of the Gt'Ological Survey, ut 
.-d .• 1<1<>8),3', 

"Pocock, op. cit., 3:1 and air·photograph CPE/UK. 2~68 (Pl.HIl, 5314.5316. 
I, Pocock, 0/'. m., 97. 
" Information L. B.; but I« p. 192 for the poaibility of ironstone in !.he river grav('ls. 
I, Arllell, op. cit., 18, 129-30. 
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G('ner'll lite plan, showing th(' relationship of the villa~ and the excavated areas to the Oxford 

Western By-pass. 
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Region, the Oxford Heights and the Clay Vale,'· one would expect that the 
village would reflect this duality: it appears mdeed that this is so and that the 
12th and early 13th century village looked to the clay-lands, while th .. later 
13th and 14th century village showed features of the stony highlands to the 
south and west (p. Jl8). 

Previous settlement in this bend of the Thames between Ahingdon and 
Eynsham seems to have been scanty," and since th .. desertion of Seacourt in 
the later 14th or early 15th century calls for explanation, one is forced to 
enquire whether there is something of a marginal character in this area, at 
any rate in the immediate locality of Seacourt. The soil on the site itself and 
elsewhere on the clay would have been heavy to work and subject to water
logging, yet al,o rich and useful," while that on the \\'ytham and Seacourt 
Hills is stonebrash and sand and not so useful. 'J In modem times, at least, 
the area has had a light rainfall compared with the rest of the region." and the 
vegetation is extremely mixed, show;ng both open limt'Stone grassland and 
large areas of woodland," which the rare sp"cies of fauna found there show 
to be • undoubtedly ancient '. ,6 It was perhaps the multiple character of this 
area which rendered it less suitable for human settlement tllan other plac, 
close at hand: the limited amount of rith ploughland around Seacourt Hill 
was subjected to excessive wat('Clogging locally from the ,pring-line at the 
base of the Corallian (a factor which seems to have influenced the buildings 
and plan of the village, p. 119), wltile the hills themselves are still in part 
covered with thick woodland, which tht· 'tony lim('stonc ,oil would not have 
made it worthwhile to clear for the plough. The ridge and furrow shown in 
FIG. 2 probably indicates the greatest extent of arable in the pari'h, and may 
well equate in time with the expansion of the village in the late 12th and 13th 
centuries. From at least the early part of the 18th cenlUry') there has been 
very little land under the plough in Wytham and Searourt ,8 until the 1940's 
when the site of the village itself was ploughed for the first timc.'9 

It Ox;/ord Repm~ !~, !1-2. 
II Oxford JUgictt, 7&-102; nOlI. 23-7, '3. 'Jnese figs. lhou1d be- compared "'rllh no. 3$ which 'ho ..... '1 

Domesday population in this arra as in gt'neral .muJar to th~ rat of the rrgion. 
11 lnfonnaticln 1... B . 
•• O.'<jMd R~Ii4n, 130 ; flG. 45. 
't Oiford Rtgitm. 40--1 ; flO. 13. 
" O:ifMtI &P1tl. 57· 65· 
.. OxjtJrd JUgien. 6g. 
17J. Rocque . . Map of Berksh;rt ( li6. ), map XVl. ahOWI Seacoun parish un~loughro exec-pI for 

the top of the hill and the fidds . " of Rotley i but a fioC" map of lhf" whole pariah of St-acourl, now 
Dod. MS. Top &orb., b. 13, If. 17-29 of t. 1726 shoWi the whole pariJh as unplollghrd; If. 1-16, a mal) 
of WYlham parish of the same dale, shoWi only a Imall amount of land Undf'T the plough. 

d V.C.H. BerkJ., IV, 428. 
I, According to the ploughman. The field in which Areas 3-6, etc. , were o:cavated ap~ar('d 

nevu to have bern ploughed. 
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MEDIEVAL VILLAGE OF SEACOURT 

The extent of the parish of Seacourt, which lies in Hormer Hundred, and 
has an area of 813.6 acres, is shown in FIG. 2.1 0 As much ridge and furrow as 
can be observed on the ground3' or from the air is marked, but some may be 
covered by modern plantations." These plantations are not shown, but 
Marley Wood, which is seen on Rocque's map of 1761 and is certainly of 
ancient origin, is indicated. The air-pholographsll show clearly the meadows 
by Seacourt Stream and the head-lands of the ridge and furrow abutting 
against them." The village itself lies roughly in centre of the eastern side of 
the parish, where its earthworks contrast sharply (PL. II A; FIG. 2) with the 
regular pattern of ridge and furrow which surrounds them on three sides, in 
places overlapping (p. 119).35 The air-photograph' is kind to the detail of 
roads, but uninformative about house plans or the church foundations' ,36 

yet it is sufficient to show, in conjunction with the ground survey (FIG. 3; cf. 
FIG. 4) that the plan of the village was one of street-line groupings of houses,l' 
mainly in a north-south strip, but with several streets leading both west and, 
to a greater extent, east.J' Immediately north-cast of the village are a series 
<>f mill-leats,19 which deserve further investigation; while due east of the 
village on the west bank of the stream is a smaU moated site of unknown 
purpose, which is too low-lying and too small to be a manor house enclosure. 
The stream itself is crossed by a ford'· north-east of the village, beyond the 
mill-leats (PL. 11 A; HG. 3) ; this is probably the site of the bridge carrying the 
old road from Oxford via Binsey, but the bridge may have been further south, 
due east of the village (FIG. 3). The remains of this bridge were noted in the 
1660'S by Wood and could be seen until late in the 19th century,., but their 
<!Xact position was never recorded. 

The relationship of Seacourt to the medieval settlements that surrounded 
It was undoubtedly controlled by the position of the village astride the original 

J The parish boundary and acreage are taken from O.S. 6"' lkrks., II S. W. of 1887. 
)I The wn(('r is indebted to Mr. David turdy for this infonnation. 
)1' Th(' Plantation' and' Marleywood Plantation I, both of which occur on the 1887 O.S. 6" 

map, are not marked on the O.S. ~ .. (Surveyed 1817), Shcct '0. 16~ (Bromide copies in 8.M.) and 
must thert:fort: have b«-n planted bc:tw«n 1817 and ,887. 

J) By G. W. G. Allen, Ashmolean MUK'um, J 'C.o 1049-.55. 
)4 A meadow at &acourt is mentioned c. 1165. Eng/ish R,gistn ofGDdstow (E.E.T.S.,CXXlX (1905), 

43· 
H Air-photographs by G. W. G. Allen, Alhmol('3n ~tuseum. NOI. 1049-59; no. 1052 is here 

publi5hed as PL. II A and 1059 as PL. 11 B. 
l' M. W. Ikresford, The Lost Villagu oj England (1954), Gg. 
11 OxJqrd Rtgion, 16'2. The topography exerted considerable control at Seacourt, confining the 

village betw('('n the rivtr to the E. and the Oxford Clay--on to which it eventually spread-to the 
'V., thus producing a mainly N.-S. plan. 

J' The plan of the village will be diKussed in greater detail below, pp. 119-20. 
39 See ""'Jow, pp. 81, 124. 
,0 Shown on C. W. G. Allen's air-photographs, Ashmolean M~m, TOS. 1052, 1053, 1058. 
" Wood, op. cil., I, 3240 n. 9(b); R'gistn Df Godslow, 43 (editor's note). Wood, 0/1. tit., I, 577-8, 

.also rttords the robbing of Slone from Seacourt for usc: in buildings elsewhere. 
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main road in and out of Oxford on the west. Before the construction of the 
Botley Causeway about '530," this wa apparently the only really practicable 
route. It went' north from Oxford through 'Valton for about a mile; then 
turned west; crossed the main Thame at Binsey ford; and thence advanced 
across various branches of Thames by bridges, whose abutments remained 
till living memory,4l to Seacourt. The road may have crossed the supposed 
bridge immediately east of Seacourt and have joined the main north·south 
street south of the church, although thcre is no immediately obvious east
west street by which it could have done this. But if there was no bridge at 
this point (and only excavation will really scttle the question) the road may 
have come into the village by the ford or bridge beyond the mill·leats, have 
wound up the lope in the sunken way to the south and east of the po ible 
site of the manor-house (FIG. 3), and have arrived in the centre of the village 
at the cross-roads by the church (FIG. 4). The econd alternative suits the 
plan of the village best, but ccrtainty can only come with the location of the 
river crossing... The road would then have proceeded west up the hill to
wards 0.0. 472 (FIG. 2); from here on its line was followed by the later 
coach road to Eynsham which came west out of Oxford by the Botley Cause
way.H Further west near Radbrook Common, this road met another coming 
from the north·east over '\'ytham Hill. It was a typical medieval road of 
many tracks (PL. II B) and presumably similar to the one which ran east and 
west from Seacourt. 

Anthony Wood had no doubt that the importance of Seacourt was due 
to its position on the western route in and out of Oxford, and not to its proxi
mity to the pilgrimage well of St. ~fargarct at Binsey;.6 there is little reason 
to disagree with him, except to suppose that Seacourt was really a perfectly 
normal village, which may well have profited by its position on the road. but 

.' Wood • .". nt., 1,437. Then had been the Ixginningl of a road here Mel! c. 12(0: Dart Af' 
Brit4ia (ed. D. n. Harom, 19506),236, note l.s . 

• , RIIUUT of GodJkJu. 43 (editor's not(' of t. I90S). 'I ht'te is a desenrd mMieval \;'lIage at Hil'Ut")'. 
H T. \Varton, Sp«imm qf Q HisWry ff OxjfwdJhir" Aiddllllt(m (2 nd ed., 1783),57 teems to support 

the .econd alternative; the road from Oxford 4 goes OVtT saint GiJ('1:', field, and Port .Mc-adow, hal 
an apparMll trajectus ovrr the Isis, now eallm DiTUq'.ford, bd.ng a few ya.rds north cL ~1ed1ey..gnn."t'. 
nms through Billlt'y church)ard. in \\-hich are the .ignatu~ of large buildings, winds up the hill 
towards the left, ~he-re stood the ancjrnt "'ll!age of S('ckworth ... now rMu~ to a bam and a 
pound ... and from thence dther prucet"ds to Glouc~ter. or Calls 1nto th~ .\k('man about 11 ibVy' 
The phrue • winds up the hill towards me left· prttlSt'Jy desc-ribes the coone of tbe road around 
the JXSIihle site or the manor house (ne. !f). [am indchttd 10 ~tn. Wickham Steed for this tr-frnnce. 

4J Arkrll. 0/1. cil., 145.6; FIGS. '25. ~6. The latt'r coach road kinks h('re--O.D. 472-JX8ibly at 
the point of junction with the IUp~ road from S(acourt. The latter must have gone W. up the 
hiJi from the \ iIIage. for the village end of it can be 1ttn in no, 4. immedialdy \\'. of tht!' church, 
lkfore 19<>5 it W3.I· It ill to be lraero through the woods (If th,. W)·tham estat~. but it is aU overgrown • 
H. W. Taunt, GtHlJtou· ... Altdlty, WI,thilm, Il1ld Bimt.' With tJu /0" lJilIagf of &aeourt (Oxford. 1905). 
8. Another possible road to Eynsham went ~. from Searourt through Wytham; thIS woulrl Ix- an 
ahernative route and would not preclude the existence of the road over S~court and Wytham Hill, . 

•• Wood, op. tiL, I, 3'23·5. 



MEDIEVAL VILLAGE OF SEACOURT 

which would certainly have existed had the road been elsewhere. The 
suggestion that Seacourt was deserted because of the construction of the 
Botley Causeway or of the decline of pilgrimage to St. Margaret's Well takes 
no account of the chronology of these events (p. 83, note 87). Certainly the 
existence of the road would have made the journey to market easy for the 
villagers, who were within easy reach of both Eynsham and Oxford markets.H 
We may thus perhaps expect to find influences from both western and eastern 
England occurring in the objects bought at market (p. (37), but Oxford, 
towards the towers and spires of whose buildings the villagers must have 
looked every day of their lives, will have exerted the deepest influence. 

DOCUMENTARY HISTORY 

The earliest mention of Searourt occurs in a charter of Eadwig which 
grants twenty hides of land' act Hengestesige, and aet Seofecanwyrthe, and 
act Wihtham' to Abingdon Abbey about 957 .• 8 It is po ible that before 
this Seacourt formed part of the hundred hides, which JElfric states were 
held by the king Jure regali in the reign of Eadred, and which are probably to 
be equated with Hormer Hundrcd.'9 The earliest form of the name, Seofecan
wyrthe, is probably to be explained as • Seofeca's worth', where the hypo
thetical form Seofeca is closely related to the Old German Sibico,So but no 
other evidence is available to illuminate the origin of the village. It may 
perhaps be conjectured that it came into being late in the Saxon period when the 
settlement of the region was being consolidated about 900 with the foundation 
of Oxford and the congregation of traders about the abbey gate at Abingdon.s· 

In 968 Edgar granted Cumnor to Abingdonl' and at this time Hinksey, 
Seacourt and Wytham were apparently members of Cumnor,13 as they still 
were in 1086.14 Before this date Seacourt had been granted out to a military 
tenant, and was always subsequently held by a lay lord, the Abbot of Abingdon 
retaining the over-lordship. IS 

., Oxford RIgitm, loB-g; flO. 37. 
of' ChronUOJl AfotllJJlnii tit Abingdon (ed. J. SIr'Venson, Rolls St'ries. 1858), I, t7g-82; II, 509"'"10. 

The bounds of the grant are given in Anglo-Saxon. Cf. Cartularium Saxonicum (ed. \V. de G. Birch). 
lit (18g3), !:lQO-I, no. 1()(y.I: . 

• , F. M. 'lenton. TIt, &'~"1 HiJlMy of the Abhq of Abingdon (1913), 47-9. A charIer of Crnwulf. 
t. A.D. 821 (CJmmicrnt, I, 25; II, 500-1) which purporu to grant inkr oiio Cumnor and Hinbey to Abing
don and would presumably include the territory of Seacourt. is ~jecled as spurious by Stenton, 
DfJ· cit., !23· 

sO E. Ekwall. OxJordCondu Didionary oj English Plaa-}/(lt1Us (1960), 409. 
H E. M. Jope in Dark-Age Britain (ed. D. B. Hardtn, 1956), !236. 
H Chronicon, I, !267"'9' 
51 Chronicon. I, !270' This is a 13th century comment on the grant of Edgar. 
!4 O. B. ikriu., r. 586. Cr. V.C.ff. Berh, J. 336 i IV, 406. 
H I'.C.H. BtTks., IV, 4!21. The deacent of the manor and auociated detail is given in V.C.H. 

Berks., IV, 421-3 and need not be repeated here: references will be made to il as required and not 
separaldy footnoted. 
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At the time of the Domesday Survc)16 Seacourt 'called Seuacoorde) wa 
rated at five hides, as it had been in the time of Edward the ('.onfcssor; there 
was land for seven ploughs, of which two were in demesne, while the villagers 
had five teams; and there was an adult male population of twenty-seven: 
twelve villeins and fifteen bordan. Compared with some of its neighbouring 
villages which still survive, eacourt was larger than Wytham and Wolvercot, 
and about the same size as Appleton; but it was much smaller than Cumnor, 

Hides Hid.s I Ploll~h Total I POP"- Value[ 

T.R.W. T.R.L. lands learns Ilauon TR.E. P"'t T.R.W. 

Scacourt 5 5 7 7 ·7 5 3'5 8 

All Ikrks. 

vills t~~ 8·5 4.6 5·4 5"3 17'0 7·· 5·· (j·6 
deseltcd 

- -
All vilis 10 

I>.B. hun-
dreds of, 8·3 5'1 8'0 6'1 .. '.) 8·. (10·81 • 95 
Hormer, 
:\!arChami 
and Sutton 

*Average unreliable; insulTicient data 

TABLE I. Averagevalu<s for various component. of the D.B. description for all the 
D.B. vilis in Hormer, Marcham and Sutton hundrrds, and for all the to-he-deserted 
vilis in Berks., compared \,,·ith Seacourt. 

which had thirty-five ploughs and an adult male population of 133. Com
pared with the Domesday figures for other villages that were to be deserted, 
5eacourt was well above the average in population, slightly above average in 
plough lands and teams, and averag" or rather below in hides and value. 
In comparison with all the Domesday vills in Hormer, :\larcham and Sutton 
hundreds, Seacourt was above average only in population; in all else it was 
below average, as in most respects Wl're those vilis later to be deserted (TABLE 1).17 

56 Domrsday figuro from ~ ·.C.H. BtTlu., I, 336: matC'rial for Itill ex.i5ting villagea extraclt'd by 
Mr. David Sturdy. Figures for villagea to be dt"SC'rtro from thl': filrs of the D~rted Medieval \,iIIa'Ct'. 
Rnnrch Group (D.M.V.R.G.l by courtesy of the- Sf"Cret.ary, '-Ir.]. C. Hurst. 

H The averaga for Marcham. Sutton and HormC"r hundredl: given in the table arc based on lh(' 
figures in F. H. Baring, Dot1ludc'f1 TDhus (Igog), 63, 65. 73· 
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This suggests that individually the inhabitants of Seacourt may have been 
rather poorer than those in surrounding villages. Certainly, however, at the 
time of Domesday, Seacourt was a well established village, of an equal if not 
superior economic standing to several of its neighbours which survive today.s8 

For most of the 12th and 13th centuries the manor was held by the de 
Seacourts. About \J65 William de Sewkeworth granted to Godstow Nunnery 
the tithes of his two corn mills at Seacourt,S9 and about 1200 his son,60 Robert 
de Sevecowrthe, granted to the same nunnery the • tythe of hys two myllis 
fuleree in Sevecowrthe ' .6. The Latin original of this English cartulary makes 
it clear that the two pairs of mills are distinct, and the Seacourt fulling mills 
thus take their place among the earliest recorded in the Oxford region.61 

The first mention of a church at Seacourt occurs in 1200 when it was 
granted by this same Robert to Studley Priory in Oxfordshire.63 The pension 
of three shillings that was due to the Abbot of Abingdon in 1291,6, and which 
was paid in '396-7,65 was probably already being levied in 1218, when there 
was an agreement between the Abbot and the Prioress of Studley about the 
tithes of eacourt.66 The dedication of the church is known from a grant of 
1240 in which William, son of Robert, gave a meadow to the church of SI. 
Mary of Sewkeworth.67 

In 1316 the reversion of the manor came to Henry, Lord Beaumont, in 
whose family it remained until 1409; at the earlier date and for some time 
afterwards it was held for one knight's fee and twenty shillings due for castle 
ward at Windsor.68 In the Lay Subsidy of 1327 three persons paid a total of 
27s. 4d., of wruch Henry de Beaumont paid 25s. 9!d.69 In the Subsidy of 

Sl cr. the map of Domesday population in OxfDr'd Rtl""', 105. FIO. 35. where the circle immediately 
W. or Oxford rrprcsents Seacourt and can be seen to be larger than many of me surrounding villages. 

59 Rtgiskr of Godstow, 43. (no. 25) i • lethe of hys too l\fiJlis ... in come, money and fyssha • ; in 
the Latin original' in bladis et nurnrrili et piscibus " 

60 The account of the relationship of the Seacourt family in V.C.H. Buks., IV, 422 middle, U 
confused and does not tally with V.C.H. Btrb., IV, 421 and end of 422, which arc correct. 

,. RtgisUT of Godstou:, 44 (no. 26): the Latin original gives' decimas duorum molendinorum 
m~rum fuleret' '. 

61 Oxford Rlgion, 1 13. 

6) Stt V.C.H. Ihrlu., IV., 4~~-3 for a detailed account of the church and its tithes. There mwt 
have h«n a church here by 1186 when a Richard' presbiter de Seuecurt' was present at an inquiry 
into the tithes of Horsepath: QutuliD:J of Ostnq .Abhq, IV (Oxf. Hist. Soc., xcvn (1934», 367-8. 

6 .. Taxalio &cltsi&lica (R«ard Commisaion, 1802), 187. 
's .Accounts of 1M Obtdu-1I'iary of Abingdon Abbty ,.Camden Soc., 18g2), 59. The pension was paid 

I de Vicar de Sowkeworthe', which indicates the ordination oCa vicarage here prior to 1396-7. 
66 V.C.H. Berks., IV, 4'23. 
67 Rtgister of Codstow, 44 (No. ~7). 
"Col. Inq. P.M. (Edw. II), Vl, 470 (no. 748) inquisition of 13~6. Seacourt is given in the Nomino. 

Vii/arum of 1316 a.!I' Villa de Wightham cum seukeworthe', FtudaL Aids, 1 (18gg), 53 . 
., Thne and the foUowing tax figures are quoted from the files of the D.M.V.R.G. in advance 

of their full publication, through the kindness of the secretary Mr. J. G. Hunt. Where averages or 
other calculations are made below these are based on n.M.V.R.C. figures, but were worked out by 
the writer. 
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1334 S"acoun had a quota of 26r. 91d., which com par"" with an average 
quota of 39-< gd. for the Berk.,hire villages later to be deserted, and an averag 
of 35s. for all villages locally.l. Seacourt share with the rest of Hormer .lUd 
Ock hundreds the unu ual fact of ha\ing a quota less than th .. Subsid)' of 
1327. ,. That this may suggest some decline in the economic standing of the 
village and the area prior to the Black Dcath, is perhaps supported b)' an 
inquisition of 1342 in which the manor is stated to be held of the Abbot of 
Abingdon by service of 16s. yearly," whereas at least as late as 1326'l it had 
rendeT('d 20<. The reason for this decT('a'e is no\\here explicit, but it may 
perhaps be wondered if this is not an ('xample of that lo\\ering in rents from 
the mid-14th century onwards, which has bC'cn cited as part of the evidence 
for a dC'c1ine in population beginning in the earl) part of the samc century.74 

In 13.1 I the village was allowc d a relief of 13>. {d., or 50 per cent on its 1334 
quota of 26s. 9!d.71 This compares "ith an awra~(' relief of 28'2 per cent 
for all to-he-deserted villages in BITkshirc and would seem to indicate tbat the 
Black Death of 1349 struck S,awurt heavil),. The county a\'era~e for Black 
Death rdi"f" .lS 35 per cent hut in the areas north and south of Abingdon the 
relief was well above county avnal(c: Hormcr hundn'd had a relief of 57 pcr 
cent; Sulton hundred of aboul 60 pt'f c!"IlI and ,\bingdon town of 7 I p('r 
cent. i 6 

rhe Poll Tax returns of 1377 arc not extant for Berkshire, and it h 
particularly unfortunate that th~ asseSSllll'nts of l:l81 arc also not availahk. 
The manor of Sea court survived until [516,11 when it w.l< includ('d in the manor 
of Wytham; but it is the fortunes of the village, nol of the land romprising 
the manor, which is of interest hl're. The church continued as a kgal, if not 
a ph) ical entity, until 1540-6,7 but th, payment of the Abbot of .\hingdon's 
pension of 3s. b)" the Vicar of Smcourt in 1396-779 throws no light on the 

7D I am indt'bted to Pnlf. ~L \\ Ikn-sf'om r. r the quota figure and fu the avrrage locally. 
, \ (.act noticrd in the 1).:\1.\ .R.(" files 

"C4l./rt,. P .. \!. rF..dw. nn. nn, 2S2 nO,.381). fhis mquwuon, I'.R.O., C13~ 66 32, giv~ the 
Ootent of the manor and m('ntioru that It containS fi~ 1Irucatcs of land, 60 aCT('S ofmndow. pasrure., 
• water mill. a little grove and a fishery Ibe 1er\1C(' IS Itated to be 164 ill an Ulquuitioo of I. H"J. 
(.'al.["q. P. \1. &tw. III), XUT, 222 no. 2!r)) 

) (Ad. h,q. P .. \!' (Edw. 11), ",. po (no. 148) . 
.. ~t. }'ostan, • :-'ome l.tonomic LVldenC'f"S (If 1)cdimng Populanon tn the ialt'r ~1iddJe . ., 

F.amrmn& Hutmy RtHeU. 2nd su .. II (19Y> . 236-8, 245 at'lrn.l1rds cued as P05tan, IQ;;O); d. J. h· 
tnAtSh, • Plague and Econonuc lkcline in England III th~ I.al~r ~hddle Ages .. Cllmbritlge III t. ]0flT1I. 
'II, i llq.p .111-41, especially 24-. 5 afterwards ("lIeU as Saltmarsh. 1941), 

" 1>.\1.\ .R.G. filrs. or thto 32 to-t)t'-dor-rtnJ \iUagrs in HUb. fnr which figurt"S !urviw·, II 
rf'C("I\OO no rdire, ""hilt" only 3 rt'C~hrd 75 ptor ("('rtt or O\C'T. Thi5 is a clt"ar indicatinn that Ihe H1ad~ 
Death was not a major cause or villagt" d('SC'rtion in Bt·rlu. 

7' This discussion or Jkrks. Black Dr-ath n:lid lrom tht" D.!\f.\ .R.G. files. 
71 S("t' d("tailed descent in V.C.H. Bnts., IV, 4:2:2. 
71 P.CH. IHrks., tV. 423. 
"A"""",, of IN OIHd;o.1Dry of .~binfdo •• lbhq ~Camd<n Soc .•• ag.). 59· 
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state of the village.'o In the Subsidy of 1428 it does not appear as a parish of 
less than ten houses and thus as exempt from taxation, 8, but it is clear from 
the next reference to the village that its non-appearance in the t428 lists is 
fortuitous. In 1439 the Vicar of eacourt, John Pigg, petitioned the Pope 
that the church of Seacourt should be pronounced to be without cure, stating 
that' the church itself of Seck worth was collapsed, that the houses and in
habitations in the parish were uninhabited and exposed to ruin, with the 
exception of two only, and they distant from the said church and from one 
another, and that, with this exception, the said church had no parishioners'. 
The Pope upheld this petition. g, Seacourt never recovered and the village 
does not appear in the 1524 Subsidy, 8) while in the Hearth Tax of 1663-4 
only three houses appear,8, which are presumahly the forerunners of the 
fanns whirh exist today. The population of the parish is given in the 1801, 
1861 and 1901 census returns as 30,39 and 30 rcspecth·ely. Although a large 
part of Seacourt parish has formed part of Wytham Park for a very long time, 
probably since at least the time of the amalgamation of Seacourt and Wytham 
manors in 1546, Seacourt8S was not joined to the parish of Wytham for civil 
and ecclesiastical purposes until 1899, when part of Seacourt was split off and 
became a civil parish within the county borough of Oxford. '6 

The date of the effective desertion of eacourt as a village must lie before 
1439: we ha,'e seen that there is evidence for some economic decline before 
the Black Death; that there was a heavy tax relief as a result of that plague; 
and that in 1439 the village was uninhabited and the church collapsed. The 
final desertion was perhaps due to the acceleration by the Black Death of a 
decline that had already begun. The plague itself certainly did not wipe out 
the village, '; but the consequent drop in population, combined with the 

.. The non·paymf>nt oflhe 1401·~ subsidy by the th("n lord oflhe manor FtutiJJJ Aids, t (Jagg) 
:)8 is merely a «,flection of the many irregularities in lht' collrction of that tax. Taxation returns 
which rt'fcr only 10 a manor and its feudal servic('S are irrelevant for a study of the economic situalion 
in the village(.) of that manor. 

'1 F,udal AidJ, 1 {1B9g), 59; checked by P.R.O., Elf4t4. 
h Col. of PapoJ uttn's, IX (1913), 60. 
" O,~J.\ .R.G. files. 
I. O,i\.1.\ .R.C. files. 
I, ~arourt was still pronounced .wUrth by \\Ylham JX'Ople c. 19oo ' /hgulrr oj Godslou', 42) and 

Ihis would appr-ar from the contemporary documrnt5 to be n('8r the mediNa! pronunciation. 
- I am ind('bted to ~1iss J. E. Collins for supplying the census figures and details of boundary 

changes . 
., It has bffn sURRested I V.C.H. Snks., IV, 421) that the drsertion of Seacourt was due to the 

decline in popularity of the pilgrimage ..... ell of St. Margaret at Binsey, but this suggestion must be
discounted as thl" well was much visited during the 15th century (Wood, op. cit., I. 3'28-9). It has also 
lx-en suggested that th(' construction of the Botley Causeway, by r('odering obsolete the old road W. 
from Oxford through Seacourt, contributc-cl to the desertion of the village; this can also be discounted, 
for although there had been a Botley road since at leau c. 1210- -and therefore during much of th(' 
lifetime of S('acourt-the causeway itself was not constructed until the early 16th century (see above 
p. 78. note 42), well after the documented desertion of the village. 
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problems of working difficult land (see above p. 76) in a period of climatic 
deterioration,88 may well have led to its final abandonment. It may be sug
gested that this took place well before '439, since it would take some years 
for the church to collapse through neglect." Thus it will prohably not be far 
wrong to place the final desertion of the village, on documentary evidence, 
between 1360 and 1400 ;9' any refinement of this dating must rest on the 
archaeological evidence which is discussed below (pp. 118-9). 

THE EXCAVATIO. 'S 
The excavations at Seacourt in 1958 and '959 were confined to the 

area threatened hy the construction of the new by-pass (FIG. 3). Of the two 
fields involved, one on higher ground west of the old road, the other east of 
the old road and sloping down to the river, the former had been ploughed 
immrdiately before the excavations started in 1958, while the other was 
under grass. In addition, the western field was on a sub-soil of Oxford Clay 
(see above p. 73) ; in the very bad weather conditions of 1958 the ploughing 
of this field made work there very difficult and at times impossible, and the 
work on Areas I and 2 was restricted and not completed. Conditions in the 
eastern field were quite different and work was concentrated there (PL. lOA). 

Areas 1-6 (FIG. 3; the positions of all areas are shown on FIG. 4) were 
excavated under full archaeological control in 1958; Area I I was excavated 
at leisure in 1959 after its presence had been revealed by earth-scraping for 
the new by-pass and Areas 8 and 25 were examined at the same time; the 
remaining areas (Areas 7,9, 10, 12-24,26-32 and additions to Area I) were 
recorded, often very hastily, during carth- craping operations in the spring of 
1959. Certain sites within the area of the new by-pass were excavated before 
the war; those which were further investigated in 1958-9 are included in 

II Inc nidr-nce for IUch a deterioration in the 13th and l40th centuries is bqinning to aecu· 
rouJate. In the Hroads and the Wash a pmod orland .ubtnerRence began in the late 13th century 
J . T. Lambm and othen, T1w M.m, of"" B..,.u ( .gOO) , G. G=n In .w., xxxv ( ,g6, ), .. 08 ; 
s. Hallam in Alii., xxxv ( 1g61 ). 152"~ j at .lort1on, Somentt and Holworth, Donet (Pr«. I»rut. 
~\"tIl. Hist. at ArtA. S«., 81 (195~) . 137) dirnatic deterioration has bttn suggested as a possible ca~ 
of the dacrtion of the villages m tal~ 14th'15th cxnturies. ,\t Pleshey and Writue in f:.asex (P. A . 
Rahtz, PlaN] CAstU. First Irdnim Rlport 1960, 15 • clay make-up 1e\-eIa of &. 1300 ~ tOltallvdy atui
butcd to the aame ca~, which may aoo lit" behind make-up levels cI the same date at the MOTt". 
l-I~rts. (AreA. J .. CXVl (1959). 146). Land .. hrllll appear to indicate a 11milar dr-tr-rloration in the latr-r 
Mi!tdle Ages (P.P.S., XXlU (1957).236-9) and it is to lJt' hoped that furlhr-rwork ondmdrochronology 
will enable this whole question to be more accuratdy ddinn:1 ( ~\I.a. Arela .• 1 (1957) , 78-9:.,.) 

1'"1 he church foundatiorul Se('n in 1939 were d<'SCribed. as rnusive (OxonimJia l v (1940)1 39) and 
the ridge·tiles and .tone slates rtrovered in J~58 (~ee bc-Iow, pp. 187-9) indicate a wdl-built roof, 
which would have" coUap:l(d only ant'r a conSld("rabl(" period of continuous neglr-C't. ,- "1 ht" comments on the Berks. tax figures in the D.M.\ .R.G. flitS call att("ntion to a general 
drop in population in the north of the county and to a drift of population away from the hamlets of 
Hormer hundred. It appears from the Dissolution IUrvey of Abingdon Abbey that this movement 
was then fairly recent; 1t was too lale therefore to have conditioned the desenion of Seacourt. 
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Areas 1-32, but three sites about which nothing new was learnt are here 
named Areas 33-5. 

In Areas 1-6 the excavation trenches were laid out as a grid of 10 ft. 
squares; this method provided a large number of vertical sections, but tended 
to obscure the plans of both the stone and timber buildings, and on a future 
occasion a much larger unit of excavation (say a 20 ft. square or a 10 ft. by 
20 ft. rectangle) would be used, although this would need very close control 
and sub-division during excavation. On the other hand the Seacourt ex
cavations clearly demonstrated the vital need for frequent vertical sections, 
and the interpretation of the site is based on these (FIGS. 10-13). 

This section of the report is as far as possible purely descriptive; the 
minimum of interpretation required to make each area intelligible is included, 
but for the overall interpretation and conclusions reference should be made 
to the next section (pp. I 17-24). 

AREA I (Plan, FIG. 5; sections, FIG. I I ; PLS. III BJ c; IV A, B). 

This area was excavated in order to follow the structures found in trench 
C of 1939.9' Two main periods of occupation were defined. The earlier 
(Period 1) consisted of traces of wooden structures and several ditches; the 
later (Period II) comprised two stone buildings and a paved street. 

Period J 
Running roughly north-south below the later paved street of the village 

was a broad shallow ditch filled with dark grey clay {sections E-F and E'-F').9% 
It crossed below the line of the street in Area I and was fouod in 1939 (in 
trench A, here termed Area 33, about 150 ft. south of Area I) on the western 
side of the street and partly below it.93 It is possible that this ditch ended, 
or was interrupted, in Area I, near feature II, but this could not be checked 
in the time available. The pottery from this ditch9' includes several pieces 
which imply that it was not filled until at least the middle of the 13th century. 

To the west was a small building of which some beam-slots and post-holes 
could be traced. Beam-slots I and 3, at right-angles to each other, form the 
north-west corner of the building (C on plan, FIG. 5), which was not followed 
further to the south. On the northern side, beam-slot 2 and post-holes 1-4 
form the western and northern sides of a small projecting building, presumably 

" Oxonimsio, v (1~40), 35. 
" In the description of the various areas north is interpreted for convenience as the Wytham 

end of the strip of the new by-pass within which the excavatioN were confined j in actual fact this 
points north-west (F'O. 4). Section E'.F' was named Area 25 during the 1959 rescue work; bere it is 
descrilxd under Area I. 

f) Oxonitnsia. v ('940), 34-5· 
'4 FlG. '9. nOl. 13, 16; FlO. !l!l, no. 10 j PIO. 24. nOi. 4, 8, II. 
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part of building C and possibly drawed by the gully which passes through it 
from east to west. The beam-slols and post-holes were all extremely shallow 
as was the case with the wooden buildings in .\rea 5; but it was not possible 
to complete their excavation nor to be certain that the gully was really 
contemporary with building C and not later than it. • 'ot enough of the 
building was recovered to be sure of its form or purpose, but the northern 
projection may have been a byre, entered through the post-wall on the north 
and drained by the guUy. The irregular patches of dark soil, features I and 
II, with a similar area to the south into which the gully appears to drain, 
were not completely excavated, but it seems likdy that they mark the end or 
interruption of the ditch which runs below the later paved street. Building C 
was securely stratified below the spreads of stone rubble derived from the 
later buildings on the site (section G-H), and the layer of black earth cauS('d 
by the occupation of the building could be traced everywhere below the stone 
structure (section £-1', levd 3). Fragmt'nts of tripod-pitchers were found in 
beam-slot 2 and a group of three cooking pots in feature 1I,95 while among the 
pottery from the gully was one finer glazed sherd as well as other fragments 
of group A 96 fabrics. These suggest that building C was roughly contemporary 
with the ditch below the street. 

West of building C was an area enclosed by ditches A and n,91 both of 
which were ovcrlain by the stone buildings and their rubble (section G-H). 
Between the ends of the two ditches was a beam-slot (4 on plan, FIG. 5) and 
a post-hole, possibly the remains of a gate closing the gap. !'Iothing is known 
of the nature of the compound thus enclosed.98 The pottery from these 
ditches,99 which includes some fragments of a pitcher with applied red clay 
spiraLs (not illustrated), implies that they wne open in the middle of the 
13th century; they were thus at one stage probably in usc with building C 
and the ditch below the street, but, unless re-cut, they were probably not dug 
as early"" the construction of the other features. 

The stratification of the general occupation level which covered and 
was presumably derived from these Period I structures was very confused; 
only when it underlay the stone buildings could it be clearly distinguished 
from the later deposits, for elsewhere it must have been trampled during the 
whole period of occupation. 

n FICJ. 22, nos. 1"3. 

t6 Oxonintsia, IV (1939). 115.8. 
"Ditch n. togf'ther with building A, was excavated in 1939 the plans were Joet during th(" war 

and Ihf"Y are drawn on FlC}. 5 from rough notes and photograph! and cannot bf' as accuratf" as would 
be liked. 

,. A ditch running E.·W. was noted furtht'r~. (b"yond tht-limits of the plan, FlO. 5) but it could 
not be traced further, or proprrly excavated, due to lark of time. 

"1'10. '9. no. 9; FIG. 20. nos. 2.5; FlO. :22, nos. 4. 5; nG. !l4, nos. 9. 16. 17. 
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This makes any attempt to date the change from Ptriod I to Ptriod II on 
the basis of the pottery very difficult, but the fact that none of the pottery 
actually associated with any of the early features was later than the middle 
of the 13th century suggests that the change must have taken place shortly 
after that date. 

Ptriod II 
Overlying the black occupation levels and ditches of Period I were two 

stone buildings (A and B, plan, FIG. 5) and the cobbled paving of the main 
north-south street of the village. 

This street must have been laid down shortly after the middle of the 
13th century from the evidence of the pottery in the ditch which it covered 
(see above). The surface (PL. III 0) was made of closely packed lumps of Coral 
Rag and other stones from the locality; in the centre were the cover slabs of 
a stone-built drain running along the middle of the road and draining south
wards (section E-F; PL. III c). The western edge of this street thinned out 
into the scatter of stone rubble which covered the area of building B; near the 
edge of tile street were several plough scars which must have been made 
sometime after the desertion of the village and possibly in qwte modern 
times. 

The northern ends of buildings A and B were uncovered during the 
1958 excavation; in section E-F their walls, and the robber trenches of their 
walls, can be seen overlying and cutting into the earlier levels. The remainder 
of building B was recorded during the earth-scraping operations for the new 
by-pass, and, as was the case with most of the structures recovered during 
this stage of the work, only its outlines could be planned (PL. IV A).'·· These 
showed a rectangular bwlding 25 ft. by 12 ft. internally, built of unmortared 
lumps of local stone, with a burnt area repre -enting the hearth towards one 
end; there were no traces of an internal partition. At the north end was the 
square projection revealed in 1958,'.' the walls of which survived partly as 
robber trenches in which there were some traces of a coarse mortar. 

Building A was mostly excavated in 1939 (PL. IV 0:, and its northern 
end uncovered again in 1958. It was a long and very narrow building, only 
4 ft. wide and some 25 ft. long internally. In the northern wall were traces 
of three post-holes (A, Band C on the plan, FIG. 5), and in the east wall were 
some fire-reddened stone slabs, presumably re-used; otherwise the walls 

••• Pl,.. IV, A is publj,hed to mow the kind of outline evidence on which the plans or the builclingJ 
fttorded durinR earth-scraping are~. In most cases the wall lines were smudged by the bull
dozer, but could still be planned with a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

101 The: exact junction ~tween the twO was not recovered, and the conditions under which 
building B was recorded did not make the accuracy of ill rdatioruhip to the northern projection 
very certain. 
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MEDIEVAL VILLAGE OF SEACOURT 

were built of unmortared lumps of local stone, like those of building B. A 
narrow wall, possibly a yard wall, ran northwards from the north-west corner 
of building A. 

These two structures clearly belong together and huilding B must be 
interpreted as a house, partly on account of the hearth, partly by analogy 
with similar buildings elsewhere in the village. It is however clearly not a 
long-house; and the byre-Iike building A suggests itself as accommodation for 
cattle. One long side of this structure could well have been open, apart from 
the supports for the roof, for the entry of cattle: it is, in effect, a single row of 
stalls. 

The projection at the north end of building B is not easy to identify, but 
its construction is different from that of the rest of building B in that its walls 
contain some mortar. It is therefore possibly of a slightly different date and 
may well be an addition, possibly to serve as a pig-sty or small outhouse. 
The area north of building A was lightly cobbled; a badly broken lower 
stone of a quern or mortar probably formed part of this cobbling. 

There were no truly stratified levels of Ptriod II, only a spread of rubble 
which covered most of the area. This and the black occupation level which 
had continued to accumulate since Ptriod I contained some of the latest pottery 
from the excavations.'·' These stone buildings were probably built not long 
after the middle of the 13th century, according to the pottery from the Ptriod I 
levels which underlay them, and continued in occupation after the middle of 
the 14th century. 

There is virtually no evidence on which to reconstruct the appearance 
of any of these buildings. The traces of the timber structures are too scanty 
to reveal anything apart from a fragmentary plan. Of the stone buildings, A 
seems to have been partly timber-framed. Four unstratified fragments of 
glazed roof-tile, probably ridge-tile, are insufficient evidence for a tiled roof. 
and indeed the general lack of roof-tiles suggests that the roofS were thatched, 

AREA 2 (for position see general plan, FIG. 3) 

The excavation of Area 2 was undertaken to discover whether there 
were any buildings on the south side of the main (see above p. 78) east-west 
street. The work here was seriously restricted by weather conditions and 
only the sequence was established. 

The earliest features were five pits, one of which, pit 25, produced a 
group of early 13th century pottery (pp. 131-2). Post-dating these pits was 
another pit (pit 28) and an occupation level which contained fragments of a 

101 PIO. '.2,. nOi. 1-5. 
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glazed ridge-tile and some pottery"] suggesting a late 13th century date. 
This layer was in its turn covered by a heavy layer of cobbling, clearly as
sociated with stone buildings nearby, one of which was represented by a 
hearth and a single stone wall recorded during the construction of the by-pass 
(FIG. 4). Pottery from above the cobblesl .4 suggested that this area was occupied 
until late in the '4th century. 

Although no traces of wooden buildings were noticed here, the earliest 
levels were free of stone rubble. It may be presumed that here, as in Area T, 

there was a change from timber to stone construction; the pottery sealed 
below the cobbling indicates that this must have taken place in or after the 
late 13th century. 

At the north end of the area a pebbled surface represented the southern 
edge of the east-west street. 

ARr.\ 3 (for position see general plan, FIG. 3; PL. IV C, 0) 

The site of the church was located during the 1939 excavations. lOS It 
was feared in J 958 that the by-pass would destroy its west end, although 
most of the church appeared to lie outside the threatened area; the excavation 
of Area 3 was undertaken as a check. The excavation showed that the church 
did not extend ,v:ithin the planned limits of the new road ;106 it revealed an 
cast-west wall of un mortared local stone (PL. IV c; FIG. 4), the western end 
of which terminated in a massive foundation of roughly dressed blocks, 
against which a pebble path had been laid passing from the roughly cobbled 
street to the north into the area south of the wall (PL. IV 0). This wall appears 
to have been found further to the east in 1939; it may perhaps be interpreted 
as the churchyard wall. 

West of the church the ground was found to have been made up about 
18 in. by dumping clay over which a thick layer of gravel had been 
laid. This make-up was disturbed by a numbrr of shallow pits; these con
tained very few finds and appeared to have been rapidly refilled with the 
material derived from them. Below tlus make-up levd was a layer of black 
clay containing some mid to late 13th century pottery,,07 some burnt clay 
(p. 19.J.) and some slag (p. 192). Although the e,idence of the sections was 
nol conclusive, lhe churchyard wall appeared to be later than this make-up, 
which itself contained some late 13th or even early 14th century pottery.108 

10) PlG. 19. no. II; PIO. 22, nos. 13. 14. 
104 FlO. 26, no. t 6. 
lOS Oxonunsia, v (1940). 37-39. 
106 Unfortunately wcse limits were exceeded during conslruction work and WIne of Lhe church 

appears to have been damaged (Art"3 21). 
I G1 E.g. FlO. 191 no. B. 
101 flO. 25, no. 8; FlG. 26. no. I. 
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It is clearly desirable that eacourt Church should be entirely excavated, "9 

but until that is done it may be suggested that the evidence outlined above 
implies considerable building activity in the immediate area of the church in 
the later 13th or early 14th century: it seems probable that this activity ,viII 
be reflected in the structure of the church itself. 

THE POND AND POSSIBLE SITE OF THE MANOR·lIQUSE (Plan, FIG. 3; section X-V, 
FlO. I I ; PL V, A) 

A clearly marked depression on the east side of the old Botley-Wytham 
road was sectioned to discover whether it was a road or ditch. The trench 
(PL. v A) revealed a broad, flat-bottomed, hollow (section X-Y) cut into 
the underlying sub-soil and filled with wet grey sand and clay devoid of 
finds (level 4) . The material from the original excavation had been piled up 
to south and north over the former turf-line (levels 6 and 91. A layer of 
pebbles below level 9 suggested an early floor or surface at this point. A 
small cut was also made in the causeway which closed this depression on the 
east; this revealed that it was undisturbed natural soil which, with its old 
turf-line, was covered by further levels of dumped material from the ex
cavation of the hollow. The pottery from the old turf-lines and dumped 
spoil" · seems to be of 12th century date, and this would appear to be the 
date of the construction of the feature. 

The natural sub-soil in the immediate area is very clayey and holds 
water well. Further, the level of grey clay and sand filling the hollow was 
quite clean, a startling contrast to the other ditches and pits at Seacourt. It 
is clear too that the hollow was deliberately dug and that the causeway was 
left to the east in order to close in the new excavation. The cleanliness of the 
fill suggests that there was something special about this feature and it is 
possible that it was designed to collect or store water. It may be described as 
a pond, but had it been a normal village pond its filling would have been 
quite different. 

The causeway across the lower end of the pond leads south into a roughly 
rectangular flat area bounded on th east and south by the main east-west 
street of the village (see above p. 78), and on the west by the main north
south street. This important position north of the church could well bave 
been the site of the manor-house. The unusual pond and the apparently 
deliberate causeway would perhaps support this interpretation, which places 
the manor-house in the classic position in relation to the church. 

I., It is for this reason that the plans and Sttlions or the 1958 work near the church are nOI pub
lishro here i tbey can Ix found, together with the records of lh(" 1939 excavations. at the Ashmolean . 

.. . flO. 18, no. 14. 
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MEDIEVAL VILLAGE OF SEACOURT 

Most of this area lies outside the line of the new by-pass and should be 
investigated by excavation. The part of the area to be destroyed was trenched 
(FIG. 3), but no signs of any structures were found. Mr. S. A. Opie's excavation 
in '938'" disclosed the existence of a mass oflaid stonework along the southern 
edge of the area; this is too far north to be part of the street found north of 
the church (see above) and may be the foundation of a precinct wall sur
rounding the area (cf. the stone boundary wall in Area 5, below p. 104). 

AREA 4 (Plan, FIG. 6; sections, FIG. I I; PLS. III A; VB; VI) 

The excavation of Area 4 (PL. m A) began with the cutting of a section 
across the di tch which runs from west to east at this point. This trench (PL. 

VB; section A-B) revealed a shallow, gently sloping ditch filled with several 
layers of silting (levels 4, 5 and 6), the lowest of which contained a fragment 
of a pottery bottle and a cooking pot rim, FIG. 26, no. 13; these suggest that 
the lowest fill was accumulating in the late 13th or early 14th century. It is 
possible that the ditch was first dug at this time, the spoil (level 7) being piled 
at the side; this interpretation is suggested by the cleanness of this level, for 
had the ditch been merely scraped out, the material would have been dirty. 
The very black level west of the stone house (see below, p. 96) may represent 
such a cleaning, in which case level 7 probably dates from the original ex
cavation of the ditch. 

Just above the northern lip of the ditch was a heavy rubble spread 
covering and surrounding the remains of a house of unmortared lumps of 
rough local stone (PL. VI; FIG. 6). The walls had been laid over and partly 
cut into an underlying level of black loam and clay (section A-B, level 12; 
section C-D, level 3) and at their north-western corner sealed an earlier 
<litch filled with gritty black and brown loam (section C-D, level 4) . Only a 
very small part of Area 4 could be stripped to the level of natural soil and, 
apart from the ditch, no other features earlier than the stone house were 
found. The pottery from the ditch formed an important group (p. 134), 
which appears to date to the first half of the 14th century: it is hard to believe 
that it can be much later since the overlying stone house seems to have been 
occupied for some time, to judge from the evidence of the superimposed 
hearths. A date for the construction of the house not much after '325 would 
in fact seem reasonable. 

The house was rectangular and measured 12 ft. by 10 ft. internally; 
the walls were of varying widths, the thickness of the west wall probably 
being due to the underlying ditch. Rather to the west of the middle of the 

III Oxonimsio, rn (1938), 168, 174 f. Here called Area 35 (sec below, p. 117). 
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only room was a hearth formed of a flat .Iab of sandstone and surrounded by 
a carefully laid and roughly drt"SSl'.d border of th .. same tone PI~. VB; \"I • 

South of the hearth was the stone packing of a post-hole; no fellow to thl> 
\Va found and its purpose is obscure, for it cannot ha\'c had anything to do 
with the roof; it may pnhaps have been part ofa support for hanging cooklllg 
VI' .ds over the hearth. TIl(' entrance srems to have been in the east wall 
wher .. the stonework was interrupted; no post-hoks for a door-frame w(Te 
observed. South of the entrance the wall was thicker than normal and in the 
ccntrr was a firc-r .. ddened slab of lIat sandstone. To the cast of this slab 
weI''' a number of pieces of thin stone and coal'''' pottery sOl on their sid,'" 
much in the way that brokl'n roofin.1( tiles weI'(' used to make tile hearths in 
more elaborate buildings. II ' Th e two featu!'rs \\l're probably part of an 
oven made in the thickness of the wall; tht· position of the patch of set-on-edge 
work UggfSts that the oven openr·d onto the ('xt<'rior of the building. ThIS 
t} pc of oven is heated by the burning in it of wood and charcoal \\ hich is 
rakl·d out leaving sufficient heat to bakc the bread which is then put in; the 
opmin.1( of the oven on the ext"rior of the building \\ould thus be a smsiblc 
and safe:r arrangement. 

The central hearth overla) two earlier hearths and their occupation 
levels (section A-B, Hearth I goes with level II; I1earth 2 with levels 9 and 
10; Hearth 3 (the stone hearth) with kvd 8), none of which contained .lOy 
datable pottery. The stone hearth was remo\'cd for magnetic dating I et· 

below pp. 191-2) and sometime in Ihe future th,· progress of this ml'thod may 
produce an independent absolute date fi,l' the final firing of this hearth. The 
pottery from the uppermo,t occupation Irvrl,'" most of which '''IS composed 
of the d"bris from the collapse of th,' house, suggests 14th century occupation, 
but is not more closely datable. Thi level contained man) tiny fragments of 
"ady m,·dieval and Roman poltery. and som,' Roman objects (fiG. 28, no. 
24 and possibly 19); it seem. po iblc that these are derived from earth tlSt·d 
in the construction of the unmortared stone walls. '1 here is no evidence for 
any timber framing and the walls may ha\'e heen built up to roof level with 
unmortared stones packed" ith earth. Thi. would explain the large quantity 
of earlier material. Two Iragments of glazed ridge-tiles were found in the 
topsoil and one fragment of an ordinary roof-tile with mortar on the und"rsidl' 
in the midden west of the house. These arc not suflicient evidence for a tilt·d 
roof. which would have produced much more debris. The roof was probabl) 
thatched. 

Outside the house on the west a thin wall of large stones ran towards the 

til ('.t. a 14th c('ntury hearth at The More, Herts. (A"h.J'J CXVl '1959), l...a. PL XIX A). 
II J FIG. 26, no. J 7 j no. 'J7. nos. 6, ,. 8. 
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road, probably enclosing a yard on its northern side. Here was a thick layer 
of very black loamy soil, very soft and fine, suggesting the decay of a large 
amount of organic matter. This level was covered by the collapsed debris 
of the stone house, but it could not be definitely associated with the stone 
building. It contained a large quantity of early pottery, much of it badly 
abraded, and nothing that was certainly as late as the mid to late 14th century.'" 
Furthermore, some of the sherds in it joined onto others from those parts of 
the early ditch which did not Tun below the house. It seems likely that this 
level is earlier than the stone house; it might have been a midden, or it may 
represent a late 13th or early 14th century cleaning of the large west-east 
drainage ditch (see above, p. 93). 

A thick wall of loosely set lumps of local stone ran northwards from the 
house; from the north-east corner of the building a similar wall ran downhill 
to the east. These may be boundary walls of a compound (cf. the boundary 
wall running from the corner of a building in Area 5, FIG. 9, p. 104), but a 
pebbly level on the east side of the northern wall suggest a building here, 
possibly a barn or byre. It was not traced by excavation. The pottery from 
this pebbly level"; suggests late 13th or early 14th century occupation at the 
earliest. I,6 

On the south side of the house a large area on the lip of the ditch had been 
cobbled with rough lumps of local stone probably indicating an east-west 
track at this point. 

AREA 5 (Plam, FIGS. 7-9; sections, FIG. 12; PL. III A; VII; vrn) 

Trial excavations north of Area 4 showed the existence of stone structures 
overlying earlier timber buildings; these indications were followed up and 
Area 5 became the largest and most complex of the 1958 sites, and it was here 
that the greatest amount of time and money were expended (PL. rn A). 

Roman remains were found underlying the medieval featurcs, which 
themselves presented a complex succession. 

Roman features 
A shallow ditch crossed the northern part of the area from east to west 

and may have been turning south towards the western Jimjt of the portion 
that was traced. The section (R-S) shows that there was a shallow scoop 
running along the northern margin of the ditch. The pottery from the primary 

114 FIC. 25, no. 9; FlO. 26, no. 15· 
liS Fto. 2:5. no. 2 f FlO. 26, no. 12. IT' In .pite of the clear early 14th century date of thiJ building, the lack ofrecognizable 14th cen· 

lury pottery in the occupation level! is strange. It seenu !hat types now recognized as late 13th or 
early 14th century must continue in use through most or the 14lh century. 
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iI!, level 8, included small fragments of Castor and. 'ew Forest wares, hut 
the material from the upper filling,"7 I~vel 7, produced .ome more certainly 
4th eentur) pieces and the ditch can be dated to this period. 

On the southern margin of the ditch there was a scatter of large sherds 
of 2nd century pottery," including some Samian ware. 

Elsewhere in Area 5, Roman sherd~ occurrt·d frequently in the medi,'val 
levels, but only near the south end of the medieval north·south ditch did 
there seem to be an actual Roman level; this contained some 4th century 
pottery. 

Mtdirval ita/lms 
Th, e are divided into two main periods; Pmod I is represented by the 

wooden structures in the area and is separated into two phases. Pmod I is 
divid,'d from Period II by the cutting of the north-south ditch along tIl(' 
w tern margin of the excavated area and Period II itself is represented by the 
overlying stone structures, This sequence will be described in chronological 
order. 

Period I, Phas, I, This phase includes the fe\\ features which were demon
strably carlin than the large timbtT buildings of pha" 2, Pit 5 was partly 
scaled b.,low the cia} hearth of the phost 2 house (section L-~l, level 4 . raling 
Itveh 5-8) and contained a group of late 12th century pottery (sec below 
pp. 130-1). This sequence is 01 crucial importance for the dating of the phase 2 

building; it can be clearly <ccn in PL. VIII A. The pit itself was quite featureless 
and Oat-bottomed only in section L-~f. The other phast I feature is the 
deep oblong slot, feature v (section T-U; PL. Vllt B). Stratigraphically this 
could not be distinguished from fl',lIur(' lit, which by its alignment ,hould 
belong to phase 2. But the alignment of feature \' itself uggests that it is not 
part of the phase 2 structures and its character is quite diff,'rcnt. It was 
filled with featureless black loam which contained some apparmtl} late 12th 
century pottery,'" but the purpose of this deep slot, apparently not directly 
asso<."iatcd wilh any other contemporary feature: J is quite obscure. l1o Furtht'r 
south and underlying the clay hearth of phase 2 were two post-holes'" and 
the shallow ,lot, feature VI. • -one of tIll'S'" contained any datable poltn), 
but the Icvel sealed below the hearth (section R-S, level 5, contained some 
late t 2th century and carly 13th century hnds.'" 

"' flO. 17. noe. 8-13. 
"' no. 17. nos.. 1-7-
II, FlO. 23. nos. 2, 10; no. 24. no. 7. 
II. ThrC'C similar dots set in «helon W("rt' di.scm'ered by the wrilet at a late-Saxon lite at ThC'f

fidd. Hefts., but their interpretation wu likrwiJe obscur('. 
111 Post-hole 49 was 31 in. der'p; poll-hole 77 about 2 in. deep. 
In FIO. 19, nOi. 4. 6, ,. 
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Period I, Phase 2. Overlying and sealing pit 5 was part of a large clay 
hearth, a portion of which had been heavily burnt (represented by double 
shading on the plan, FIG. 7; cf. PL. VIII A). 1 he south-east corner of the clay 
layer was bounded by a stone setting, aligned with the structures of this 
phase and apparently part of a border for the hearth. There were two detached 
patches of clay to east and west of the hearth and originally the clay level may 
have been intended as a fioor, now mostly worn away. 

Surrounding this clay layer were the scanty traces of a number of shallow 
post-holes. Post-holes 46, 47, 53-56 and 71-73 appear to form one side of a 
rectangular billidinl(, the north side of which is defined by features III and 
xm (PL. VIII B) ;"3 the eastern end of featur rn appears to take the form of a 
round post and post-hole 44 would continue an eastern side parallel with the 
western side which is more clearly defined; of a possible southern side only 
feature VII and post-hole 52 remain. 

All these post-holes and features arc shallow;'" in addition most of the 
southern and eastern sides of the structure have been lost ,,~th the falling 
away of the slope in this direction. Nevertheless if these traces are considered 
together (plan, FIG. 8) it will be seen that they delimit a roughly rectangular 
area perfectly aligned with another timber building of the same phase (see 
below, p. 101) and neatly surrounding the clay hearth, the burnt patch of 
which is slightly to one end of ti,e area so formed. It is suggested that these 
scanty traces outline the ground plan of a timber building, measuring 24 ft. 
by 15 ft. internally and probably a house (PL. VII A). 

\Vithin the walls are several features which call for comment. Set one 
on top of the other into the fill of pit 5 are a series of nat stones (section L-l\f, 
feature X; PL. VIII A), presumably the underpinning for a post. A similar 
fiat stone, not in this ca.c requiring the foundation necessary over the <oft 
fill of a pit, is in position by the stone border of the clay hearth. These stone 
slabs probably supported the main roof posts; the post-holes along the inside 
of the north wall (nos. 48, 50 and 51) may have taken, together with the 
north-east nnd north-west corner posts, the main timbers of the wall. It is 
worth noting that post-holes 48 and 50 are roughly aligned across the narrow 
axis of the building with the two stone supports already described; the lines 
thus formed may have been those of the main trusses of the roof. The house 
cannot have been of cruck construction unless the central posts were a later 
insertion when further support was needed. In fact a much more elaborate 

It, The ~ast('m part of fc:aturr Xln was dOltoyW by accidr-nI during trial-trenching. 
114 Depths of poet-hola and features of the house in inches: POIt-hola 44 (3), 46 (I), 47 {3} 

48 (-t), 5" (f), 51 (Ii), 5' (5), 53 (3i), 54 (3.), 55 (3), 56 (f), 70 (3), 71 (ri), 7' (f), 73 (3i). Fealu«s 
m ("i), vu (R), xm (3). 
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timber-framed structure seems indicated. The roof will probably have been 
thatched, for no roof-tiles were found. 

The stone supports, especially feature x, were clearly meant to support 
the bottom of the post at ground level. This probably explains the extreme 
shallowness of the post-holes of this and other timber buildings at Seacourt: 
they were timber-framed structures sitting on the ground, but not anchored 
into it; they derived their stability from their own framing, exactly as a more 
elaborate timber-framed house sits on the stone sills that form the lower part 
of its walls. But the ground wall was a luxury; the wooden sills could be laid 
directly on the ground, which was first levelled and beaten fiat. us In these 
conditions the detection of timber structures is a matter of extremely delicate 
technique; the traces can be easily missed and in places may be actually missing. 

It is more difficult to explain the use of a mixture of posts and sills in the 
construction of the Seacourt house, but the evidence is clear and is repeated 
in the larger timber building in Area 5 and also in the timber structures of 
Area I (see above pp. 85-6). 

The shallow depression, feature xrv, was bordered by three post-holes, 
possibly from a three-legged support of some kind, but cannot be further 
explained. 

Aligned with the timber house just described was another and much 
larger building. The south, west and north sides of this structure were repre
sentcd by beam-slots, while the eastern side consisted of a series of post-holes 
(PL. VII). The southern wall ( PL. VIII B) was marked by theirreguJarly placed 
beam-slot, feature IX/ XII, which terminates in post-hole 23. The west wall 
was clearly defined by a deep beam-slot, but this had been almost completely 
obliterated by the digging of a later ditch (section N-O, level II cut into by 
level 10).,,6 It appears that this slot did not take a single sill, for traces of 
individual posts were noted in the bottom (see plan, FIG. 7 and PL. vm c). 
The north wall was marked by a single shallow beam-slot (section P-Q, east 
end; PL. VIn 0 ) , which had been partly removed by the down-cutting of a 
later pit. The eastern wall was much more complex; basically it consisted of 
a line of large, but shallow, post-holes (from south to north nos. 7, 14, 45, 
20, 21, 22, 81, 85, 84 and 66 merging into the northern beam-slot)"1 at 
approximately 2 ft. intervals. In front of this line, at the north and south ends 
of the wall, was a further line of post-holes (nos. 1-5, II, 12 at the south end; 

m L. F. Salzman, Building in England dou'n to '5<10 ( J95~) . 202. 
u ' This fact was nOl appreciated in the: early stages of excavation when the edge of the ditch 

appeared to be the edge of the Ix-am slot; consequently PL. VII A and 8, while they show the general 
outline of this side of the struclure, are not as perfect a representation of the situation as they should 
have been. 

111 One was probably removed by the down·cutting of the later gully A. 
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no . 80, 88, 86, 87 and 67 at the north end, which may represent a later 
addition, or even a r~building of the entire wall. 

At the south end, post-holes 6, 9 and 10 rna) represent a further repalr_ 
The eastern extension of the north beanHlot, hmn'ver, covers both thest· 
additional lines and it is just possible that th y belong to the original structure_ 
All these po t-holes, as in the case of the hou ", were very shallow; only the 
west beam-slot achieved a reasonable depth."! 

Within this building there arc various post-holes and a shallow de
pression, feature Xt, which art· not easily explicable. ,\long the inner margin 
of the west beam-slot, however, there arc three small expansions; opposite 
the northernmost of these arc post-holes 65 and 83; there arc no post-holes 
opposite the second and third expan ion. Post-holes '4. '9 and 68 form an 
east-we t line and the point where it would meet the west beam slot is exactly 
mid-way between the south end of the slot and the third expansion. These 
expansions and post-holes divide the building into five ba)s and probably 
mark the lines of the trus e ; the internal posts may be for roof-support, but 
could as plausibly mark internal partitions. The roof must have been thatched 
as no roof-tiles were recovered. 

The building of five bays which thus appears (FIG. 8; PL. vrr) is ,rligned 
with the house already described. Its purpose can only be surmised, but it 
has, unlike the house, no hearth and it was possibly used as a barn and byre. 
The position of the main entranct· is not ell'ar, but there was po ibly an 
entrance at the south-cast corner whtTC the west beam-slot terminate, abruptly. 

From the north-east corner of this building a line of <mall post-holes, 
(nos. 26-28), probably forming a knee, leads away to the south-east corner 
of another and unidentified building outlined by post-holes (nos. 29-32, 
34-36). Against the fence "as a p.llch of dark soil, not definable as a pit, 
"hieh contained a group of late 12th .1l1d early 13th century pottery p. 132 ), 

mostly in large shad, and probably form in,! a midden for the domestic refuse 
of this period. Thl're are a number of isolated post-holes ;"9 a beam-.lot at 
the south-w t corner of the area (fl'ature I may indicate the presence here 
of another building. The isolated beam- lot, feature 1\', could be part of a 
lean-to at the north-east corner of the hou«·. Pits II, '4, 'S and ,6 and the 
scoop, feature VIU, seem from their potterr to belong to this phase. Pit 16 

I" nt'pths of poIt4 hoJt.:s and features or thr. ham·b) rr In mches: Post~holo I (3), :z (2 .:1 2), 
4 (3). 5 (5).6 (3), 7 (5),8 (31, 9 (31, " (6), ,. (3). '3 II), '4 (f}), '5 (31. 16 311. '7 '3h, ,8 
(0), '9 (f), .0 ('I), .. (7), .. (f), '3 (5).45 (S}). 58 (311.59 13}), 60 (5), 6, (31),6. (4/), 63 (31, 
64 ('I). 65 (,), I>(j (31, 67 (.1, 68 (5), 6!) (2), 8u (f), 8, t~, 8. ('1).8:1 (311. 84 '3). 85 (3). 86 3). 
87 (j). 88 (I), 8g (s),~, (2). Feature JxlXI1 '1), "I)nh lkam ... lot 1), West Beam·slot (18~. 

u, Tht" dC'pths of the post-holes of the minllr atructllres and the isolat~ post-holes In inches 
POll-hoI .. '0 ('1), '4 ('1). '5 (21. 33 (21),4' (.), 57 (31), 74 (.), 75 (I), 76 (,I), 78 ('II. 79 ('11. 
;"1101. 26-3:2, 34-4' and 43 were not ('xcavated. 
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(section V-W)'30 was straight-sided and flat-bottomed; the undercutting at 
its base suggested that it may have been timber-lined and several large pieces 
of oak (p. 197) were found in the fill. Examination of the soil from this pit 
(p. 196) produced some charred grain. It is highly unlikely that grain was 
stored underground in this sub-soil, but it is difficult to suggest other reasons 
for timber-lining in such a small pit. 

The group of buildings thus formed (FIG. 8) clearly belonged together 
and were probably an almost complete farm unit with house, barn-byre, 
other buildings and a yard. Stratigraphically they are defined on the one 
hand by the pit and other levels below the clay hearth of the house, and on 
the other by the north-south ditch which destroyed the west wall of the barn. 
The pottery from pit 5 and the level below the hearth includes one sherd>1' 
of the first quarter of the Igth century; the material from the north-south 
ditch (see below)'!' indicates that it was open towards the end of the same 
century. The farm can therefore be dated c.1225-c.1275· 

The P"iod III ditch. Along the western margin of the excavated area 
was a shallow ditch which had destroyed most of the west beam-slot of PtTiod [, 
phase 2 (section N-O, level 10; cf. section J-K, levels 7 and 8 and section 
P_Q, level 8). The dark clay filling this ditch contained some late 13th 
century pottery.·JJ After the ditch had been dug the area to the west appears 
to have lain open, unless the house of P"iod II, phase 2, survived alone. It 
must have been at this period and after the filling of the ditch that the thick 
black occupation level covering the earlier buildings (sections J-K, level 
6; N-O, level 9; P-Q, level 7; R-S, level g; etc.) became so churned by the 
passage of men and carts that it was in no case possible to trace the earlier 
features in the overlying level, although the latter must have mostly been 
laid during the occupation of the timber structures. The pottery'J4 from this 
level was extremely mixed, early sherds being found at the top and late Igth 
century sherds near the natural soil. This black level gives a clear indication 
of the conditions which must have existed at the time of its deposition; it was 
a constant feature of all the excavated areas. Before the construction of 
cobbled streets, conditions underfoot in eacourt must have been extremely 
difficult in bad weather. 

P"iod II. Cut partly into the clay filling of the north-south ditch was 
the foundation trench for a wall which was loosely, but massively, built of 
large rough stones of local origin (some up to 2 ft. long. Sections J-K, level 

". Th~ pottery group from pit 16 is discussed below, p. '31 . 
'J' flO. 19. no. 7. 
I P flO. 20, no. I, 4 j FIG. 23. no. '25· 
In See note 13'2. 
J J4 Only a few sherds published. e.g. FlO. 24. nOi. 2, T 4. 
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5; • ·.0, level 3; p.Q, level 6). This wall'll was traced (by excavation and 
during the construction of the by.pass) for a total distance of about 90 ft. 
(Plan, FIG. 9; cf. general plan of stone struCtures, FIG. 4). It was thus prob
ably too long to have formed part of a roofed structure and was almost 
certainly a boundary wall (cf. the suggested boundary walls in Area 4, p. 
96, Area 28, p. 1/5 and Area 35, p. 1/7). The wall follows not only the line 
of the earlier ditch, which itself follows the alignment of the earlier timber 
structures, but all these follow the line of the street (FIG. 4), a fact which 
confirms the interpretation of this wall as a boundary wall. 

The filling of the foundation trench for the wall (section P-Q, level 6) 
produced some pottery'l6 suggesting that the wall was built after the late 
13th century; this is confirmed by the pottery from the underJ}ing north
south ditch (see above). 

At its southern end this wall was replaced by a stone building (section 
1-K, levels 3, 4 and 43) ",;th a pebble Boor. ~fany of the stones of the walls 
had been robbed out, but the edge of the (Ioor preserved the outline of the 
building. Since it is later than the boundary wall it must have been built at 
the earliest in the late 13th century and may well be an early 14th century 
structure, although the pottery'17 scaled below the Boor would not seem to 
require so late a date. The occupation levels in and around this building 
were too near the surface to be properly stratified but they produced the 
sherd of East ~fediterranean blue glass (p. 185; PL. X, D) and some prob
ably late 14th century pottery ;'" occupation here probably went on as late 
as in any other excavated area of the village. 

A number of pits are dated to P"iod II on the evidence of the pottery 
they contained, but only pits 18 and 22 could be shown stratigraphically 
(e.g. ection P-Q, leve!., 3, 4 and 5) to belong to this period. The late 13th 
century pottery group from pit 13 is of some interest (pp. 133-4). 

AREA 6 (Plan and sections, FIG. /0) 
Trial trenching'l9 north of Area .'i revealed a large pit, most of which was 

excavated. It was Bat-bottomed with <lightly overhanging sides which were 
undercut at the base of the pit as in pit 16 (Area 5, see above p. 103). It is 
suggested that here too there was originally a timber lining, the rotting 

• IS Tht" wall was traced aC"l"<* An-a 5. but remO\·ed rapidly in ord«"J' to reach the timber ,truc-
tura bdow ; it is therefore only planned in outlinr on no. g. 

I" YlO. 26, no. roo 
I n Very littlr published e.g. FIG. 24. nOi. 2, 14. 
,,1 Especially FlO. R5. no. 13; flO. 26, no. 6 IUld no. 27. nOi. 9-11 ; but I('e al~ no. 25. nOl. t, 

3. 12 and no. 26. no. II. 

'19 Other trial tr~nchin.g north of Area 5 (aero general plan, flO. 3) revealed extensive traces of 
timber srructures cut into th~ underlying sub-toil. Lack of time preventffi thrse being followed. 
although a complet~ plan of the timber buildinga of this part of the vilJage could have bttn recovered. 
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of which caused the collapse of the western side of the pit (section Z'-Z" '). 
The group of pottery from the pit discus ed below pp. 132-3) suggests that it 
was filled in the early 13th century. Soil samples from levels 6 and 7 (markrd 
with crosses in section Z-Z') produced a large amount of charred grain and 
other seeds (pp. 195-6), but as in the case of pit 16 it is not really reasonable to 
suppose that this was a grain-storage pit; conditions here would have been 
far too damp. Indeed the large rectangular post-hole, only 4 in. deep, on 
the north side of the pit, suggests the possibility that grain ntight have been 
stored off the ground in granaries supported on wood or stone • stattles ' : 
the mark left by the stattles of such a granary as that at Wytham shown in 
PL. IX, A, would be very similar to this large rectangular post-hole. 

South of the pit a narrow waJJ of un mortared stones ran east-west across 
the trench; some late 12th or early 13dl century pottery was sealed below it, 
while the surrounding occupation layer (level 2) contained a great deal of 
pottery of mid 13th to early 14th century date. 

ARF.A 7 (FIG. 4) 
This was a roughly rectangular area of stone rubble exposed during the 

construction of the by-pass. It was too small to have been a house unless it 
had been badly robbed. 

AREA 8 (FIG. 4) 
A stone spread, 15 ft. wide, was visi ble running from cast to west across 

the western half of the area bull-doz('d for the by-pass. It must have been 
one of the east-we t streets of the village running along the south margin of a 
clearly marked depression (FIG. 3) which excavation in Area 4 showed to 
have been a drainage ditch. A trench dug across this stone spread revealed 
a broad shallow depression below it, full of dark loamy clay. This depression 
may have been the original track of th road worn hollow by much use and 
filled with mud churned up by tlte traflic. The pottery below the stone spread 
was apparently ofJate 12th century datr. 

AREA 9 (FIG. 4) 
A spread of stone rubble, its eastern edge fornting a fairly well defined 

line, was uncovered during the construction of the by-pass. I t appears to 
have formed part of the north-south street of the viUa'(e. 

AREAS 10 (FIG. 4) 
During the construction of the by-pass the outline of a house was traced in 

this area. The walls were too badly damaged for their complete plan to be 
seen, but the building appeared to be L-shaped with one wing projecting 
slightly, as far as the line of tlte north-south street. The burnt area of a single 
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hearth could be seen. The house stood at an Important position at the crntral 
cross roads of the Village and appropriately "a possibly two-roomed. "] he 
northern wing measured 32 ft. by about 29 ft. internally but the total length 
of the north-south wing was not recoverable. 

AREA I I (Plan and sections, FlG. 13) 
Almost exactly in the centre of the village earth-scraping for the new 

by-pass revealed a large hearth and extensive traces of walls. A lull in the 
construction enahled the detailed examination of this area to bc undertaken. 

The earliest feature was a broad shallow gulley running from west to 
cast across the site (sections L-\I and \I-. " level 2; "'ctions CoD, G-II and 
J-K, level 4); this contained a few mid 13th ccntury shcrds. Into this gulley 
was cut a small north-south ditch (section G-H. 1<-vel 3; scction E-r, level 4) 
which contained only a few herds of undatable pottery. Further to the 
north, belo" the latcr S<'mi-circular foundation, "as another small ditch 
running downhill from the west (section A-B, level 3). Tills was filled with 
black clay containing some mid 13th century or slightly later pottery in
cluding part of a pitcher with applied decoration of red cla). This ditch was 
itself cut into by a still smaller ditch running north-south; the gritty clay 
filling this later ditch contained no finds. Overlying all thcse earlier features 
was a level of loamy black occupation-soil (sections ,\-B, level 2; CoD, level 
5; E-I', level 3; G-H and J-K, 1<-vel 2; I.-~ [ and \1-.' level I) containing, 
especially in sections G-H and 1:-1', a fair amount of pottery,"· which SUggl sts 
a late 13th Or more probably early L}th cl'ntury date for the accumulation of 
the Icvel. 

The foundation trenches, walls and robber trenches of the stone building 
were cut down into this underlying level; the stone building is therefore 
probably of early 14th century date. '1 he "all$ were made of unmortared 
lumps of rough local stone. et in a foundation trench (section J-K, level 61 ; 
most of the west wall had bern robbed I~aving .1 robbcr trench full of gritty 
clay and earth (section C-D, I vrJ 6; section \[-.', level 3), but the plan was 
quill' clear. The building wa$ oblong, 36 ft. 6 in. by 13 it. 9 in. internally, 
with the door on the eastern or stn ct side toward the northern end of the 
building. A small buttre s "as found at the soulh-east corner and another in 
the centre of the west wall; thes,' divided the structure into two bays, but 
there wcrc no traces of an internal partition on the same line, although the 
excavation was not complete enough for this to be certain. The whole area of 
the entrance both inside and outside the building was cobbled, the cobbles 
on the outside gradually merging into the surface of the village street which 
here seems to overlie an earlier ditch (section E-F, level 3). Inside the house 

I.-no. J9. nOi. 10, 14; no. 20, DOl. 8, HI, 13i 1'1G. 21, nOi. 2. 3; no. 23. no. 23;1'1G, 2 .... no. I. 
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on the right of the entrance was a stone-built drain falling onto the cobbled 
area. Against the back wall was a large oval hearth of burnt clay (section C-D, 
level 2) replacing an earlier hearth (level 3). No other internal features were 
observed, apart from a small pit in the angle between the drain and the 
cast wall . 

At the north end of the building was a semicircular foundation of massive 
construction (section A-B; PL. IX n), straight-jointed on to the north wall. 
T ills foundation may be later than the rest of the building, but the straight
joint is not nece. arily complete proof and the whole of the structure may be 
essentially contemporary. It is suggested below (s~e note, p. 125; cf. PL. IX 

c) that we have here the foundation of a semicircular staircase-projection; if 
this is so it obviously implies an upper floor and in this connection the buttresses 
on the cast wall seem more appropriate to a two-storey house. There were 
traces of stone walls to the west of the house; these were not investigated. 

This building is clearly quite different from all the others so far investi
gated at eacourt. It is larger; it may have an upper storey; it is situated at 
the centre of the village. If in fact it had an upper storey it was possibly an 
inn; its features certainly do not seem to match what is so far known of 
medieval priests' houses,'" although it might have been the house of one of 
the poorer members of the clergy.'" Only the excavation of analogous 
examples elsewhere will settle this question. 

The latest pottery from Area I PH points to continued occupation until 
the late '4th century at the earliest. 

AREA 12 (FIG. 4) 
This was an area of stone rubble uncovered during the construction of 

the by-pass. There appeared to be a wall along the west side; the rest of the 
area was light cobbling like that outside the house in Area If. The irregular 
patch of cobbling cast of and contiguous with this area was excavated in 
'939 at trench K (FIG. 3), when it was recorded that the village streeP" 
crossed the trench from north to south. Below the cobbles and metalling were 
a series of pits and ditebes containing indeterminate sherds of early medieval 
pottery. 

AREA '3 (FIG. 4) 
Another area of stone, with badly disturbed features, part of a waU, a 

hearth and probably part of the village street, was noted during the con-

141 W. A. Pantin in MEd. Arch., t (1957).118-146; III (1959).216-58. 
141 Very liltle" is Imown of such hout" for they have not survived, ibid.,J (1957), 11g. 

141 flO. 27. nOi. 12, 13· 
IH Oxonimria, v t 1940). 36; other infonnation from the 1939 nOln. 
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.truction of the by-pass_ The outline of a house was very uncertain, but its 
existence wal quite definite. 

AREA q (flO. 4) 
An irregular patch of stone rubble, apparently off the line of the street, 

was possibly the remains of a house as far as can be judged from the spacing. 

AREA '5 (FlO. 4) 
An extensive area of rubble with some large stones in the middle was 

recorded during the construction of the by-pass. It must have been part of 
the village street; the large stones in the centre may have been a continuation 
of the drain excavated in -\rea 1 (see above p. 87). 

AREA 16 (FIG. 4) 
A stretch of wall and one corner of a building of unmortared rough 

stone' were seen here during work on the new road. 

AREA '7 (FIG. 4) 
A badly damaged stretch of wall was noted here during road-work. It 

was probably a continuation of the structure noted in Area 16. 

AREA 18 (FIG. 4) 
A wall and a possible corner of a building were noted here during the 

construction of the new road . 

AREA Ig (rIG. 4) 
This was a large stone spread which probably included part of the 

surface of the village street. The main area of the spread was probably the 
site of another stone house. A number of large stones may have been part 
of a drain or other heavy foundation. At the western edge of the spread was 
a rectangle of . andstone slab, measuring in all 3 ft. by 2 ft. The slahs were 
burnt red, and may have been a large hearth. This site was recorded during 
road-work. 

AREA 20 (FIG. 4) 
Hrre there was an amorphous area of stone rubble and gravel spread. 

To the east, at the brow of the steep • lope, was a small hearth which presumably 
indicates the presence of a building. The traces were noted during road-work. 

AREA 21 (FIG. 4; see also Area 3, above p. go) 
The construction work for the new by-pass at this point exceeded its 

planned limits and disclosed the existence of heavy rubble and at least one 
substantial wall, clearly part of the church and possibly forming its west end. 
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Little of value could be recorded, but the remains do not appear to have 
been destroyed and could probably be elucidated by further excavation. 

AREA 22 (FIG. 4) 
North of the rubble spread indicating the main east-west street of the 

viUage'4S was a substantial footing running east-west, and at its west end 
apparently turning north. The explanation of these traces, recorded during 
road-work, is quite uncertain. 

AREA 23 (FIG. 4) 
An angle of rubble walling and a scatter of stones were recorded here 

during road work. 

14' Excavated in 1939 in trenchesJ and L: Oxonunsia, v (1940),40. 
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AREA 24 'FlG. 41 
\ h.-arth and a . catter of stonrs in which the surrounding walls could not 

be traced were reveakd here during road construction 

AR~A 25 (F'G. 5, trench [;'-1 '; FlG. I I, cction E'-F', 
.\ further section of the village street revealed here dunng road con

struction was examined by trenching. The results are described above with 
the account of Area I (sec pp. 85-9). 

AR'A 26 (nG. '4; for position, see nc;. 41 
Earth- era ping for the construction of th" by-pa~~ revealed a gravel 

circle 22 ft. in diameter. The circle was of tightly packed gravel and clay 
v,,;th a certain amount of small 'tone \\'hlch wa't concentrated as shown in 
nc. '4. The whole feature was ckarly defined by the surroundin~ natural 
clay into which it had obviously been laid. The bare patches within th,' 
perimeter where the natural brown c1,ty come to the urface (see sccUon 

-B) may have originally themsdws formed a complete circle. The gravel 
forming this feature contained the jaw and teeth of a large animal, probably 
ox, and a number of small sherds, all of which 'cern to be Roman (the mo t 
important pieces arc marked on the plan, TlG. 1.1). A large number of small 
shtrd, of Roman pottery, togctlwr with a few medieval pieces, were found 
after rain, lying on the surface of the surrounding scraped soil. This feature 
is V('ry difficult to date; it may be Roman. On the other hand the Roman 
h.-rds, of which there are one or two in mo t of the levels at Seacourt, could 

(·a.sily have become incorporated in the gravel foundation in medieval times. 
If a Roman structure, it might be a temple on analogy with the one at 

Frilford,'" although other types of circular buildings such as drying and 
threshing floors may be more probable, having reg,lrd to the nature of tilt' 
Roman occupation (a small rural ite), and the ab ence of a spread of native 
objects usual on temple sites.'" If, however, it was medieval, the closest 
parallel at present is the dovecot at Englishcomb~ in Somerse!."! 

AREA 27 (FIG. 4) 
At thiS point a line of ,tone was ckarly visible during road con. truction, 

I.' O~Dllintsw, IV (193Q), 11·15, nco I). ThesmaU amount of Roman pottr-ry In and around thl'! 
&a('ourt tlructure would be 5tran~(' for a Rom.an building. we're it not (; tht' fact that the f nlford 
rotunda w<u also d~oid of finda in iu !IlruClUfallMOt'b ."id., 15 

,., St·(, Philip Cordt"f. Tht Roman Tow" ottd rilla at (;rtlll C4!tn-ton. Rutland (:iecond Intrrim 
Report. 19541. 19-24. for a IIton~built drying floor. Ifu\\-nC'r. the most ~rlin('nl parall.·) for this rea-tUft is 
the thrnhillg floor ('J5 ft. diamettt) at Ditchley, Oxon. (OXOJUm"J'D, I (19:ih), 28.45-6), the atone nog 
of which (d. the outer ring of the Seacourt feature) . fonn('d a low kerb to prevent di.!l~nal and )(a 
of grain " 

1,- '\lui. Jrch., I (1957). IGg, flO. 35. Mr. E. M.Jopc"' kindly discwsro this feature and its pouibll"'" 
intrrprrtalion. 
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running down the hill-slope at the north end of the village. The line agrees 
exactly with what appears to be the line of the village street at this point in 
the air-photograph ( PL. II A) . 

AREA 28 ( FIG. 4) 
A strong line of stone, about 50 ft. long and 3 ft. wide, appeared in the 

final bull-dozing for road construction. Roughly parallel to it and about 
20 ft. away was another line of stone which was much less clear. They could 
have been the two parallel walls of a building, but it was not possible to be 
definite; there was, however, an obvious hearth in the position marked. It is 
possible that here was another boundary wall; its thickness would agree well 
with that of the boundary walls in Areas 4 and 5 (sec above, pp. 96, 104) and 
it would clearly be part of the enclosed ground belonging to the house in 
Area 29 {see below. The similarity of this arrangement to the situation in 
Areas 4 and 5 is most com-incing. If this were so, the hearth could have been 
within a lean-to on the east side of the boundary wall, or might have be
longed to a subsidiary building connected with the possible parallel wall 
mentioned above. 

AREA 29 ( FIG. 14; for position see FIG. 4) 
The clearest house revealed by construction work for the by-pass was 

found here; in the short time available it was possible to do a limited amount 
of excavation. Two trenches at right-angles to each other revealed that the 
house was rectangular, with its long axis north and south, and measured 23 ft. 
by 13 ft. 6 in. internally. The walls were built of un mortared lumps of rough 
local stone. In the middle of the house, slightly towards the north end, was a 
large area of heavily burnt clay, bounded on the south and west by reddened 
blocks of local stone. South of the hearth were two clearly defined post-holes. 
Where the trench crossed the west wall there seem to have been two periods 
of construction; the door on to the street may have stood here. 

A trial trench in 1958 had revealed a massive east-west wall in this area; 
it appeared, after plotting the position of the 1959 house, to have been a wall 
which would have joined the east wall of the house. As in Areas 4 and 5 
(PP.96, 104) it may perhaps be explained as the wall of the enclosure attached 
to the house, another part of which can perhaps be recognized in Area 28 
(see above, p. 115) · On the south side of this wall was a thick dark loamy 
level overlying a layer of fine pebbles and gravel, possibly a fioor. If a fioor, 
it would imply a bui lding at this point (cf. the pebble 1I00r by the boundary 
wall in Area 4, p. 96), perhaps a lightly built lean-to, for no traces were 
noticed during road construction. The pottery from the black level south 
of the wall contained fragments of several fine pitchers of mid-late 13th 
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century date, but there is no other evidence for the date of the construction 
of the house and a"ociated structures. 

AREA 30 (FIG. 4) 
A large rectangular hearth, about 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in., was revealed here 

in the comse of road work. The area around the hearth was heavily burnt 
and overlay an earlier ditch from which no finds were recovered. The walls 
surrounding the hearth wer(' extremely vague; it appears, however, to have 
lain in the north·east corner of a building of rough un mortared stone rubble. 
The dimensions were not recoverable in the time available, but there seems 
no reason to suppose that the house dilfcn'd from the normal Seacourt type. 

AREA 31 (FIG. 4, 
A large area of deeply burnt clay was revealed here during road-work. 

A possibk wall was noted to the west, this, together with the wall in Area 12 
(p. 1I1), may have formed a rectangular building, probably a house, of which 
the hearth was the clearest survi\;ng trace. :\fany iron' skulls' and fragments 
of slag were collected from this area; they show (pp. 192-3) that while smelting 
must have been carried on in the vicinity it cannot have taken place in the 
hearth already noted. Vnfortunately it was not possible to associate the iron 
slag and skulls with any definite level. 

AREA 32 (lIG. 4) 
During the construction or th(· by-pass the clear outline of a house built 

of unmortared stone rubble was revealed at this point. It measured about 
27 ft. by 16 ft. internally; there was an obvious hearth against the middle 01 
the east wall. The hearth was probably opposite the entrance which must 
have been in the west side facing the street. The north and cast walls were 
well preselved, together with part of the west and south sides, but the greatr.
part of the latter could not be certainl> traced. 

AREA 33 (nG. 4l 
This is the position of the ('ction cut across the \illage street in '939."9 

For further details reft,rence hould be made to the account of Area I (see 
above p. 85). 

AREA 34 (FIG. 4) 
This is a building partly excavated in 1939 in trench B.'5° The northern 

end of a rectangular building was clearly defined, but it was not traced further. 

14' O:cOIIienria, v (I940j' 34-5. 
'I' O:conitnsia, v (I940 , 35. 
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In 1959 this same part of the building was seen during road-construction, 
but no additions could be made to the plan. 

AREA 35 (FIG. 4) 
Tills is a clearly defincd line of massive stone running east and west for 

at least 120 ft. It was first discovered in 1938'5' and sectioned in trench] of 
1939,'5' when it was found to be 9 ft. wide; it was not seen during the con
struction of the by-pass, probably becausc of thc dumps which covered most 
of this arca. The nature and purpose of this feature could be easily checked 
in future excavation; it has been suggcsted above (p. 93) that it may be 
explained as the precinct or boundary wall of the manor-house. 

I~TERPRETATION AND CO:-.rCLUSIO. S 

THE ROMAN SITE 

herds of Roman pottery occurred in m)st of the areas excavated, but 
Roman structures wcre found only in Area 5, where there was a ditch and 
other traces of occupation, and perhaps in Area 26, which showed a circular 
building of uncertain nature, but pos<ibly of Roman date. The pottcry 
(pp. 138-9), coins (p. (82) and other objccts (FlO. 28, nos. 19, 24) indicate that 
occupation of the site began about the middle of the 2nd century A.D. and 
lasted well into the 4th century. No traces of any rcally substantial buildings 
were seen and the shallow ditch pcrhaps suggests that the site was that of a 
farmstead of native type; if so, the building in Area 26 would, if Roman, best 
be interpreted as a threshing (Ioor. '1 he animal bones (pp. 197-8) were too few 
to allow any firm generalizations. 

THE MEDIEVAL VILLAGE 

Chronology 
In none of the areas excavated were there any buildings or other features 

which could be assigned to a date before the late 12th century. There was, 
however, almost everywhere a scatter of earlier pottery sherds (FIG. 18, nos. 
1-(4) suggesting occupation nearby perhaps in the lOth, but certainly in the 
II th and earlier 12th centuries. The pottery evidence is complementary to the 
documentary refcrences to Seacourt in the loth and II th centuries (p. 79), 
but the position of the early nucleus of settlement has not so far been located. 

I~I Oxonitnsia, III (1938), 168, 174 f. 
IJI Oxonitnsia, v (1940), 40. 
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It may have lain in the south-eastern part of the village, although the 1939 
trial trenches there (FIG_ 3, O-V) did not reveal any clear indication of 
occupation earuer than the 12th century. 

The detailed excavation of ,\reas I, 2, 5. G and II showed that there the 
earliest features could b(' dated to the later 12th century. These sites are all 
near the western and northern limits of the village as show n by the extent of 
the earthworks on the air-photograph (PI.. II Al and by the spread of pottery 
on the surface of the ploughed fidd. '1 he ('vid('nce of thcse areas suggt'st, 
the[(.[o[(- that the village expandt'd greatly to north and wcst towards thc cnd 
of the 12th century. It was probably also at this time thatthc area of the parish 
under plough reached its greate,t cx«·nt •• lS indicat!"d by the ridge and furrow 
"hown in FJG. 2, an {'xlrnt which far cx(('('ds any recorded in modern timt: 
(p. jG). The expansion of Seacourt at this period appears to bc a reflt-ction 
of that general phase of rising population and land hunger which reached its 
height in the later 13th century.'l' 

In each of the areas at Seacourt where the lowcr level, could he in
vestigated, the buildings or the "arli'T period were found to have been of 
timber. In every case these wer<' replact'd by ston,· structures at dates varying 
from the mid 13th (Area I, to the earl)-mid 14th century (.\rea 1). The 
docum!"ntary evidence throws no light on this process, but the f.1Ct that the 
north-south street appears to have bl'l'n one of the "arut'st stone ,tructun·s. 
uggests that there was an dement of planning h!"hind th,' initiation of the 

change.'54 It must mark a pniod of prosperity in the \illage and it cl'ltainly 
indicaks, in one sphrrf" at 1east, it shift of emphasis a\\'ay fi'om the timber 
building or the c1ay-lanel., to" ards th!" traditions of the ston) highlands to tIl(' 
west. This phase of tim her construction and its associat,-d levels have. for 
comcmence, bel"n rl"fl"rred to as P"iod 1, although it "ill be not"d that the 
end-datc varies from area to M",. and that P"iod 1 overlaps "ith Period II, to 
which th,' stone buildin!(S have b("("n a igned. 

B) 1439 Seacollrt was dcsrrted "ith the cxception of two houses both 
distant from the church. It has heen argu,·d ahoY(" (pp. H3-4) that th,' desntion 
had probably taken place hy 1400 and that it had been pn'ceded by a p"riod 
of rconmnic decline which had m:rdr itsrlf fdt even before the Black D,·ath. 
The archaeological evidence suggests that thl" stone house in Area 4 w." built 

I ') Saltmarsh, 194', 28-q;]. ('to RUIIC'i1.lJrrtuA .\lrdilval PopultJIltJ1I (1g.t.8), !246-60; ~t. W. lk-rorord. 
'11w Ujl l'liiagtJ of Ene/and (I !1S4 I 151, 20 I. 

I~. A chang~ from timlH."r to Ilunc construclion has b«n noted at this dalr in other dcsertro 
medie\'al villagcs! !'.lorC'ton, SOIllt'f3rt. and lI(ll"'l.rth. Dnrkl IP .. \. Rbatz in p,(tC. DorJtl \at. 111.11. 
(]I Arch. Sf/IC., 81 (1959), '33); \\barram Percy, Yorks. infonnation frolo ~11", J. G. Hurst}; and 
possibly Ri~f'holm, Lines, :1-". H. Thol1lpson in Mtd, .lrell., IV (lif.>O), 104). The wide dhtribution of 
lhest' villag<'l luggtSls that lhe chang(" may he of gr-nl"'ral validity; if 10. it rna)' become nr'Ct."IIary to 
Sttk for some overall ca~ affc::cting much of the country. 
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only very shortly before this period. It must have been one of the latest houses 
in Seacourt, for there are few indications of continued occupation after the 
middle of the 14th century.'55 The latest pOllery from the village (FIG. 27) 
suggests a little activity down to about 1400, but these late sherds are so few 
in number that it is difficult to imagine any but a very reduced population 
after the Black Death. Seacourt, then, was probably a victim of the general 
decline apparent in ti,e 14th century;'56 but the progress of th.is decline was 
accelerated by the plague, which was relatively severe in this part of Berksh.ire 
(p. 82), with the result that there is only slight evidence for any occupation of 
the village after c. 1350 and none at all for any continued occupation after 
1400. 

Village planning (FIGS. 3, 4) 
There is very little evidence for the plan of the village in the late 12th 

and early 13th century. Although the wooden buildings in Area 5 had the 
same alignment as the later stone structures, the north-south street, tll which 
the lalter were related, does not seem to have been in existence at this period: 
in Areas I, 25 and 33 it overlay an earlier ditch of some ,ize. Of the east-west 
streets, that to the north seems to have overlain an earlier unpaved track in 
Area 8, while the street north of the church is so deeply cut down as to suggest 
that it was probably early in use ;'57 the remaining east-west street has not 
been dated. The church and the pond were in existence by this time, and the 
fiat rectangular area, possibly the site of the manor-house, had already been 
rormed. Of the relationsh.ip of the village of this period to the postulated 
earlier nucleus, nOlhing is known. 

About the middle of the 13th century the paving of the north-south 
street defined the future main axis or this part of the village, although the 
alignment of the timber structures in Areas I and 5 ,uggests that they were 
laid out from an earlier boundary of some kind in the same position. The 
east-west streets already in existence were apparently surfaced at about the 
same time. All the excavated stone buildings, with the possible exception of 
that in Area 4, were laid out in relation to th.is north-south street, onto 
which the long walls of the houses in each case faced, and onto which the 
doors of the houses seem to have opened.'s8 The houses were well spaced out 

.. It was probably at this tim~ that ploughing encroachtd on lh~ western part of Seacoun, as 
shown by the traces of ridge and furrow o\crlapping the earthworks of the village in PL. II A. It would 
have been conv('nienl to plouJi!:h land as near as possible to the remaining houses, and areas already 
desert«l may wC'lI have h«'n sacrificro to this purpolf'. 

H' Postan, '950, 244; Beresford, op. cit., 202, 241. 
I I' This, the main through road from Oxford to the wrst, is docU5!<'d above p. 78. 
I" Al far as can be judged by the surviving remain. (Areas II and 29) and the position of the 

heanhs (e.g. in Areas 10 and 32). Area 4 appears to have ~en an exception, and was possibly 
related to the e8St-w('St track on it! south side. 
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along both sides of the street; in some places they seem to have faced each 
other almost as if laid out in pam (Areas 13 and 34; I and 32; ! and 30 ; 

19 and 29), an impre;sion which pcrhap supports the idea of some con
scious planning behind the lay-out of the north-south street (p. t 18). The 
largel' houses were placed in the more important positions: the house in 
Areas 12 and 31 was at the head of an cast-w'">t street; that in Arca 10 at the 
main cross-roads, while the most elaborate of all, in Area II occupied a site 
opposite the possible position of the manor-house. :-'fany of the stone houses 
seem to have had out-buildings attached or nearby, and in some cases both 
were surrounded by stone boundary "ails (Areas 4, 5, 28, 29 and 35). The 
enclosure probably formed in each case a more or less complete farm unit, an 
immediate parallel to which is provided by the wooden buildings in An a 5 
(FIG. fl). This suggestion of continuity between the wooden and stone structures 
of the village is supported by a consideration of the house plans (see below). 

The .)(ocol/rl HOUSf 

rhe typical house at Seacourt was essentially a rectangular structure 
about 25 ft. by 14 ft. internally (Arra 5, the wooden house, FIG. 8; Areas I, 

29 and 32, stone houses, FIGS. 5, q and 4 respectively), with a single hearth 
either appro. 'imately in the centre of the house or against the middle of the 
rear w.lll; there were no signs of any partition walls. Houses both smaller 
(in Area 4, [2 ft. by [0 ft. internally) and larg'T (in Area II, about 36 ft. by 
14 ft. internally) were recorded. The carll' [3th century house in ,\rea 5 is 
so similar in size and plan to tlw later stone houses that it may be 'afely assumed 
that it represents the typical Seacourt hous(' at that time; the later house 
converted into stone a plan already in usc for timber buildings. Little can be 
discovered of the appearance of thest" hous,"; the wooden house in Area 5 
was timbcr-Iramed possibly of oak'59 with the wall spaces infilkd with daub 
on a f"ame-work of wattles,'60 "hil,' the lack of roof-tiles ,hows that the roof 
was probably thatched. "0 evidence of timber-framing was nOI<·d in the 
stone walls of the later houses. but e\ en so it i not certain whether they \\l're 
timber-framed on a stone ground-wall, or entirely stone-built. The stonc
robbing which is known to have taken place at 'eacourt since the desertion 
of the \;lIage makes it dang'Tous to argue from the amount of rubble debris 
found on any ,ite.·6• In no case "cre there enough roof-tiles to suggest any
trung but a thatched roof. 

In Fra~('tlts of oak were found in poll-hole 62 of lh~ contemporary ham-bpI" building (set' 
p. '96)· 

16D A fragmml of daub, prot.a.bl)' burnt by chan~. was found in the primary filling of the north .. 
,outh ditch in Area 5 (Itt below p. 194. A.!t.t. S.~5); it may have ~ deriv~ from iliil house or 
the bam-b~. It bore cI~t imprcaions of wattlr . 

• 6, ~ abo"'e p. 77. note 41. 
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There were no houses with provision for animals under the same roof as 
humans. On the other hand both in the early 13th century wooden complex 
in Area 5, and in association with most of the stone houses throughout the 
excavated parts of the village, there were subsidiary buildings in either wood 
or stone. These are seen most dearly in Area 5 (FIG. 8) and in Areas I, 4, 5, 
II, 28 and 29, while the structures in Areas 6, 16, 17, 18, 23 and 24 may 
also be parts of similar auxiliary buildings. In Area I, building A was prob
ably a byre; it was also the only stone building which showed any traces of 
timber-framing (post-holes A-C, FIG. 5). 

The Seacourt houses clearly have nothing in common with the typical 
medieval • long-house', which has men and animals under one roof-line 
separated by a cross- or feeding-passage.· 6 , This is the more strange since in 
the present stage of research it appears that the long-house was the normal 
type over the great part of the country, and that the smaller one- or two
roomed cottages were the homes of only the poorer members of the com
munity .• 63 At Seacourt, where all the houses are of the latter type, this ex
planation cannot apply, as the variations in size and the associated out
buildings confirm. It seems more probable that we have here a distinct 
tradition which expresses itself in small groups of buildings forming a single 
farm-unit, rather than in a long-house combining at least two different 
functions. It has been shown that this type of farm-unit was in existence in 
the early 13th century (Area 5) and that it was the normal arrangement in 
the later stone village. Its origins, which must be different from those 
which gave ris to the long-house, are at present obscure. It is already clear, 
however, that there are several distinct traditions which could have given 
rise to the peasant houses of medieval England, .6l and a corollary would be 
that these houses themselves exist in several different types. This now seems 

161 cr. lh(' long-hollS(' at D«re, Devon, diSCWSC'd by E. M. Jope in Aftt! . .Arc.h., III (1958). 1'2. 
16) J. C. Hurst in a lecture to the British Associalion at Cardiff, 1<)60, summarized in D.M. V.R.C., 

8th Annual lu/'O', (.gI~). App<nclix E. 
"4 rOt Lhe Saxon background, cr. C. A. R. Radford in Mtt! .. Irch., I (19S7). 27-38. At Waren

dorf, Westphalia, an C'X1MlSivel)' excavated 7th and 8lh century continr'ntal Saxon village. the buildings 
wac of S('\'eral typtS including !lmall rectangular hoUStS, not unlik(' th~ Seacourt examples in general 
dim~nsions, but showing in th~ir post·holes evidence of a tradition of timb(r building apparently 
quitl" differ('nt from that at St"acourt I W. \\,ink~lmann in Stut Au!grabulIgm in Dttd!chJtuld (19~8), 
49~·517, tspccially 500, Abb. 5., ty~n ID and IV}. It i.s by nt) means impoe.sible that the vanous 
War~ndorf structures might be: similar to lh~ anct'Stors of ~"'('ral typo of houses (cf. Radford, op. 
cit., 36), among them th~ acourt type di5CUSSro h~r~, but iflO, almOSt all th(' links connecting them 
are still to ~ traced. Nothing is 35 yet certainly known in England of the houses introduced by the 
Danish Sl"ttll"1'! of the 9th and lOth centuries, but for a village of houses apparendy distinct from the 
known Saxon ~xamplel cf. Maxey, Xorthants., excavated by ~tr. P. Y. Add)"llUUl (Mui. Arch., v 
(1g61).309-IO), to whom I am grat~ful for advance information on the buildings. Late Saxon 
and early mroieval town houses appear to have lx-en quite different from those in the COUniry. 
but of th('.8c virtually nothing is known, exc~pt at Southampton (Mtd. Arch., JU (1959),310-1, FIG. 
103) and Oxford, where the Clarendon Hotel site produced lat(' Saxon c~llars and other evidence 
f!)r the contemporary topography of the town (Oxonitnsia, x.."<UJ (1958),5-10). 
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to have brcn established at Seacourt; future work will presumably define thr 
distribution in time and pare of the Scarourt hou e and its a ociatrd struc
tures, thus enabling <;orne timate of their ultimate origin to b!" reached. 

Heonom)" 
Apart from the probable byre in Area I and thr wooden barn-byr!" 

in Area 5, the structures excavated at Seatourt were dwellings. The only 
traces of industrial processes were those of iron-smelting in Area 31 (sec 
bdow pp. 192-3). Agriculture and animal husbandry were clearly the main 
occupations. 

The detailed analysis of the ,mimal bon,'s (sec bdow, p. 197) shows that 
tIlt" percentages of the various animals present in Ptriod I arr very similar to 
those in P"iod II. Ox and hecp or goat account for the mas> of the matenal 
examined, while pig is much less common, and the other animals (horse, roc 
and red deer, dog, cat and hare) "ere only reprcscntrd by single or wry few 
individuals. There was somr es id"nc!" for Ihe dom"slic fowl and for goose 
and wood-pigeon; also a few oyster-shells were found. Although the bones 
art· nearly all derived from the domestic food n'fuse, they probably give an 
indic.llion of the composition of th!" stock hdd by the village. 

Grain was found in soil-samples taken from two pits (pit 16, Area 5; 
pit 6, Area 6; report below Pl'. 19:;-6). There was a little Barley, but the bulk 
of the material recovered consisted of Wheat lind Oats in a proportion of about 
'i' 3· Whether or nOl this is a lru(' indication of th,' relative amount of thest· 
crops cultivated depends on the natun' of tht' pits in which they wen' found: 
if the)' wac storage pits tht" grain might only represl'nt the contents of th,· 
pits, but if they were rubbish pits tht· sampl" have a random charactl'r of 
greater validity for an assessment of th,' crops of the village. 

Th,' ide' of the pits seemed to show that thITe had been a timber framing, 
a "ould be necessary in a storage pit FIG. 10 ,md FIr.. 12, \'-w see pp. 103, 
108/. This was nOI supported b} an "xamination of lh,' soil samples (pp. 193-4), 
although some large pieces of oak occurred in the filling of pit 16 (VII, no. 7. 
p. 197). Whalcs'er their original purposl"S, it thus seems best to regard these 
pits.is having been filled "ith highly organic rubbish (p. 193. {;nderground 
storage of grain in so damp an area is an unlikdy suggestion. Carbonization 
of part of the grain, a process which does not seem to occur spontaneously, 
may be supposed to have rcsulted from acridents in drying Ihe corn.·65 The 
latter process is necessary in damp c1imate·s,·'· and the fact that it was required 

,6; P.P.S., xxm (IQ$7). :loG . 
... Set" E. ~{.Jopt' on the corn·.drying kilns at lkrre,lk",on, in M~d. hell., It (1958), 123"4- Mr. 

Jo(>(' inrorms me that there was a grain..drying barn with fiun, il1S("rtro at DeddinR'ton Castle. Oxon., 
In the 14th century. 
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is strong evidence of unsuitable condition for the storage of grain under
ground. No corn-drying kilns have so far been recorded at Seacourt, hut 
their existence may perhaps be expected from the evidence of carbonization. 

Work done and work 10 do 
The excavations at Seacourt have I'evealed for the first time tbe plan 

and much of the detail of a large part of a medieval village-apparently the 
most important part. This was the kind of background against which the 
medieval peasant lived; these were the kind of buildings and contacts,67 which 
he knew. Ultimately the picture built up by this and similar excavations will 
provide a detailed setting for the chronicles, poems and official records of the 
countryside of medieval England. Much, however, remains to be done both 
at Seacourt and elsewhere among the nearly two thousand deserted medieval 
villages now known. At eacourt the recent excavations have posed a number 
of questions which have been discussed above. Some of these must be answered 
by work elsewhere; others can be answered by future research at Seacourt 
itself. 

In general it is clear from the work at Seacourt that excavation must be 
on a considerahle scale if anything like a valid picture of the development of 
even a small medieval village is to be obtained. The complexity of tllese 
sites and the mass of finds in turn demand full publication if the results arc 
to be other than a series of inadequate g neralizations. 

In particular the location of the original nucleus of settlement, perhaps 
in the south-eastern quarter of the later village, is highly clesirable; so too is 
the excavation of the church, which provides a convenient, well defined 
site, not too large in area for a single season's excavation. Both will throw 
light on the earliest history of the village. In addition it would be most useful 
to have the complete plans, with boundaries, out-buildings, houses and other 
structures (e.g. pits and corn-drying kilns) of an entire farm-unit from both 
Ihe earlier and later periods of the village. Such a unit, probably shm,;ng 
both periods superimposed, appears to have stood on the oval area of f1attish 
ground due cast across the street from the possible site of the manor-house. 
Excavation here in 1937,6' (FIG. 3) revealed stone buildings overlying earlier 
features, and the contours of the ground uggest that this would prove to be 
a singl , clearly defined unit. In such an area it would be possible to consider 
questions of the continuity or otherwise displayed by the various structures, 

"7 See the discussion of the pottery. p. 137 and the sherd or Med.itc-cranean glass, PL. x, n, p. 
185. These contacts at Seacoun presumably reflect the proximity of Oxford market with its own 
distant contacts. 

," O,'Co"'tnsia, II ( 1937), 2°3. 
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and of planning, function and local economy .• 69 The excavation or testing of 
the suggested site of the manor-house (FlO. 3) "auld also be valuable finally th,. 
mill-Ieats to the north-east of the village fully support the documentary 
evidence for mills: the location and 'ca,ation of a fulling mill or even an 
ordinary corn-grinding mill would be of the highest interest.·7' 
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NOT£. ON 

SEMI·CIRCULAR STAJRCASES IN THE OXFORD REGION 

By FABIAN RAnCLIFFE, O.P. 

The semi-circular projection on the north wall of the Area I I house was 
diagnosed as the base of a staircase, not because there was material evidence 
for this in situ, but because all other possibilities seemed to be ruled out. It 
could not have been a midden Or sump of any kind since there was no pit or 
midden deposit; nor could it have been an oven since there was no trace of 
burning, either on the stone walls or on the natural clay surface. And a bow 
window projection is unlikely on such a house in the 14th century, let alone 
on a north wall. But the likelihood of its having been a staircase is considerably 
strengthened by the fact that a number of houses in the Oxford region have 
staircases set in semi-circular projections ( FIG. 16). Examples are recorded so far 
at Hook ~orton (about twelve),'" harlton-on-Otmoor (three), Mureot 
(three), Islip (two), Weston on the Green (at least one), Fencot (one) and 
Feweot (one), and there is little doubt that further investigation will reveal 
more. These stairs are all strictly semi-circular, except for the one at Fewcot 
which goes through rather more than 180°.'" Those which ascend more 
than one storey (as do some at Hook ~orton) stop and begin again for the 
second flight, with the two doors shutting off the steps side by side. Usually 

'" A History of Hook. X()'(Jqn~ by Margaret Dickins, A.R.C.C. (Banbury, 1928) , 179. 
,,1 The semi.circular stair built within the ho~, not in an external projection, is quite common. 

There nu local examples at Headington. Standlakc, Ramsden , Bloxham, Kings Sutton and Chacombe 
~ Norlhants) . 
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the tairs tand in a semi-circular projrction, though some (e,g, at Hook 
_ 'orton, are in a square projection, and on,' imilar is also recorded at ('.atha), 
Somerset, built about 1480,173 Those at Hook. 'orton were originall) built 
~olid, rubble filled and faced with stone; but most arc now fitted with \\ood,'n 
stairs, as arc all the others which have been examined. Some have a roof of 
their own; with others, the line ofthl' main roofi brought out over til(' stair. 
Usually there is one small window half way up the flight. 

B 

O~!IiO!'!54-0I!!!!I;_M~,8 FEET 
FR 

FlO. 15 

$emi-clrcutar ltaircase pmJ(~IIOns. 
.\ . Su~trd reconstrut"tion of I,ain:cue al S~acourt, Area II. 
8. St"ml-circular staircase at CharhonooOn·Olmoor, Oxon. (cf. PL. IX c ). 

In S{'~ A HiJtory oj HooK. -,"orion, 179. 
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It is not easy to date these stairs. None of the local examples mentioned 
could well be earl;er than 1600. But there is the Cothay example wruch goe, 
back to the 15th century; the Otmoor area, which contains at least n;ne of 
the stairs, has always been a self-contained and conservative region; and 
there is a stair of exactly similar construction in the axon church at Brix
worth, Northants. It is therefore possible that the semi-circular staircase 
projection was a late Saxon and m dieval style (dictated by economy of house 
space, and perhaps also by ease of construction), which surv;ved in this and 
other areas in smaller domestic buildings into the 18th century, and of wruch 

• SEMI-CIRCULAR STAIRCASE 
IN A RECTANf;ULAR PR.OJF.CTlON 

o SEMl-CIRCULAR STAIRCASE 
IN A SEMI-CIRCULAR PROTECTION 

FlO. t6 
Map showing semi·circular staircases in lh/" Oxford region. 

I. Hook Xorton. 5. Islip. 
~. Fewcot. 6. Charlton-on-Otmoor. 
3. Weston on the Green. 7. Mureol. 
4. Fencol. 8. acourt. 
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Seacourt provides a L}th century example. I -, But al the moment thore is too 
little C\idence to confirm this suggl'Stion or ketch a historv of the sl)le. 
However, a tentative reconstruction of the Seacourt stair \if such it IS) is 
oflered here (FIG. 15 A) \\ilh a stair from CharlLOn-on-Otmoor ho\\n for 
comparison (FIG. 15 B; cf. PL. IX c). The a\ (rage width of the treaders at 
Charlton is I ft. I in., tho average height of the risers 8 in. This gives a 
rise of some 7 ft. 4 in. in the 180' turn. The Seacourt reconstruction is based 
on the same width of the treaders; and if the risers werc also 8 in., the stair 
would have a rise of about 9 ft. 

It must be admitted, howl'ver, that so far no exact parallel has been 
found for the Seacourt stair. It differs from the other examples in two ways. 
First, it is on the gable-end of the house, not on the long wall, as are all the 
othel ,'75 but since the stair was perhaps built later than the re t of the 
house, the end-wall may well have been a more convernent place for it than 
either the front or back. Secondl), it stands in a rather deeper projection 
than other stairs. This might mean that thl' stair "as in fact truly circular. 
On the other hand the extra depth may deliberately have been designed to 
give a greater rise, or to make the stair less st(·ep. .' either of thtse two difTer
ences seems to be sufficiently radical to rule out the possibility that the eacourt 
projection was a stair; at the same time it would have been re'" 'urlng to 
find an exact parallel. But this may be discovered in time. 
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POTTERY 

OENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The medieval pottery of the Oxford area is better known than that of any other 
comparable region in England, thanks to Mr. R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford and Mr. 
E. M. Jope. The excavations at Seacourt were undertaken primarily to investigate 
the village and only secondarily to provide further knowledge of the medieval 
pottery of the area. Indeed, the most important factor in the approach to the 
medieval pottery was the known date of 1439 by which the village was to all intents 
and purposes deserted. However, it has been argued above (p. 84) that it is 
possible to place the desertion of the village before 1400, and it is this terminus 
which has been used in the report on the pottery and other finds. 

IIere the pottery is mainly presented as evidence for the dating of the individual 
structures and general phases of occupation at Seacourt. The illustrations of the 
pottery are arranged with this end in view: thus there are figures of the Roman 
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pottery (FlC. 17), of the earliest and latest medieval pottery (FICS. 18 and 27), as \\.11 
as of the pottery from the two main phases of occupation (Pmod I, FIOs. 19-24; 
Pmod II, F1CS. 25-6). In addition the individual sherds have been described in 
orne detail, 50 that, with the development of our knowledge of the dating of the 

medieval pottery of the area, corrections or refinemrnu may be made to the chrono
logy of the village as suggested here. The chronological information derived from 
the pottery is discussed above in the appropriate s~ctions of the excavation report 
(pp. 84-117) and in the conclusions (pp. 117-9); in this introduction to lhe description 
of the pottery, certain aspects of the pottery prr " are discussed. In particular 
.omething can be learnt from the pottery groups of the development of the habits 
of the medieval potter; the 8lowness of this development from the late 12th to the 
late 13th century is especially clear. 

The pottery from the 1958 and 1959 excavations was extremely plentiful, 
although most of it was very fragmentary even when it came from pits. This was 
also the case with the previous excavation', lOme of the pottery from which has 
been published by Mr. E. M. Jope.'1' As well as being fragmentary, much of the 
pottery was unstratified, or only stratified in a m05t general way in the featureless 
levels of black occupation soil which covered much of the site (see ahove p. 103). 
Only a fe" pits produced enough pottery to form valuable groups. In these cir
cumstances the treatment of the pottery ha been very selective; except in the 
sections illustrating the earliest and latest material from the site, no pottery has 
been illustrated or described which is not ~ecuTe'ly stratified in relation to some 
important ftature of the site or in a pit. 

PO'ITERY GROUPS 

There are certain important groups, hO\\'ever, which provide a frame\\'ork 
to which the rest of the pottery may be related and which have a significance 
beyond that of lhe village itself. These groups may now be listed and discussed. 

Pit 5 (.tTeO 5) 
This pit is described ahove p. 98 (see also plan, FlC. 7 and section, FlO. 12, 

r.-~1). The following pottel) from this pit is published: 
Lc,,'el 7. FIG. 23, nos. I, 16, 19-
I..-vel 8. HC. 23, no. g. 
The pottery from pit 5 was extremoly fragmentary. u:vels 6, 7 and 8 wore 

entirely within the pit and the 18 sherds of glazed pottel)' they contained wore 
only of Group A fabric (Bodln.n Extension, 116-7 • presumably from triporl-pitchers 
and allied types. The 18 glazed sherds represent only 7'3 per cent of the total 
pollel) found in this pit. Of the 227 unglaud sherd , 110 (48'5 per cent) were of 
~and~ fabric, while 117 (51'5 per cent) were of coarser wares \ .. i.th much white 
fleckmg from the use of\ ... lley bottom clay. (J.p., 1959.245. Orthe 22 identifiable 
pots from this pit, 3 were glazed pitchers (presumably tripod-pitchers), while 12 
were cooking pots and 7 howls. Of the 12 cookin!) pots, 7 were in white-Reeked 
fabrics and 5 in sandy "ares. All the 7 howls were 10 white-Reeked fabrics. 

The date of this pit is defined by the material in the sealing layer 5, which sug-

'76 Mainly in Jopt. 1947. where on p. 7'2 fffrr~c" are given to the &acourt material published 
by him, both In that pa~r and in O:conimrio. A few Ihuds from the 1939 excavatiolU are published 
in the present paper (no. 19.9: FlO. 20, '2; FlO. 21. 4 (parts of); no. 2'2. 5; no. 27, 14) by kind JX"r· 
miaion or Mr. R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford. 
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gests that the pit was filled in by the fi"t quarter of the 13th century (especially 
FlG. 19, no. 7) . On the other hand the numerical anall"is of the pottery from this 
pit presents a very different picture from that from pits 16, 25 and 6 and a date 
for the contents of the pit in the late 12th century at the latest seems reasonable. 
Pit 5 is linked to pit 16 (see below) by a .herd ( FlG. 23, no. I ) from level 7 which 
joins with a sherd from level 5 of pit 16. 

Pit 16 (ArM 5) 
This pit described above p. 103 (see also plan, FIG. 7 and section, FIG. 12, VoW). 

The following pottery from this pit is published: 

Level 3. flO. 23, nos. 12, 13· 
Level 4. FIG. 19, no. 5; FIG. 24, no. 6. 
Level 5. FIG. 23, nos. I, 4, 6. 
Level 6. PIG. 23, nos. 3, 26; FIG. 24, no. 5. 

Once again the pottery was extremely fragmentary. Of a total of 510 sherds 
from the pit, only 16 (3'1 per cent) were glazed ; of these all, except two, were of 
Group A fabric. The two exceptional sherds were both from level 3 and were 
presumably from pitchers: one had a brown glaze on a sandy red fabric, the other 
was a finer, sandy off-white fabric with clear glaze over a line of reddish paint. 
These sherds suggest similarities in fabric with the pottery from Well I at the 
Bodleian extension, dating to the first quarter of the 13th century (Bodleian Ex
t",.rion, I 18-g) and imply that the uppermost level at least of pit 16 did not ac
cumulate until the early 13th century. 

Of the 494 unglazed sherds, 350 (70'9 per cent) were of sandy fabric, while 
144 (29'1 per cent) were of coarser white-flecked wares. This is a considerable 
increase in sandy wares over the percentages for pit 5 and it supports the later 
date for pit 16, suggested by the two glazed sherds discussed above. On the other 
hand the joining sherds from level 5 of this pit and level 7 of pit 5 suggest that the 
lower levels of the two pits may have been open at the same time, although it is 
possible that the sherd had been lying on the surface for some time before finding 
its way into pit 16. 

It is not possible to say how many glazed vessels are represented by lbe tiny 
glazed sherds from the pit, but of the 40 identifiable unglazed vessels, 26 are cooking 
pots and 14 are bowls or pans. It is clear that sandy wares were preferred for cooking 
pots ( 18 examples against 8 in white-flecked wares), while the reverse was true for 
bowls ( I I examples in white-flecked wares against 3 in sandy wares) . In level 6 
was a single fragment of coarse grey ware with an orange surface and combed 
wavy decoration similar to the pitchers ( FlG. 18, (lOS. 8, g). No other stratified 
sherd of this ware was found anywhere in the excavations, a fact which suggests 
that this fabric with this decoration is late 12th century at the latest, at least at 
Seacourt. 

Pit 25 (Arta 2) 
This pit is described above p. 8g, and the following pottery is published: 
Level 3. FIG . 19, no. 3 j FlO. 22, no. 7,9, I I, 12. 
Level 6 . FlO . 22, no. 8. 
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The potte!)· from this pit was not quite so fragmentary and some of the glazed 
pottery was amgnable to di.>tinct vessel!. The two [e,els of thi.> pit were probably 
In fact part of the same level, for sr"vernl fragment from one fitted those from the 
other. 

Of the 397 sherds from this pit. 41 (10'3 per cent) were ~lazed. Of the 1<
mainin~ 356. 2g0 (64.6 per cent) were of sandy fahric. while 126 (35"4 pcr «'11) 
were of white-flecked, limestone-detritus filled \\ares. These percentages agree 
substantially with those of pit 16 i in addition the tripod-pitcher neck II-IG. 19, 
no. 3) i. perhaps late in that series. while the cooking pots (FIG. ". nos. 7-9) show 
well developed examples of sandy ware rim. (especially no. 8). Taken together 
this suggests all early 13th eenlury date for the pit 

Of the 45 identifiable vessels, 3 were glazed pitchers (probably tripod-pitchel .). 
while 29 ~ere cooking pots and 13 OO\"'b. or the former, 18 ", .. ere in sandy fabric; 
against II in white-flecked wares i of the latter, 12 were in white-flecked wares 
against only I in a sandy ware. 'lhe two cooking pots (FIG. 22, no. I I, 12) are 
probably chance survivals in this pit. All these figures are in close agJ·eement with 
those of pit 16. 

,\[iddm of Pmod I. phD$( ". lwuse (Art. 5) 
This midden is described above on p. 102. and the follO\,;ng pottery is pub

Ii hed : 
FIG. 19, no. 1,2; FlO. 23, nos. 7, 15, 17.24 t fIG. 24, nos. 10, 12. 
These large fragments of pottelY occurred t~cther in a dark patch of soil in 

the g(ncral occupation level :'\.1-:. oftlie barn·IJyre 111 Area 5; the area of the midden 
was probably bounded on the N.W. hl' the post fence represented by post-holes 
26-8 (FIG. 7). It W'aS not possible to define the limits of any pit or to he certain 
where the dr-posit ended; it was probably just a ma~s of rubbish thrown down in 
the general muck of occupation. It ii thus uncertain if all the small shrrds are 
really part of the midden, but it has heen thought sale to select the large sherds. 
and those v.hich fit to form a large part ora pot, as truly deriving from the midden. 
l Usually the pottery sherds from the general occupation level are very small and 
cannot be made to fit.) 

In this case it is not possible to present any numerical description of the group. 
The tripod-pitchers (FIG. 19. no. t. 2) suggest a late 12th or even early 13th century 
date; the later date is supported by the cooking pots 'FIG. '3. no. 24) and especially 
the bo"l (FtG. 24. no. 10). 

Pit 6 (Area 6) 
This pit IS described above p. 10-1 ( eo also plan and .ections HG. to). "I he 

following pottery from this pit is published' 
Levels. no. 23. nos. 20, 22. 
Level b. FIG. 23, nos. II t 20. 

Level 7. FIG. 23. no •. 1-1. t8. 
Lc.'vels 5, 6 and 7 are {'ntirdy within the pit; If'vel 6A, which is a clay packing, 

produced nothing that should be considered togrther with the pit-filling. Of the 
696 sherds from these three layers. 30 (4'3 per cent) were glazed. All the glazed 
sherds except one ",,'ere of Group A fabrics; the exception was a sherd of friable 
sandy pinkish-buff ware with a grey core, decorated with a very heavy applied 
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strip of white day and covered with a thick treacly green glaze which showed 
greenish-brown over the body of the pot; a date well into at least the first quarter 
of lhe 13th century seems required for this sherd. Among the other glazed sherds 
one very heavily decorated tripod-pitcher accounted for at least 10 fragments: 
this vessel was heavily rouletted on the neck '\'ith at least four rO'.,,"$ of rouletting of 
apparently four different types, each row being placed on one of the ridges of the 
neck j below the junction of neck and body there were a further six horizontal lines. 
These two sherds logelher suggest an early '3th cenlury dale for level 5. Levels 
6 and 7 must have accumulated or been thrown in very quickly as section Z"-Z'" 
shows, and an early 13th century date for the whole pit is possible. 

Of the 666 unglazed sherds, 460 (69" per cenl) were of sandy fabric, while 
206 (30 '9 per cenl) wrre of white-flecked, limestone detritus filled wares. About 
80 individual vessels were identifiable of which aboul 5 are glazed pilchers (about 
4 lripod-pitchers and one other) ; of lhe remainder 56 were cooking pots and '9 
bowls or pans. The 56 cooking pots comprised 38 in sandy wares and 18 in white
flecked wares. The '9 bowls include 18 in white-flecked wares and only 1 in a sandy 
ware. These figures agree wdl with the figures for pits .6 and 25, but are in distinct 
contrast \\:ith the figures for pit 5. 

Pit I.1 (Area 5) 
This pit is described above p. 10{ (plan, FlG. 9, section, FIG. 12, N-O). The 

following pOllery from this pit is published: 
Level 4. flO. 25, nos. 6, 7, 16; flO. 26, no. 9. 
Level 5. 1<'10. 25, nos. 5, 10, 14; FIO. 26, 110S. 2, 3, 7· 
Level 6. fIO. 25, no. J J ; FlO. 26, nos. 8, '4. 
Level 7. FlO. 25, no. IS; FIG. 26, no. 5. 
Level 8. FlO. 26, no. 4. 
Level 4, which overlay the pit at the level of the general spread of occupation, 

contained several large sherds, at least one of which joined with a sherd in the pit 
itself. It was not possible, however, to distinguish this level exactly from the sur~ 
rounding occupation material, although it is clear that lhe pit must have been dug 
from very near the modern surface. This level is therefore not included in the 
numerical analysis, but certain sherds from it arc published (sec above). The 
greatest quanlity of poltery came from level 5, although the other levels together 
produced a fair amount; sherds of the same pot were in several caso found in 
difTerent layers and it is clear that the pil was filled in rapidly and can be trealed 
as a whole. 

Of lhe 438 sherds in the pit, 36 (8'2 per cent) are glazed; the glazed sherds 
include several of Group A fabrics, some certainly identifiable as tripod-pitchers, 
but lhere are sevrral glazed sherds from olher pitchers and a double-shelled lamp 
(FIG. 25, no. r I). There were several sherds of glazed ware \'\"ith applied rouletted 
strips for which a generally mid 13th century date is probable. There was also a 
sherd of sandy fabric with an applied roselle of red clay and a covering of mottled 
green glaze; this sherd, from level 7, is crucial for the dating of the whole pit. It 
should be compared with other highly decorated jug fr~~ments, some ornamented 
with applied red clay, from a pit at Carfax, Oxford (Jope, I942, 71-4, FlO. '7), 
of the mid to later 13th cemury. This dale is supporled by the lamp (FlO. 25, no. 
11) which is very similar to the lamps from a mid 13th century pit al St. John's 
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(Jopt, 1950, 56-50, FIG. 20, no •. 6, 7) ; and by the small cooking pots (FIG. 26, no. q 
and another the same) which are in general similar to some of vague but po ibly 
late 13th century date from the pit in square Z on the Clarendon Hotel.ite (Oxon
iensia, XXIV (1959), 24-5, FIG. 9, no,. 6, 7). A mid to late 13th century date may 
therelore be suggested for the contents of pit 13. 

Of the 402 unglazed ,herds from this pit, 205 (51'0 per cent) were of white
flecked, limestone detritus filled wares, while 197 (49'0 per cent) were of sandy 
fabrics. There were 26 identifiable unglazed pots and of these 21 were cooking pots 
and 5 bowls. The cooking pots con,isted of II in sandy wares and 10 in white
flecked fabrics; the 5 bowls wele all in white-flecked fabrics. The<e figUl'es show 
an interesting reversal of the figures for pits 16, 25 and 6 of early 13th century date 
and a return to the balance of fabrics shown by the late 12th century pit 5. 

Dileh below Int nOllse in Area 4 
This ditch i. described above p. 93 (plan, FIG. 6; section, FIG. r I, C-D) The 

following pottery from this ditch is published ; 

FlO. 19, nos. 12, 15; flO. 20, nos. 6, 9-1 I. 

This "as a clearly defined ditch running below the stone house in Area 4. 
The ditch was by no means completely excavated, and since it is possible that the 
pouery group from it is not truly representative, no numerical analysis has been 
attempted. However, this pottery is so different from that of all the other groups 
c"amined above, that it is worth investigation. The increased proportion of glazed 
pottery is most striking. In addition the difference in ware from the other groups 
is very obvious. Here the wares arc fine, usually buff-orange and very well fired; 
the glazes are mottled greens and yellows. Th""e are probably Brill products. 

The date of this group is not easy to establish on comparative evidence, for 
there is very little datable 14th contury pottery with which to compare it; on the 
other hand the evidence of pit 13 at Seacourt and much 13th century material 
elsewhere sho,,~ that the contents or this ditch are clearly not 13th century. It 
must be: remembered that this ditch underlie:; a stone house, and that the central 
hearth of this house was repiact"d on at lea 1 two occasions before the desertion of 
the village which, it is suggested, took place by 1400 and was certainly complete by 
1439. It is hard to see how this group can be later than the middle of the 14th 
century and it is perhaps best attributed to the fi ... t quarter of that century. Closer 
dating may be possible in a rew yea" when the progress of archaeomagnetic dating 
enables an independent date to be produced for the last heating of the uppermost 
hearth in the stone house (see below pp. 191'2). 

About two-thirds of the unglazed pottery was white-Recked ware, and the 
rest of sandy fabrics. This evidem'c, such as it is, supports the suggestion from 
the analysis of pit t3 that white-Recked. limestone-detritus filled wares increa .. d 
somewhat in use in the later 13th century after a decrease in popularity in the early 
13th ""ntury. Of the 13 identifiable unglazed v=els, 10 were cooking pots and 
3 bowls. There were 7 cooking pots in white-flecked wares and 3 in sandy fabrics, 
all 3 bowls were in white-flecked fabrics. 

PITCHERS 

Mostly the fragments are too few and too small to enable much to be said of 
the pots themselves; nevertheless they are the backbone of the dating put forward 
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in this report. Special mention should be made, however, of the early 14th century 
group from AIea 4 which provides a much needed associated series for a period of 
which too little is known. 

COOKING POTS 
The bulk of the pottery for Seacourt consisted of cooking pots. From the 

evidence of the groups analysed above, it can be seen that there afe usually about 
twice as many cooking pons present as bowls, and sometimes the proportion is even 
greater. Of the late 12th century cooking pots (in pit 5) half are made of sandy 
wares and half of white-flecked wares; but in the early 13th century (pits 16, 25, 6) 
sandy ware was much more popular, although examples in white-flecked wares 
still occurred. In the mid-late 13th century white-flecked examples increased 
again in numbers and, in the early 14th century, even outnumbered examples in 
sandy fabric (Area 4, ditch). 

The same forms occur in both fabrics, although the sandy examples tend to be 
more angular. The bulk of the pottery recovered was of the 13th century, and 
within this period very little significant development of the cooking pot can be 
,een. Some examples of earlier types occurred, e.g. the straight-sided cooking 
pots (FIG. 18, nos. 10, II ; FlO. 22, no. 12; FlO. 23, no. 2 ) and those with simple 
everted rims (no. 18, no. 14; FIO. 22, no. 1 [; FlO. 23, no. I) , but mostly the cooking 
pots were of the characteristic 13th century type with an everted thickened rim, 
treated more or less elaborately at the top and either angular or rounded. 

The most significant change is the introduction in the second half of the 13th 
century of the small cooking pot with heavily wheel-marked walls ( FlG. 26, no,. 
9-11); these may have either an angular (flO. 26, no. 9 and a similar example) or 
an internally hollowed rim (FlO. 26, nos. 10, r I ) . The earliest example of a cooking 
pot with the typical out-turned and undercut rim of the Brill manufacturies is of the 
early 14th century ( FIG. 26, no. '5; cf. FlG. 27, no. 3), but Brill products had been 
reaching Seacourt since the late 13th century ( FIG. 24, no. I ) . 

Cooking pots of the 14th century are hard to identify, but FIG. 27, no. 4, an 
East Berkshire type, is probably one, as may be FlO. 27, nos. 1 (more probably a 
storage jar) and 12. A most interesting example is FIG. 27, no. I I which clearly 
copies a metal prototype; indeed the introduction of metal cauldrons probably 
accounts not only for the shortage of 14th century pottery cooking vessels, but also 
for the deterioration in the ware noticed in the later r 3th century (see above, p. 13·h 
and FIG. 28, no. 23 below). A number of cooking pots had spots of glaze on the 
rim ( FlG. 23, nos. 23, 25; FlG. 26, nos. 6, 8) ; this appear> to be characteristic of the 
late 13th century and after. 

Decoration on these cooking pots is kept to the minimum and takes the form 
of finger-tip ornamentation of the rim and in one case (FlG. 22, no. 10) of the 
shoulder. Many of the pots show knife-trimming or other working on the shoulder 
or near the base angle (e.g. FIO. 22, nos. 2, 8, 13; FlG. 23, nos. 12, 16, 18, 20) . 

BOWLS 
The analyses of the groups (above pp. 130-4) show that bowls occur only haIfa, 

frequently as cooking pots and that they are almost invariably made from valley-
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bottom clay. full of limestone-detntus which gives a white-flecked appearaDc~ to 
the fabric. The various tl~ of bo\\1 are hO'lh"ll on FIG. 24-; fiG, 25, nos .• S-16; 
FlG. 26, no. 17; and FIG. 27, nos. 2, 7, q. rhey display as great a variety of nm 
with as little chronological significance as the cooking pots; ne,erthel ... the 10-

troduction of the Brill bowl or pan 'UG. 24, no. I, cf. UG_ '7. DO. ,) in the late 13th 
century is an important chronological innovation. l11e remarkable glazed, two
handled (1). bo,,1 of the early 13th century (FlO. 24. no. 10; Area 5. midden of 
Period I, . ee above, p. 132) is a Tan: piece of considerable interest. 

The whole question of the date of the wide flat bowls with heavily inturned 
rims (FIe;, 24. nos. 13-15) Seem'i to have been clarified by the Seacourt evidence 
which places them firmly in 13th century contexts, rather than in the 12th century 
where. although they might be expected to have developed from late Saxon in
turned-rim bowls, they do not occur. rhi. evidence parallels that of the pottery 
from A\'ebury on \\hich Mr. Eo . L Jope has worked. 

t'ABRICS 

Something has already been said of the incIdence of sandy and" hite-flecked 
fabrics, and of the very noticeaLle change in f.\brics to br seen in the early 14th 
century group from Area 4. Three oth("r wares call for some comment here. 

One of the most characteristic fabrics from Seacourt is a reddish-brown, 
white-flecked ware \\ith a thick grev rore; vwhen examined in section this \\o-art" 
I>ho\\5 a reddish-brown 'skin' up to I mm. thick, usually on either side of the 
grey core, but sometimes 011 the outside only. The reddish-brown surface can 
vary in . hade from almost orange to grey-brown, bm the ware almost always has a 
lightly soapy tOlich. 1 hi, fabric ranges in date throughout the 13th century. 

}lO. 23, nos. 2,4, 7, as wrIl as HG. !26, no~. 3 and 17 arc examples of the "are. 
Th('l"e is also a sandy brown fabric, usually \\ith a grey corc, which has a marked 

surface sheel1; this wa.re appears on some cooking pots (FlO. 22, no. I. 2; FlO. 23, 
no. 15.22). 

fhe third ware is a pale brO\\o'n white~flecked fabric \\.ith a grey core; very 
often the limestone~detritus filling has dissolved out leaving a pitted surf.1ce. flus 
very charactf"ristic fabric (FtG. 21 J muaIl} carries traces of a wru;h of poor }("Ilowish~ 
green glaze in small patches over a very restricted n~ of the body. At Seacourt 
the jug tlG. '2 I, no. I, from Area I I, ug~("Sts that the \\'are was current in the late 
13th-early 14th century. while fIO. 21, nos_ 2 and~, are possibly of late 13th century 
date. 

Th' fabric i comparable to thatofa patrofl)(",1 one of which is two-handled 
from \\ood Street, Swindall t\!;hmolC"an 1uscurn, It)55. 405~6) which are de
corated with cordon. and have uidl .. of poor greenish-glaze on lhe ilcide of the 
run. Another t\\(rhandled Ixml in n simil,u' ware and glaze comes from Seacourt 
it:!eIf (]opt. 1947. 59, 6o, 74. FIG. 5, no. 5); "hile two example .... hom Clarendon 
Palace (, Int. J.. XVI 1936, 77-9. fiG. 6 are of a similar t) pe and may be of n ronshly 
similar ware. Fragments of a storage jar of the same ware have been found III a 
13th- I.ph century context in Oxford (O"oni(/l,lio. x',,· (1959), 26-7. fIO. I I. no. I). 
The closest parallels to this ware and glaze occur, ho\',,"evcr, in the west country on a 
series of cooking pots and jugs whose" easternmost distribution extends to Seacourt 
and Oxford (G. C. Dunning in T.R.G.A.S .• LX\'lII (1949). 30-4h distribution map, 
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40, FIG. 6; JoP', 1952b, 68-70, FIG. 9; JoP', 19520, 90-7, with a revised distribution 
map, FIG. 2, and an analysis of the glaze}. The poor glaze on FIG. 24, no. 10 appears 
to be similar to the glaze on these west country pots, but the fabric is quite different. 
REClONAL INFLl'ErooCES l~ T11E S.F.ACOURT POTTERY 

The influences of the west country and of the area east of Oxford are both 
clearly discernible in the pottery found at Seacourt, as might be expected from the 
position of the village astride the main road in and out of Oxford on the wCSt (see 
above, pp. 77-8). In the later 12th century there 31'e the coarse, comb-decorated, 
jugs known from Oxford and Avebury and probably of western origin (FIG. 18, 
nos. 8, 9) and the straight-sided cooking pots of demonstrably Oxford-Cotswold 
origin (e.g. FlO. 18, no. II; cr. Jope, 1959,251, FIG. 10). From an earlier period 
there is the I Jlh century St. Neots type ware of eastern origin (Fla. 18, nos. 2, 3)· 
In the 13th and early 14th centuries, western influence is apparent in the pale 
brown wares with poor glaze which are clearly of west country origin (flO . 21 and 
above p. 136), while imports from the great factories at Brill, east of Oxford, made 
themselves felt, though not in great quantity, from the late 13th century onwards 
(no. 24, no. I ; FlO. 25, nos. 2, 3; FlO. 26, no. 15; HO. 27, nos. 2, 3). During the 
13th century Oxford-style pitchers iJopr, 1.952b, 71-6, FIG. III reached the village 
in quantity (FIOS. 19, 20, 25). With the beginning of the 14th century hard white 
sandy fabrics of apparently East Berkshire origin appeared at eacourt (FIG. 27, 
nos. 4, 7; cf. Jope, 1947, 65-7, FlO. 9, nos. 1-5 \, while in the late 14th century 
imports were even reaching Seacourt from the Rhineland (FlO. 27, no. 14). 

THE DATING OF TIlE LATEST POTTERY FROM SEAQOURT 

The village was completely deserted, except for two houses distant from the 
church (and therefore presumably well outside the area of the excavations), by 
1439 (above p. 83); and it can be argued that this desertion actually took place 
by 1400 (above p. 119)' The confirmation or otherwise of this argument lies in the 
pottery. 

The group from the ditch under the house in Area 4 is by far the latest sealed 
group from the site and appears to date to the first half of the 14th century: the 
overlying house must have been one of the latest structures in the village. Other 
pottery of this type is by no means common in the late occupation-levels of the 
village and pottery which appears to bt" later is extremely rare, most of the recog
nizable sherds being published in FIG. 27. Some of these in characteristic fine buff 
sandy fabrics (e.g. nG. 27, no. 9 may be closely paralleled among the material 
from the site of tenements in Oxford apparently ruinous by 1357 and incorporated 
into Oriel College in the late J+th century, probably as part of the college garden 
(JoIN, 1942, 76-9; O.ul R(cord, Jan., 1942; C. L. Shadwell and H. E. Saher, Oritl 
Coll~~e Rtcords (1926" 128-31). Other t)'pes such as fIG. 27, no. 12 have a long 
ancestry; only FIG. 27, no. 7 has no immediately quotable local parallel datable 
before the end of the 14th century, but the type is known from London and the 
Cheam kilns before the later 14th century. 

It is therefore difficult to postulate morc than a slight occupation at eacourt, 
at any rate in the areas examined, after the middle of the 14th century and virtually 
jmpossible to define any continuation of occupation after 1400. This analysis is in 
good agreement with the documentary evidence for the later history of the village 
which is dealt with above (pp. 83-4). 
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ROMAN PQ1TERY 
SAMIAS WARE 

Mr. B. R. Hartley very kindly exarruned the Samian from the pottery scatter 
south of the Roman ditch in Area 5; he reports that four of the fragmen .. were from 
Central Gaulish platters of Form 3' of the Antonine period, while the remaining 
piece is a flange fragment from an East Gaulish bowl of Form 38, probably late 
Antonine. (The Samian pottery has not been illustrated.) 

COARSE POTTERY (FlG. 17) 
Only the more important pieces have been illustrated; some other pieces, 

referred to in the text, were too small to illustrate. 

Area 5, POII"y scalllT soulh oj 1M Roman dilch 
1. Wide-mouthed bowl, out-turned rim, slightly overhanging; high shoulder; 

cordon at junction of neck and body; groove on body. Hard grey ware, outer 
surface partly polished. Also two other examples closely similar. cr. Jewry Wail, 
94-, FIG, 24, no, 12. First half 2nd century. 

2. Wide-mouthed bowl, out-turned rim, rounded and slightly overhanging; 
grooves on neck and bod}. Grey ware. 2nd century. 

3. Heavy jar ,·,-ith thick rolled-out rim; coarse grt:y and brown \\'3.re with a 
great deal of limestone-detritus flecking. Native in shape and fabric. 

4. Straight-sided dish, very slightly curved; two incised grooves below rim. 
Hard, light grey ware. 

5. Straight-sided dish, very sli~htly curved, rim thickened and with groove 
below; chamfered base-angle. Hard dark grey ware. Cf. a dish from Sunningwell, 
Oxom'tnsia, xvn/xvlII (1952~3), 230-1, FlO. 48, no. g. 2nd century. 

6. Straight-sided dish with flanged rim, arute-angled trellis pattern externally 
and pattern of interlocking curves on the underside of the base. Hard grey ware. 
2nd century. 

7 ... -arrow-necked jar, with simple roJled~out rim and cordons on the neck. 
Burnishing inside the rim and externally, except for two zones left rough, Grey 
ware. Cf. r'tTUlamium, Insula Xl'll, 1 '7, HG. 16, no. 4. Late 2nd-early srd century. 

Area 5, pOl/ery Jrom 1M upper jill oj Ih, Roman di/ch (Sec/wn R-S, 1,,,,1 7) 
8. Pedestal foot, orange-red ware with red-brown ooating and white lip 

decoration .. ·~W Forest war~, cf. Roman Colchtsta, 288, FIG. 121, no. 334. 4th 
c~nturr· 

core. 

9. Rim of ? beaker. Hard orange-pink war~t incised grooves ext~rnany. 
10. Rolled-out rim. Sort grey ware, burni hed externally. 
'1 Rolled-out rim "ith slight groove on nrck. Friable grey ware, light brown 

12. Simple rim "ith oUl-turned flange. Soft gre} ware. 
13. Colour-coated bowl imitating Dragendorff's Sam ian form 38. Pink ware, 

grey core; orange-pink colour-coat. Cf. Dorchester kiln, O.onitnsia" (1936), 88-9, 
FlO. 15, no. 14. 4th century 
Miscella~ous Rnman POltery 

'4, Colour-ooated bowl imitating Dragendorff's Samian form 38. Pink ware, 
grey core; pinkish-brown colour-coat. 4th century. Area 5, from fiJI of medieval 
pit 12. 
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'5. Campanulate bowl. Smooth grey fabric. Cf. Gillam, 1957, 22, Type 2 13 
(flO. 23). Mid-late 2nd century. Trial trench north of Area 6, on natural soil. 

t 6. Hook·rimmed mortarium. Hard buff·cream ware. cr. Gillam, I957, 29, 
Type 276 (flO. 28), there dated A.D. 250-330. Area 5, in medieval level. 
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MEDIEVAL P01T'£RY 

Tl-lE F.ARLIEST POlTERY FROll THE MEDIEVAL \JLl~GE (FlO 18) 
In this figure an attempt has been made to collect together those sherds which 

appeared to ~ among the earliest from the villagf', In mauy cases these sberds 
appeared to be out of context in the levrls in which the), ,",,-ere found; they probably 
repr .. ent a scatter of pottery derived from the original nucleus of the village, as 
yet unidentified. 

I. Fragment of a pierced Jug; coanf" rathtT soapy grey ware, light brown 
surface (in places) and white limestone flecking; well fired. This is to be compared 
, .. ·ith the triangular, ear-like, vertical lugs to he st:eJl on the rims of some Saxon pots, 
cf. F. II. Thompson in .llIt. J., )LXXVI (1956). IQ2-7, to whose list examples in St_ 
l\"eots ware from Cambridge and Abingdon Pigotts, Cambs., should be added 
(Proe. Camh . .1111_ Soc., XLIX (IQ56), 58, 64, FIG. 2, no. 6,. Their QCcurren<e in St. 
. "eots ware brings their possible date down to at least the mid-glh century, and the 
Seacourt example need be no earlier. Area 5, fill or pit II 

2 Rim of rooking pot ofSt. .. "eots ware, characteristic profile and dark purple
brown, white-flecked, "are. Cf. J. G. Hun;t in Prof. Camh_ Alit. Soc., xux (1956). 
};IO. 15. For a discussion of 5t. :\eots ware at Seacourt see. ~o. 3 below. Area 5, 
P"iod J midden. 

3. Inturned rim of a bowl of St. _ -eots ware, characteristic profile (cf. Hurst, 
ibid., fiGS. 5 and 6) and ware as no. 2 above. Area 3, make-up W. or church. 

The rims of 3 bowls and to cooking pots of St. ~ -eots ware were found in the 
1958 and 1959 excavations; other fragments were found in 1939, and lOme further 
pieces have been published inJDpr, 1.947, FlG. 2, nos. 1,2,5_ ,st. ~eots ware s("cms 
to pass out of" usc in the OxfiJrd region in the second half or the II th century (J0i", 
1958, 59, "G. 20). The examples from the 1958 and 1959 excavations at Seawurt 
are not on)' extreme!} few in numher when compared with the great mass of later 
poltery, hilt are also accompanied hy little other pottery of the same earl)" period. 
rhey are clearly strays from an earlier centre of occupauon. 

4, Spouted-howl, brown ware ,\ ith grey core and limestone detritw; diagonal 
slashing on the upper surface of the rim. Such fiJlOuted-oowls seem to be in the late 
Saxon tradition (er. Proc_ Camh. Alit. Soc., L (1957), FIG. 7. no_ 20). and this .·ample 
from Seaoourt may w("1l be 11th cenwry in date. Area J, unstratified. 

5. D~p. straight- ided bo,.! with small spout at the rim; roan<' grey-brown 
\\oare with much limestone detritus. Tht'tim cction is very similar to that of a bowl 
with a \Orr heavy spout or handk-socket from the Clarendon hotel (Jop., 1958, 
FlO_ 13, Z.2). This could easily be I Hit century in date. )\"03 I, upper fill of ditch 
A. 

6. Spouted-Jar, with high wai ted spout and simple tlaring rim. hard .. ,ndy 
buff ".'arc .. This sherd is quite unlik~ the other spouted vrssels from 'st:.acourt, both 
in ware and Je:,mn; in v.-arc it approarhes d ely to the fablic of the tripod-pitchers 
of the Oxford area, even including minute fragments of red material ~omelimes 
found in tripod-pitcher fabric. Tlu.. spouted vessel may thus be a late example of 
the type, or it may be an II th century pot imported into the Oxford region (ef. 
Jop., 1958, 34-·\0). Area 5, occupation outside building with pebble floor. 

7· Spouted-bowl, rather similar to no. 5 above, but the ware is heavily quartz 
gritted. Area 5, upper fill of N.-S. ditch. 
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8. Jug neck, with simple thickened, rounded rim. Coarse grey ware with orange 
outer surface j heavily gritted with limestone-detritus and flint, much of it weathered 
out. Decorated ''lith straight vertical combing on the neck, below a series of diagonal 
combed nicks, and above wavy horizontal combing on the body. Large baggy 
pitchers with this very characteristic ware and decoration are known from Oxford 
(cf. Bodlrian Extmsion, 115, PL. X, no. I and Ashmolean Museum no. 1915 .• 68a) 
and Avebury (J ape, 1947, FIG. " no. 13); while this combed decoration is to be 
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seen on a series of 13th century cooking pots from Sd.sey Common, near Stroud 
(Trans. Erntol & Glos. Arch. Soc., LXVUI (1949), 30-', flO .• ). It may be suggested 
that thae pots originated in the area W. of Oxford; they are probably I.th century, 
cr. the evidence of a sherd of this ware from pit 16, sce above, p. 131. Area 5, occu
pation outside building with pebble floor. 

9· Jar rim, ware and ornament identical to no. 8 above. The type of vessel b 

uncertain. Area 2, unstratified. 
10. Rim of cooking pot with straight side and clubbed rim; thin-walled, 

\"'ell-potted ware, grey-brown with limrstone-detritll5. There were a few other 
examples from the 1958-9 excavations, usually with the wall sloping out to a base 
..... ider than the rim, unlike the present example which is vertical sided. This is a 
late lIth-12th century type which has been studied in Jop., 1959, .4°-1, 
flO •. 9-10. Other examples from Seacourt have been publ;'hed in Jope, 1947, flO. 

4, nos. 8, 9. Area 4, midden W. of 'tone house 
11. Rim of cooking pot of the same type as no. 10 abo\'c, but with horizontal 

rows of impressed. dot ornament, a feature not apparently previously recorded. 
Late I I th-early I.th century. Area I I, on cobbles by entrance. 

I •. Rim of pot of pale brown ware with a thick grey core; heavily gritted with 
lim .. tone-detritw and flint particles. The top of the rim is decorated with deep 
notches, cf. the decoration on the rim of pouted pitchers from Oxford (Jop., 1952, 
FlO. 34, nos. 37, 38) of presumably lIth century dat<. Area 5, lower fill of I\.-S. 
ditch. 

13. Another rim, similar to no. I. above, but in a purple-grey ware full of 
lime tone-detritus, very similar to the ware of no. 5 above. Area I, lower fill of 
Ditch A. 

14. Cooking pot with a simple everted rim; grey, limestone-detritus filled 
ware, with a ljght bro'\\'Jl exterior surface. cr. the similar rims from under Oxford 
C""t1e mound (Jope, 1952, FIG. 33, nos. 9, 19, .0). From the eastern edge of the 
pond between Areas 3 and 4. 

TUE POlTERY FROM THE LEVELS OF PF.RlOD I (FIOS. 19-24) 
In th;' section the pottery which was found in association with the first period 

of structures is illustrated and described. Period I is not a strict chronological term 
in itl;elf, aud a compari.on of FlO. 19-.4 with FIGS •• 5-6, illustrating the pottery 
from Period II, will show the overlap to be expected in the steady development of 
the yillage from the earlier phase of wooden structures (Period 1) to the stone buildings 
of the later phase Period II). This was not a sudden event, but a process lasting 
over perhaps seventy-five years, and the pottery has been presented in the two 
periods to demonstrate this fact (see above, p. 118 • 

Pikkrs and boltl .. from 1""ls of P"iod I (flO. 19) 
I .• 'eck and fragments of the body of a pitcher of hard brownish grey sandy 

fabric, with good olive-green glaze externally and inside the rim, and in spots on 
the in ide of the base-angle. This i ,imilar to the general type of tripod-pitchers, 
but the hollowed rim of the present example is rather unusual, and the pitcher is 
perhaps late in the series, cf. Jope, 1958, 54-9 for tripod-pitche", in general and ibid., 
7., FlO •• 1. Z, .1 for a late pitcher with similar rim. Early 13th century. Area 5, 
midden of Period I. 
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2. _ 'eck and spout of a pitcher probably a tripod-pHcher) of normal t} pe_ 
IInrsh, sandy orange-pink fabric, with good, deep yellow, glaze. Impressed dots 
on the UpPt'T surface of the rim, and larger impres5ions in a horizontal lint'" on the 
lxxIy. Ct a late .2th century example from St. John'. College (Jope, 1950, FIG • 

• 6, no .• ). Area 5, midden of P"iod I 
3. - 'eck and spout of a pitcher (probably a tripod-pitcher), imilar to no. 2 

above, but buffer ware and ~reenl"r glaze; also a more extensive u!;e of impressed 
dot decoration. Probably fa.rly late in the series. Late 12th-early 13th century. 
Area 2, filling of pit 25. 

4. Rim of a pitcher (of tripod·pitcher type) of harsh buff-grey fabric with 
pale yellow-green glaze, 12th-early 13th cenwry. ArC'a 5, occupation material 
below the clay hearth of the wooden house (sections L-:\'f and R-S, level 5). 

5. Rim of a pitcher (of tripod-pitcher type), harsh grey fabric with buff sur
faces; yeliow-blTcen glaze inside and out. lmpressed squares along upper surface 
of rim. The tall vertical rim probably places this late in the series (Jope, 1950, 48, 
no. 16, no. 3; 17, no. 3); late 12th century-early 13th century. Area 5, pit 16, 
lovd 4. 

6. Run of a pitcher (of tripod-pitcher type), harsh grey ware with good olive
green glaze inside and out. Rather similar to no. 4 above. 12th-early 13th ccntury. 
Area 5. in and below the clay hearth of the wooden house (sections L-~[ and R-S, 
level 5). 

7. Fragment of the wall of a decorated pitcher of Druce-Milford's Group D 
(Bodltian rut/lisian, 119-21, PL. x, no. 8); granular fabric mixed with white quartz 
grains, pinkish-red in colour with bufT-bro\' .. "n outcr surface. Decoration of applied 
whito slip in spots and strokes: patches of ) ellow-green glaze. First quarter 13th 
('entur)'_ Area 5, from belo,,1o' day he,lrth or wooden house (section L·tvl and H.-S, 
Icvel 5). 

8. Clubbed rim of a jug; fino gre)" ware with buff surfaces; light green and 
brown glaze in patches on top of rim and externally. A typical late 13th century 
jug rim, cf. Bodleian Extension, lJG. 24 D. Area 3, occupation level below the make-up 
W. of the church. 

<). l.ower part of a jug or pitche. of greyish-buff sandy fabric with a wash of 
poor quality greenish (matt) glaze, mainly on upper part. The base is fire-blackened. 
~l he form is not t'asy to parallel. but the con trictioll above the base po.nti, to a 
13th century date, "hile the ware 'Yoill probably not .dlm· .. a date much, if al all, 
after the middle of the century A,·ca • (1939, trench CJ, fill of ditch D, below 
stone wall. 

10. Base-angle ora pot of fine bufrware "ith pink core. There i~ no glaze on 
the small shrrd surviving. The wall of the pot is pierced just above the base-angle 
h)' a carefully-Cormed round hole. The nature of this pot is uncertain, but it must 
have bern used for some kind of straining'. Possibly lale 13th century. Area II, 
bdow W. wall of building (section M-:'<, Icvel I below level 3). 

I I. Tall slender base oC a baluster jug of dcvdoped form; rather sandy, evenly 
ftred, orange-pink fabric; unglazed but with criss-cr~ decoration of pinkish-red 
paint. Some indication of a later J 3th century date is given by coin evidence 
(Bodleian Exlmsion. 122) and the finding of a group at Balliol College on land 
enclosed for the scholars in c. 12go; and a late 13th century date for the developed 
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fonn of the present example is indicated. Area 2, fill of pit 28 and occupation level 
sealed by stone cobbles. 

12. Base ofa baluster jug of well fired, fairly fine, pinkish-buff fabric, finer and 
better than No. II above, but rather abraded; the exterior surface is slightly orange. 
Patches of greenish-yellow glaze. Late 13th century. Area 4, fill of ditch running 
below house (section CD, level 4). 

'3. Base-angle of a pot of harsh, sandy, grey fabric with brownish-grey exterior 
surface; there are patches of olive-green glaze on the wall of the pot. The form is 
late, but the sandy ware probably indicates a date in the mid 13th century. Area 
I, fill of ditch below street (section E' -F', level 3). 

14. Bottle of hard, well fired, pink ware; not sandy, but containing large 
particles of red and black impurities; the outer surface is grey-brown from final 
firing in a reducing atmosphere. There is a spot of brownish-yellow glaze on the 
shoulder. For similar bottles, including an example from Seacourt, see Jope, 1947, 
65, FlO. 8, nos. 6-8. The ware of the present example is rather similar to the pottery 
from the ditch below the house in Area 4 (see above, p. 134; FlOS. 20, no. 10), 
and an early 14th century date is perhaps indicated. Area I I, occupation level 
prior to stone building (section E-F, level 3). 

15. Base of a bottle of soft, rather abraded, light buff-grey ware with pink 
inner surface and large red particles in the fabric; slightly sandy ware. Probably 
late 13th century. Area 4, fill of ditch running below house (section C-D, level 4). 

16. Small base of a bottle with sharply flaring sides; softish, buff-cream ware 
with a pinkish tinge and core rather like the fabric of no. 15 above. There are red 
particles in the fabric. Unglazed. This is presumably the bottom of a bottle of the 
rather bulbous type, as opposed to the tall slender variety represented by nos. '4 
and 15 above; cf. Jopt, 1947, FlG. 8, nos. 5-7, although the parallel is not exact, 
and it might be the base of a small jug. The fabric suggests a date after the middle 
of the '3th century. Area I, fill of ditch below street (section E-F, levels). 

Pilchmfi'om lhe leutls if Period I (FlG. 20) 

I. Angular pitcher of thin, soft, pinkish-orange ware, rather sandy. Angular 
rim, carefully moulded handle with diagonal slashing. The decoration is limited 
to grooves on the neck and shoulder. Patchy, rather poor, mottled green glaze. 
cr. exactly the fonn of a pitcher from the Bodleian Extension, 126, FlO. 26 P., which 
is, however, in a finer and harder ware. This type of pitcher represents the severer 
mood which set in by the end of the 13th century (Jop., 1947,65) ; the present ex
ample, with its soft sandy ware, is probably of about that date. Area 5, lower fill 
of N.-S. ditch (section J-K, level 8). 

2. Rim and part of the handle of a pitcher of sandy buff ware with a grey core. 
There is light, yellow-green glaze on top of the handle which has deep stabbing 
down the centre. Area I (1939, trench C), fill of ditch B. 

3. Neck and handle of a pitcher of hard, fine, somewhat' metallic' buff ware 
with a pink and grey core; the surfaces are grey-buff. The form is severe and the 
decoration is limited to stabbing on the handle and grooves on the neck. There 
are a few small patches of olive-green glaze. This corresponds in form and fabric to 
Bruce-Mitford's Group C (Bodleian Extension, 123-4, FlG. 24 B), and it marks a 
considerable improvement on the sandy fabric of no. I above. A date in the early 
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14th rather than the late 13th century is perhaps indicated. Area II (section E-F, 
level 3) . 

4. Fragment of the neck of a pitcher of very fine, very hard, grey' metallic' 
fabric; dark olive.green glaze externally over grooves. cr. no. 3 above; late t 3th 
century. Area 5, upper fill of N.-S. ditch (section j -K, level 7). 

5. Neck and part of the handle of a pitcher of hard sandy buff ware with dull 
yellow glaze externally, and deep stabbing on the handle. Cf. no. 2 above. Prob
ably mid-13th century. Area I, fill of ditch A (section C-II, level 4) · 

6. Neck and upper part of a pitcher of very hard, fine, pinkish-buff ware with 
a I metallic' ring and rich yellow glaze on the upper part of the body. A severe 
form with the decoration limited to grooves. Probably early 14th century (cf. 
above p. 134) . Area 4, fill of ditch below house (section C-O, level 4) . 

7. Base of a pot of harsh, sandy, buff-cream ware; very well glazed internally 
with mottled deep green (matt) glaze, which also occurs outside on the wall of the 
pot. In form this piece is similar to the open, lobed, quatrefoil or cinquefoil bowls 
which are known from Oxford chiefly in 15th century contexts; the internal glaze 
supports this interpretation. An early 15th century date for this type is now recog
nized ( Trans. '&SlX Arch. Soc., 3rd seT., I, i ( 1961 l, 5) and the eacourt piece may 
indicate that the type appeared before 1400. Area II, probably unstratified (section 
E-F, level I ). (X.B. This piece was accidentally misplaced and should appear on 
1'10. 27. \ 

8. Base of a pitcher of fine, well fired, greyish-cream ware with a thick pink 
core and many red particles in the fabric. There are a few spots of greenish-brown 
glaze externally. Late 13th-early '4th century. Area II, below W. wall of building 
(section M-N, level 1 below level 3). 

g. Base of a pitcher of fine, hard fired, buff-brown ware with a pinkish-orange 
core and slightly greyish-brown exterior surface. On the upper part of the walls 
is a yellow-green glaze which, where i t thins out, gives a purple effect over the 
greyish-brown surface of the ware. Late 13th-early 14th century. Area 4, fill of 
ditch below house (section C-O, level 4) . 

roo Base of a large pitcher of very fine, hard, pink-buff ware. The exterior 
surface is rather orange in places. There are two small patches ofyellaw or greenish
yellow glaze. The base is very markedly sagging and the base-angle is defined by 
a small ridge. Cf. Bod/nan Extellsion, FlO. 25 A. Probably early 14th century (cf. 
above p. '34). Area 4, fill of ditch below house (section C-O, level 4) . 

I J. Base of a very large pitcher of rather sandy, coarse, pinkish-buff ware 
with an orange exterior. There arc a few spots of yellow glaze and a large patch 
under the base, which is kicked. The sides are fairly straight and there is rippling 
on the outside and more markedly on the inside of the walls. Tn spite of the rather 
coarse ware, this pitcher is clearly part of the same early 14th century group as most 
of the rest of the pottery from the ditch below the stone house in Area 4. The form 
of the base can be compared with a pitcher from the Bodleian Extension, 104, FlO. 

24 B. Area 4, fill of ditch below house (section CoD, level 4) . 
12. Handle of a pitcher of fine creamy·grey v,,·are with grey core in places and 

a buff-cream surface below the handle. The handle is elaborately decorated with 
fing.r pressing along the edges and with diagonal stabbing down the centre. On 
the small part of the body remaining there is part of a fingered applied strip. The 
whole upper surface of the handle is covered with a rich green glaze, patches of 
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which occur under the handle. Although the form is more elaborate than is usual 
at this date, the ware places it firmly in Bruce-Mitford's Group C (Bodl<ian Ex
liMon, 123-4) of late 13th-early 14tb century date. Area II (section E-F, level 3)· 

13. A rather severer, but still elaborate pitcher handle, of bard buff-cream, 
probably Brill, ware with a thick grey core. There is a patchy wasb of speckled 
and pimply yellowish-green glaze over most of the exterior. There are deep 
diagonal slashes on the handle and on the body by the bandle-spring. Late 13th 
century. Area II (section E-F, level 3). 

Pal. brown, whil<-fock<d, pottery from l<vels of Period I (FlO. 21. This pottery is discussed 
above, pp. 136-7) 

I. Pitcher of pale brown, well fired ware containing a great deal of white 
limestone-detritus which gives a white-flecked appearance; on the interior much 
of this has weathered out producing a pitted surface. There is a grey core in places, 
and in a few places on the handle and body the ware is dark grey or black. A tiny 
portion of the base-angle is preserved. Tbe decoration is limited to grooves on the 
body and a series of horizontal impressions, made with a three-pronged instrument, 
on the back of the handle. There are patches of a wash of poor quality greenish
yellow glaze in places on the upper part of the body. An early 14th century date 
is suggested by the associated material: Area II (section E-F, level 3). 

2. Rim of a pot, identical ware to no. I above, but with a clearly marked 
grey core; there is no glaze on the small fragment preserved but the fabric and form 
must be compared with west country cooking pots of the 13th century (Jop., 1952b, 
68-70, FlO. 9, nos. 40-6) wbicb characteristically carry a wash of poor glaze on the 
inner surface of the rim. Probably late 13th century j in spite of its west-country 
character, this type is known to have been made at Brill. Area t I, below W. wall 
of building (section M-N, level I below level 3). 

3. Base of a pitcher, of ware exactly comparable to nos. I and 2 above. In 
one place the base-angle has been pushed into a flange by a finger-pressing on the 
wall of the pot. Late 13th-early 14th century on the same evidence as no. 2 above. 
Area II, below W. wall of building (section M-N, level I below level 3)· 

4. Storage jar of pale brown, limestone-detritus filled ware, exactly com
parable to the wares of nos. 1-3 above, but with some small patches of wash of poor 
yellow-green glaze on the sboulder. The jar is decorated with both borizontal and 
vertical applied strips ornamented with finger pressings. The rim is missing, but 
the base-angle with a heavy applied strip is preserved. For tbe applied strips cr. a 
west country cooking pot in a similar ware and glaze from Whittington Court, 
Glos., in JoP<, 1952b, PlO. 9, no. 43; and a two-handled jar from Seacourt in the 
same ware (JOjN, 1947, FIG. 5, no. 6), but medieval storage jars are not common, 
though 12th century examples from Ascot Doilly (Jop< 1959, 243-4, PlO. 14, E21-3) 
and Felmersham, Beds. (Ant. J., XXXI (1951),49, FlO. 2, no. 14) may be cited, as 
well as a series ill S.E. England (L.M.M.C., 219, FIG. 71). A 13th century storage 
jar of similar ware without glaze, but different shape, was found at the Clarendon 
Hotel (Oxollil1lsia, XXIV (1959), 26-7, PIO. II, no. I ). Probably late 13th-early 14th 
century on a comparison of the ware with nos. 1-3 above. Area I (1939, trench 0; 
fragments found in 1939 and 1958), unstratified. 
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Cooki,'g pots from levels oj Period 1 (FTG. 22) 
This and the following figure (FTG. 23) demonstrate the very wide range of 

rim forms which may appear on medieval cooking pots of even a restricted locality 
and period. Where dates are given below these are usually based on the find-spot 
and the associated material rather than on the cooking pots themselves. Cooking 
polS as a type are discussed above, p. 135. 

1. Cooking pot, sandy brown ware with grey core; slightly sheeny surface; 
upright rim, thickened internally and externally; grooves on the shoulder. 13th 
century. Area I, fill of feature Il, associated with nos. 2 and 3 below. 

2. Cooking pot of harsh, slightly sheeny, sandy, buff-grey ware with grey core; 
slightly everted clubbed rim, grooves on the shoulder and knife-trimming on the 
lower part of the body. 13th century. Area 1, fill of feature 11, associated with 
nos. I and 3. 

3. Cooking pot of very coarse sandy ware with a great deal of Aint and some 
Iimestone·detritus gritting; mostly grey but the exterior is brown with buff-orange 
patches; the rim is everted and flanged externally with slight fingering of the flange, 
the shoulder is high and the base sagging. 13th century. Area I, fill of feature II, 

associated with nos. I and 2 above. 
4. Cooking pot of coarse mnt and limestone-detritus gritted ware, light bro,\-'Il 

exterior and grey interior surfaces; rim slightly everted and expanded and rounded 
at the top. Mid 13th century. Area I, fill of ditch A (section G-H, level 4) . 

5. Cooking pot of a ware very similar to no. 3 above: almost sandy, but with 
many Hint and limestone-detritus particles some of which have dissolved out leaving 
a pitted surface. The ware is light grey, but the exterior surface is mostly light brown 
with orange and purple tinges in places. The rim is everted and has a pronounced 
flange which is gently waved as in no. 3 above; the base is sagging. (Cf. Jope, 
1950, 54, FlO. 18, I, for shape). Mid 13th century. Area I (1939, trench C) , 
filling of ditch B. 

6. Cooking pot of buff-cream sandy ware with grey core; everted rim thickened 
and rounded at the top. 13th century. Area I, upper fill ofa ditch probably con
temporary with ditch A (not shown on FIG. 5; further to the .). 

7. Cooking pot of harsh, sandy, buff-grey ware tinging in places to buff-yellow. 
Rim similar to no. 6 above, but more clubbed. Early 13th century. Area 2, upper 
filling or pit 25. 

8. Cooking pot of harsh, sandy, light grey ware with a light brown exterior. 
Everted rim similar to no. 7, but squarer and slightly finger tipped along the upper 
surf.,ee. There is tooling, probably knife-trimming on the shoulder. Early 13th 
century. Area 2, lower filling of pit 25. 

9. Cooking pot rim of harsh, sandy, light grey ware with buff patches on the 
tip of the rim and outside. Everted rim, the top of which is expanded and heavily 
finger pre ed in the centre, but only slightly waved each side. Early 13th century. 
Area 2, upper filling of pit 25. 

10. Cooking pot rim of hard sandy grey ware with some flint gritting; the rim 
is everted and expanded. On the shoulder there are traces of a horizontal line of 
finger tip impressions. 13th century. Area I, fill or ditch below street (section 
E-F, level 5) . 

II . Cooking pot rim or sli~htly soapy limestone-detritus filled ware, grey body 
with light brown outer surface. imp!e upright rim, thickened at the top and 
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grooved on the upper surface; there is a line of finger tip impressions along the 
outside of the top of the rim. Probably 12th century and a stray in the level in which 
it was found, but possibly a true survival into the early 13th century (cf. no. 12 
below). Area 2, upper filling of pit 25. 

12. Cooking pot rim of hard grey ware, with limestone-detritus flecking. The 
inner surface and the top of the rim is light brown. Simple upright rim, very slight 
neck and straight sides: essentially a straight-sided cooking pot of the variety which 
has a slight shoulder (cf. Jope, 1959, 240, FlO. 8, DI-3, but with a simpler rim) . 
Like no. II, above, this type may really survive into the early 13th century as the 
find-spor suggests. Area 2, upper filling of pit 25. 

13. Cooking pot of soft, light brown, sandy, ware with many tiny particles of 
red malerial in the fabric. Simple everled rim, only slightly thickened at the ex
tremity. The shoulder of the pot has been extensively tooled, probably with a 
knife or bone tool. 13th century. Area 2, filling of pit 28. 

14. Cooking pot of harsh, light grey, coarse sandy ware, hard fired and con
taining a large amount of flint gritting and some limestone·detritus. The colour of 
the outer surface varies from light to dark grey to buff. Everted rim thickened at 
the extremity and in-turned; the outer angle of the rim has a series of light finger 
impressions. 13th century. Area 2, occupation level below stone cobbles. 

Cooking pols from levtls of Period I (FlG. 23) 
In this figure the range of cooking pot rim forms is shown, from simple and 

upright rims (no. I) to the everted and clubbed rims (no. 26). It should be noted 
that this only corresponds very generally with chronological deve!opment--e.g. the 
very different date of nos. 25 and 26. 

I. Cooking pot rim of slightly soapy grey ware with a brownish tinge on the 
surfaces; there is some limestone-detritus gritting. imple upright rim, slightly 
in-turned at the top. Probably late 12th century. Area 5, fitting fragments from 
pit 5, level 7, and pit 16, level 5· 

2. Cooking pot rim of slightly soapy grey ware with reddish-brown surfaces 
and limestone filling. The form is unusual and the slope of the wall seems much too 
great for a straight-sided cooking pot. Late 12th-early 13th century. Area 5, filling 
of feature v. 

3. Cooking pot rim of harsh, sandy, grey ware. Everted rim, slightly thickened 
into a flange at the top. Late 12th-early 13th century. Area 5, filling of pit 16, 
leve! 6. 

4. Cooking pot rim of slightly soapy grey ware with reddish-brown surfaces 
and limestone-detritus flecking. Simple upright rim, flanged outwards at the top. 
Late 12th-early 13th century. Area 5, filling of pit 16, levels. 

5. Cooking pot rim of slightly soapy grey ware with reddish-brown outer 
surface and limestone-detritus flecking. Everted rim, Hange:d outwards at the top 
and finger pressed. Early 13th century. Area 5, filling of pit 16, level 3. 

6. Cooking pot rim of rough grey ware with flint and limestone-detritus filling. 
The outer surface is light brown and the rim is thin and well potted, recalling 
nos. 4 and 5 above. Everted rim, slightly thickened at the top. Late 12th-early 
13th century. Area 5, filling of pit 16, levels. 

7. Cooking pot of soapy reddish-brown ware with grey surface over the lower 
part of the exterior. There is much limestone-detritus filling. Small pot with 
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upright ide.. slight neck and rolled out. thickened rim. The base u very sagging. 
Larly 13th rentury. Area 5, midden of Pmod I 

8. Cooking pot nm of rather soapy. gre), limestone-detritus and ,he' -filled 
flthric, with reddish·brown outer surf-lees. Everted, expanded rim, with marked 
oUl\\--ard flange. Early 13th century .• '\rea 5, in hearth, level 4 (sections L·~t and 
R-S). 

9· Cooking pot rim of hard, grey fabric with much limestone-detritus filling; 
thin \vare, well poued. Everted, expanded rim, with marked internal flange. Late 
I.th century. Area 5. filling of pit 5. I.vcl B. 

10. C'.ooking pot rim of rather soapy grey ware with reddish-brm .... n interior 
surface and t;ome Iirnestone-df'tritus filling. Lverted, thickened rim with finger 
tipping along the top. Late 12th-early 13th centllry. Area 5. filling of feature v. 

1 I. Cooking pot of hard, harsh, sandy, grey ware. well potted and fired. 
Everted, thickened rim with finger tipping along the top. Early 13th century. 
,\rea 6. filling of pit 6, level 6. 

12. Cooking pot of sandy grey ware with reddish-brown surfaces. Everted 
rim, thickened at the top, where it is decorated with diagonal slashing; knife
trimming on the shoulder. Larly 13th century. _\rea 5. filling of pit 16, level 3. 

13- Cooking pot rim of hard, somt'"hat ndy, grey ware ,\--ith light brown 
exterior surface. The rim is everted and flanged externally with finger dpping 
along the tOp. Early t3th century. Area 5. filling of pit 16. level 3. 

14, Cooking pot of harsh, sandy, grey ware with a light brown outer surface. 
rite rim i$ ("\ened, thickened at the top and finRer tipped; there is knife-trimming 

on the shoulder. Early 13th contury. Area 6, filling of pit 6, level 7. 
15- Cooking pot of fairly fine, sandy, grey w··J.re with brown sheeny inner and 

outrr surfa('('s. Everted rim, expanded both ,\ays; lh("n~' is a litde knife-u'imming 
on the shoulder, which has a marked angle. Early 13th century. Area 5. midden 
of P"j.d I 

J6_ ("looking pot of sandy, grey ware with Ii~hl brown surfaces inside and out. 
E,crted rim, thickened at the top; knife-trimming on the shoulder. Late 12th 
century. Arca 5. filling of pit 5. level 7. 

17. ('.ooking pot of slightly soapy, l!'rey ware with reddish-hrown inner and 
oult'r surt:lces and much limt"Stone-drtl ittb grilling. Simple everted rim, thickened 
and rounded at t/" top and lightly fmger tipped. Early 13th century_ Area 5. 
midden of Period I. 

18. Cooking pot of light grey sandy ",,rare. Everted rim, rounded externally 
at the top; knife-trimming on the should,,_ Earl) 13th centu!,). Area 6, filling of 
pit 6 level 7. 

1'1. Cooking pot rim of very hard fired, redduh-hrO\m. limestone-detritus 
filled, "art', probably reall) a C waster '. Evert('d rim, thickened both \\ay' at the 
top and lightly fingel' tipped on the outer angle. Late I.th century Area 5. filling 
of pit 5, level 7. 

20. C'.ooking pot of hard, harsh. andy warc, gl"cy core with light orange
brown surfaces inside and out; well pour-d and fired. Everted rim, expanded both 
ways at the top, but with a marked outward flaJlg~; there is extensive knife-trimming 
on the shoulder. Early-mid 13th century. Area 6, filling of pit 6, level 5. 

2 I. Cooking pot rim of coarse, flint and limestone-detritus grilted, grey ware. 
Short. everted rim. heavily thickened both ways at the top and decorated with 
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finger pressing on the outer flange. 13th century or even early 14th century from 
its find-spot, but possibly a chance survival. Area 4, filling of ditch below house 
(section CoD, level 4). 

22. Cooking pot rim, of hard, sandy, light brown ware with a grey core. Slight 
sheen on the surface, cf. no. 15 above and FIG. 22, nos. 1,2. Everted rim, expanded 
at the top with a slight fold inside. Early-mid 13th century. Area 6, filling of pit 6, 
level 5. 

23. Cooking pot rim of harsh, sandy, buff-cream ware with a grey core; there 
are patches of lime-green glaze under the outside of the rim. Everted rim with 
squared, clubbed, flange. Probably late 13th century. Area ll, occupation level 
below stones (section C-H, level 2). 

24· Cooking pot of soft brownish-grey, limestone-detritus filled, ware. Upright 
rim, carefully moulded at the top. Early 13th century. Area 5, midden of Period I. 

25· Cooking pot rim of fine, hard, orange-buff ware, carefully potted and 
moulded; wash of pale yellowish glaze on top of the rim and externally. Late 13th 
century Area 5, upper filling of N.-S. ditch (section ]-K, level 7). 

26. Cooking pot rim of harsh, sandy, reddish-brown ware, hard fired and 
carefully moulded. Everted rim, squared at the top; rather like no. 25 above, 
except that the ware is coarser, but considerably earlier in date. Late 12th-early 
13th century. Area 5, filling of pit 16, level 6. 

Pans and Bowls from levels if Period 1 (FIG. 24) 
In this figw'e the range of bowl types from levels of Period 1 has been illustrated_ 

In a number of cases variant rims are shown without an indication of diameter ~ 
this will be found in the text. 

I. Bowl rim of soft, flaky, sandy, pink ware with a grey core. Squared and 
over-folded rim of the type characteristic of the Brill kilns (Jope, 1942, 74-5, FIG_ 
18). Late 13th or early 14th century. Area II, occupation level below stone 
buildings (section E-F, level 3). 

2. Bowl of slightly soapy grey ware with reddish-brown interior surface. Steeply 
sloping sides and rim with internal flange. Rim diameter c. 12t in. 13th century. 
Area 5, Period 1 occupation below Period II stone buildings (sections L-M and 
R-S, level 3). 

3. Bowl of coarse, soft, flint gritted ware, light grey with pink tinge on outside 
surface. Broad flanged rim with internal bevel; wavy finger pressings on the outer 
flange. 13th century. Area I, upper filling ofa ditch probably contemporary with 
ditch A (not shown on FIG. 5, but further to the N.) . 

4. Bowl of coarse light grey ware with grey-brown outer surfaces and much 
limestone-detritus backing. The upper part of tbe wall is curved inwards and 
the top of the expanded rim is decorated with finger pressing. Early to mid 13th 
century. Area I, filling of ditch below street (section E-F, level 5). 

5. Bowl of greyish-brown ware with limestone-detritus filling. Shallow wall, 
expanded rim and sagging base, marked by an external bead. Late 12th-early 
13th century. Area 5, filling of pit 16, level 6. 

6. Bowl of slightly soapy reddish-brown ware with some limestone-detritus 
filling and a grey core. Expanded and rounded rim, somewhat undercut; rim 
diameter c. 13! in. Early 13th century. Area 5, filling of pit 16, level 4. 
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7. Bowl of soapy reddish-brown ware with a grey core and much limestone
detritus filling. Upright wall, thickened rim "ith an internal bevel; sagging base. 
Late l.th-earJy 13th century. Area 5, filling of feature v. 

8. Bowl of slightly soapy reddish-brown ware with much flint and limestone
detritus gritting. In-curved rim, thickened at Ihe lOp and decorated with deep 
finger tipping on the outer slope of the rim. Rim diameter l.t in. Early to mid 
13th century. Area 1, filling of ditch below street (section E-F, level 5)· 

g. Bowl of hard, harsh, sandy ware, brownish-grey with a grey core. The 
rim is in-turned and thickened and the upper surface is decorated with finger 
tipping. Early to mid 13th century. Area I, upper filling of ditch A (section G-H, 
level 4). 

10. Bowl of light grey, sandy ware with buff surfaces. Flaring sides with 
in-turned rim. There is one handle surviving and there were probably two originally; 
the upper part of the body has two wide grooves; there is knife-trimming at the 
base-angle and the base is sagging. The inside of the bowl is covered with a poor, 
pimply wash of greenish-yellow glaze. This type of bowl seems to be unusual, 
although a similar glazed example came from Woodperry, Oxon. (Jope, 1943, 
103-4, PIG. 33, no. 8) ; a deeper two-handled pot also came from Seacourt, though 
in a different ware (Jope, 1947, 50, no. 5, no. 6,. Early 13th century. Area 5, 
midden of Period I. 

I I. Bowl of coarse grey ware with reddish.-orange interior surface and much 
very coarse limestone-detritus gritting. The sides are straight and the rim is ex
panded both internally and externally. Rim diameter 141 in. Early-mid 13th 
century. Area I, filling of ditch below street (section E-F, level 5). 

12. Bowl or pan of reddish-brown, limestone-detritus filled ware, with a grey 
core. Almost vertical sides, rim flanged internally and sagging base. Early 13th 
century. Area 5, midden of Period I. 

13. Bowl of slightly sandy, brownish-grey, ware with some flint and limestone
detritus gritting. The rim has a sharp internal flange and the upper part of the 
wall is almost vertical. 13th century. Area I, upper filling of a ditch probably 
contemporary with ditch A (not shown on Fla. 5, but further to the N.). 

14. Bowl or pan of reddish-brown ware with some flint and limestone-detritus 
filling and a grey core. The rim is sharply in-turned but rather more rounded 
than no. 13 above; the base is sagging. 13th century. Area 5, occupation level 
sealed by Period II stone buildings (sections L-M and R-S, level 3)· 

15. Bowl or pan of greyish-brown sandy ware with flint and limestone-detritus 
gritting and a grey core. Flaring sides and a thickened, rounded and in-turned 
rim; slightly sagging base. Early to mid 13th century. Area I, filling of ditch 
below street (section E-F, level 5). 

16. Bowl of reddish-brown ware with some flint and limestone gritting and a 
grey core. Almost upright rim, thickened externally at the top. Early-mid 13th 
century. Area I, upper filling of ditch A (section G-H, level 4). 

17. Bowl or pan of reddish-brown ware with some limestone-detritus filling 
and a grey core. In-turned rim with a marked external down-turned flange. Early
mid 13th century. Area I, filling of ditch A (section G-H, level 4). 

'THE POTrERY FROM THE LEVELS OF PERIOD U (FIOS. ~5-6) 
The meaning of Period II is discussed above, p. 14'; in practice it will be found 
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that the pottery of P<Tiod II overlaps that of Pniod I in date. The amount of pottery 
from the later levels of the village is vel) much I than that from earlier levels. 

Pi/CMrI IlTld DIMr potIfrom leuls of Pmod II (flO. 251 
I Pitcher of hard, fairly fiue, hut slightly sandy ""are, buff-neam surfaces 

with a grey core. The whole of the exterior, apart from some small patchrs near 
the ba~e. is covered with oiive-grrcn glaze. Tall, narrow, neck with a c1ublJed rim; 
globular body with a marked constriction aoove the base, which is missing. The 
pitcher is decorated. ,\lith applied rouletted strips of alternate \,,"hite and red cla)'; 
the back of the handle is deeply stabbed. '1 he heavily rouletted strips, sometimes 
wavy, should be compared \\'ith a pot from the Bod/fia1l E.xltnsioll, 125. PL. ,"H, no. 
4. Probably mid-late J 3th century and possibly a survival in the level in which it was 
found. Area 5, occupation outside building with pebble floor 'sectionJ.K, level 2J 

2. Pitchrr neck and rim of very hard, fine, buff ware with a grey corC'; lime
green glaze externally and trace> of the tops of two applied strips of red clay. Upright 
neck with squared rim; there are stab, at the top of the handle and finger im· 
prasions at the junction of handle and body. The latter feature is characteristic 
of the product!! of the Brill kiln, cf: Jopt, 1915. 96. I-.arly 14th centur),. Area 4. 
occupation within? barn, contemporary with the stone house. 

S. Pitcher handle and rim of very fine, hard, orange-buff \\'are; there is a little 
mottled green glaze on the handle. Upright neck and squared rim; the handle is 
carefully moulded and deepl)' sla,hed and has finger impression at the junction 
with the body, ct: no. 2 above and the remarks there. Cf. Bodlnan Extlmion, 125 
FlO. 26 A. Early 14th century. Area 5, occupation outside building with pebble 
floor (.ectionJ-K, level 2). 

4. Pitcher handle of hard, sandy, huff-hrown ware \\.'ith a thick grey {'ore and 
occasional red and vr'hile impurities. The neck is flaring and the rim thickened 
at the top; the strap handle is decorated with a pattern of deep stabs, the central 
groove being picked out with white slip over which there is in places a light yellowi,h
brown glaze. ~fid-13th century .. \rea II, levt'l within apsidal foundation (section 
A-B, It:vd 2) ; probably not contemporary with the building; but a survival. 

5. Pitcher rim of fine, hard, orange· buff f.'lbric with some mott1ed green glaze 
on the outside. Slightly flaring neck \'\lith squared rim; grooves on the neck. Late 
13th century. Area 5, pit lj, levol 5 (<<tion. ·-OJ. 

6. Pitcher rim of hard, rather har h, sandy fahric, light brown with grey 
core; the extC'.rior is decorated with white slip and the interior is covered with 
white slip. There is a tra(:e of poor, light ycI10\\, glaze. Everted rim with a marked 
carination. From level 4 above pit 13 (Area 5 and therefore probabl)' late 13th 
centul) 

7. Pitcher Uase of barsh, sandy. light grey ware with a pink core; there are 
streaks of yellow-green glaze from the upper part of the body. :\farkedl)" glohular 
body with slightly sagging base and ridgt'd h.l.e-angle. Late 13th centmy .• \rea 
5, pit I~. level 4· 

8. Pitcher spout of hard, slightly sandy, pinkc,h-buff ware" ith a gre)' core; 
thick, dark green glaze. som('what patchy and mottled in places. Supported spouts 
of this kind derive fl'om tripod-pitcher spouts, Out this example is certainl}' later 
and should be compared with a series from iJud/nan E,tltnsion, 103-4, FIG. 24 A, of 
late 13th-early 14th century date. Arca 3, in make-up level W. of church. 
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9. Lid rim of hard, fine, buff-cream ware with a pinkish core, mottled green 
glaze on the underside and outer edge of the rim. The rim u sharply angled and 
down-turned. The ware implies a late 13th century date or later and lids do not 
seem to be common before this period. Area 41 midden to \V. of Slone house. 

10. Flat pottery plate of CQane flint, and limestone-detritus grilled, reddL,h
brown ware with a grey core. 'r he plate u pierced in at least four places and the 
undenide U fire-blackened; on the upper surface u an applied ridge of clay, heavily 
stabbed in places. The use of this object u uncertain, but the ridge may have been 
intended to support sagging-based pots in an upright position, while the plate 
itself lay on top of a fire, derect heat from which would pass through the holes in 
the plate. Alternatively, or perhaps in addition, the plate could have been used as 
a griddle on which flat cakes could have been cooked. An iron griddle-plate from 
Beere, Devon, has been discussed, with parallels, by E. M. jope in Med. Arch., n 
(1958),138, FlG. 34. no. I. Late 13th century on the evidence of the find-spot. Area 
5, pit 13, level 5· 

I). Double-shelled lamp of sandy, buff ware with a light grey core and a 
sheen on the surface; there is mottled green glaze on the interior of the bowl and in 
patches on the exterior. The rim is simple and rounded over; the base is hollowed 
out conic.'Uy underneath by scooping out with a knife, but the upward flaring 
sides of the foot are missing. The development of double-shelled lamps has been 
studied by Jopt, 1950,57-60, FlOS. 20, nos. 6, 7; 21. The present example is prob
ably late 13th century on the evidence of the find-spot. Area 5, pit 13, level 6. 

12. Lower part of a bottle of fine, hard fired, pinkish-buff ware with a buff
orange surface. There are small patches of mottled green glaze externally. The 
ware implies a late 13th, or more probably an early 14th century date, if no later. 
Area 5, occupation outside building with pebble floor (section j-K, level 2). 

13. Bowl of very hard, sandy, purple ware with a reddish-brown and grey 
core. Some yellow-brown glaze internally and a surface sheen externally. The rim 
is bevelled externally and undercut internally, presumably as a result of folding 
the rim back during potting. Cf. a bowl of SImilar form, but finer ware from the 
Bodleian Quadrangle, 1941 (JoP', 1942, 76-7, FlG. 20, no. I) of suggested late 
medieval date. Area 5, occupation outside building with pebble floor (section 
j-K, level 2). 

14- Bowl of coarse reddish-brown ware with a grey core and flint and limestone
detritus gritting. In-turned rim, folded over outside. Late 13th century. Area 5, 
pit 13, level 5. 

15. Bowl of coane reddish-brown ware, blackened externally and with a grey 
core and shell and Iimestone-detritu. filling. Flaring wall with sLrnple thickened, 
rounded rim. Late 13th century. Area 5, pit 13, level 7. 

J 6_ Bowl of coarse light brovo-n ware, a grey core and a little flint and limestone
detritus gritting. In-turned rim, lightly grooved externally, and a sagging base. 
The exterior is partly soot-blackened. Later 13th century Area 5, pit 13, level 4. 

Cooking pols and a pan from ILvtls of Period II (FlO. 26) 
r. Cooking pot of fine, slightly sandy, soft pink ware with a few red impurities. 

Everted neck and carefully squared rim; grooves on the shoulder and a very slightly 
sagging base. Late 13th century on the evidence of associated finds. Area 3, make-up 
W. of the church. 
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2. Cooking pot of harsh, hard, sandy grey ware, soot-blackened externally. 
Everted, squared rim and light wheel-rillings on the body, with a patch of greenish 
glaze near the base. Late 13th century. Area 5, pit 13, level 5. 

3. Cooking pot of reddish-brown, slightly soapy, limestone-detritus filled ware 
with a grey core and interior surface. Rather baggy profile with an upright rim, 
thickened and rounded at the top, and a sagging base. Late 13th century. Area 5, 
pit 13, level 5· 

4. Cooking pot rim of reddish-brown, slightly soapy ware with a grey core and 
interior surface and some limestone-detritus gritting. The rim slopes inwards, but 
is thickened and flanged at the top. Late 13th century. Area 5, pit 13, level 8. 

5. Cooking pot rim of hard, slightly sandy light brown ware with a light grey 
core. Everted, squared rim, hollowed on top. Late 13th century. Area 5, pit 13, 
joining fragments from levels 7 and 8. 

6. Cooking pot rim of hard, sandy, dark grey ware, light brown in places on 
the inner surface; greenish-purple glaze on the inside. Rim rounded externally 
and folded back over to form an internal ridge. Ware and technique are similar to 
the bowl, FlG. 25, no. 13 above, and this cooking pot from the same level is prob
ably of the same date; mid-late 14th century. Area 5, occupation level outside 
the building with pebble floor (section ]-K, level 2). 

7. Cooking pot of hard, thin, harsh, sandy grey ware with a lighter grey core. 
Carefully moulded, squared rim with internal bevel. Late 13th century. Area 5, 
pit 13, level 5. 

8. Cooking pot rim of sandy, buff ware with a grey core. There is a patch of 
yellow-green glaze externally. Everted rim, thickened externally. Late 13th 
century. Area 5, pit 13, level 6. 

9. Small cooking pot of slightly friable, sandy ware with light brown surfaces 
and pinkish-red core; the whole of the exterior has a slight sheen. The pot is thin
walled and sharply moulded with an everted angular rim; there are wheel-markings 
on the body and the base is sagging. Late 13th century. Area 5, pit 13, joining 
sherds from levels 4 and 7. Another very similar cooking pot of softer ware without 
the surface sheen came from pit 13, levels 5 and 6. 

10. Small cooking pot of very fine, hard fired, buff-cream ware with a slightly 
pinkish core. The pot is carefully made, although fairly thick-walled. The rim is 
everted and slightly hollowed internally, the upper part of the body is heavily rilled 
and the angle of the sagging base is knife-trimmed. This type of pot is clearly 
related to no. 9 above but is much finer and an early 14th century date might be 
indicated. Area 5, filling of the foundation-trench of the boundary wall (section 
P-Q, level 6). 

I r. Cooking pot rim of fairly fine, slightly sandy, light grey ware. The walli 
are thin and the rim everted and hollowed internally with finger pressings along 
the upper edge. There are rillings on the body. Cf. a group of late 13th-early 
14th century date from the Clarendon Hotel (Oxonitnna, XXIV (1959), 24-5, FlO. 

9, nos. 6, 7). Late 13th-early 14th century. Area 5, occupation level outside the 
building with pebble floor (section ]-K, level 2). 

12. Cooking pot rim of very fine, very hard, yellowish-cream ware. Very 
carefully potted with a squared rim. Probably mid 14th century from its find-spot. 
Area 4, occupation levd inside ? bam of stone house. 
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'3. Cooking pot rim of rather soft, fine, yellowish-cream ware with a pink 
core. Everted squared rim. Late 13th-early 14th century. Area 4, primary filling 
of ditch to S. of stone house (section A-B, level 6). 

14. Cooking pot of coarse, flint and limestone--detritus filled, grey ware. 
Rather baggy shape with thickened, everted rim, slightly hollowed internally; er. 
no. 3 above. Late 13th century. Area 5, pit '3, level 6. 

'5. Cooking pot rim of fine very hard fired, brick-red ware with greyish-brown 
surfaces and a grey core. There is a spot of brownish glaze internally. Upright, 
squared and outward-folded rim, charactcristic of products of the Brill Kilns (Jope, 
1942,74-5, flO. 18). Probably early 14th century from the find-spot. Area 4, midden 
to W. of stone house. 

16. Cooking pot rim of hard, somewhat sandy, light orange fabric with a 
pinkish core. The rim is everted and rebated to take a lid; the profile is generally 
rounded. This lype of " .. 'are, though perhaps in a rather finer character, and this 
t)"pe of rebated rim are usually dated to the 15th century in the Oxford area (Cf. 
Oxolliensia, XXIV (1959), 26-32, FIGS. 12, nos. 4, 5; 14, nos. 8-10. JOjJt, 1942, 76-9, 
FIG. 20, nos. 4-7); the present example suggests that they were prevalent before 
the desertion of Seacourt c. '400 (sec above p. Ilg). Area 2, occupation level on 
stone cobbles. 

q. Oval pan of coarse, reddish-brown ware with a grey core and somt lime
stone-detritus filling; the lower part of the interior is covered with a wash of poor, 
pimply greenish-yellow glaze; there are traces of soot on part of the walls and at 
the lip. Probably oval pan, rather pointed towards the lip, which is pushed out 
from the wall. No trace of a handle survives, but this could well be an example of 
the 'dish for joints' published by Mr. David Sturdy (Oxoniuma, XXIV (1959), 
35-6, FIG. 16, no. I). The same pointed oval type occurs in an early 14th century 
context at Deddington Castle, Oxon. (information from Mr. E. M. Jope). Mid 
14th century. Area 4, occupation level over second hearth and probably partly 
contemporary with third hearth (section A-D, level 9). 

TilE LATEST MEDIEVAL POTTERY FROM SEACOURT (FlO. 27) 
The material illustrated in this section is unstratified, or only stratified in a 

very general way. Other late sherds were well stratified in Period II levels (FIGS. 
25-6) to which reference should also be made. 

I. Large storage jar, or possibly cooking pot, of very fine cream ware with a 
grey core j there are a few spots of lime-green glaze on the interior and of yellow 
glaze on the exterior surfaces. Large globular body with short everted rim thickened 
at the top and with an internal bead; there is part of a vertical applied strip of 
clay, ornamented with finger impressions, on the body. Near the base, which is 
missing, the wall of the pot has been knife-trimmed. No parallel for this vessel can 
be quoted, but it ought to be pre-J400 at Seacourt. Area I, general occupation 
level (section C-H, level 2). 

2. Large open bowl or pan of soft, rather flaky, buff-orange ware with a light 
grey core; the interior (base and lower part of the walls) is covered with pimply, 
dull yellow glaze. The rim is squared and sharply down-turned in manufacture; 
the base is flat. This is a typical product of the Brill kilns as identified by Mr. E. M. 
Jope (Jope, J 942, 74-5, FIG. 18). This Seacourt example should be pre-14°O. Area 
I, general occupation level (section C-H, level 2). 
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3. Cooking pot of fine, hard fired, buff-orange ware with slightly pinkish core. 
Squared rim of characteristic Brill type, cf. no. 2 above. Pre-I 400. Area I, general 
occupation level. 

4. Cooking pot rim of hard, sandy cream fabric. Sharply everted rim above a 
marked roll in the shoulder of the pot; cf. a pot from Maidenhead of similar form 
and fabric (Jop., 1947, FlO. 9, no. I) . Pre- I 400. Area I, occupation material on 
top of street and in the general occupation level. 

5. Lid of fine light grey fabric with a pink core; mottled deep green glaze 
internally and a thin wash externally. Simple rounded rim, cr. FlO. 25, nO.9 above. 
Late 13th-14th century. Area I, general occupation level. 

6. Lid of hard, orange-buff fabric with a small patch of yellowish-green glaze. 
?\.1ore angular rim than no. 5 above. 14th century. Area 4, among destruction 
rubble of hOllse. 

7. Bowl of hard, sandy buff-cream ware. Angular flanged rim with a few 
spots of green glaze under the rim. Cf. a similar pot from Hedsor (Jop., 1947, FlO. 

g, no. 5). Pre-14OO. Area 4, among destruction rubble of house. 
8. :-leek of a bottle of very fine orange-buff ware. Simple rolled-out rim. 

Pre-I400. Area 4, among destruction rubble of house. 
9. Upper part of a small cooking pot or bowl of very fine, hard, dull reddish

brown ware with a surface sheen; there is a streak of rich yellow-brown glaze 
running down the inside. Sharply moulded angular rim and deep grooves on the 
body; this piece is almost metallic in its sheen and sharpness. Pre~J400, see dis
cussion of this piece, above p. 137. Area 5, unstratified. 

10. Spigot hole from a large pitcher ; coarse buff-cream ware, hard fired and 
with a few small patches of yellow glaze both inside and out. Pre-1400. Area 5, 
unstratified. 

I I. Rim and handle of a cooking pot of hard, sandy, orange-buff ware. The 
rim is everted and slightly thickened at the top and there is a little brownish-purple 
glaze inside the rim; the handle is round in section with a sharply angled shoulder. 
This pot copies the rypical 14th century metal cauldron and should be compared 
with a similar pot from London (L,IIMC, 224, FlG. 74). Pre-I 400. Area 5, un
stratified. 

12. Rim of sandy reddish-buff fabric with a grey core; there are some spots of 
poor yellowish glaze on the outside of the rim. Angular everted rim with an angular 
internal seating for a lid. This type has a long ancestry and at l\'ortholt, IVlidd'x, it 
appears c. 1370 (information from ~1r. J. G. Hurst). Area I I, unstratified. 

13. Lamp of hard reddish-brown ware with a buff core. Flaring sides with a 
sharp base angle and a long point. The ware of this example points to a 14th 
century date and this is a very late specimen of a type of lamp that was thought to 
have gone out of use by the later 12th century (Jop., 195°,58). Area I I, unstratified. 

14. Rim of a stoneware jug; very fine, unglazed, greyish-white ware. Simple 
upright rim, rounded at the top and the neck rilled all the way up. This is a typical 
product of the Siegburg kilns. Examples or this ware dated to the 14t11 century are 
known on the Continent, e.g. from the castle of Oud Haarlem, Holland, destroyed 
in 1351 (I am grateful to Mr. J. G. N. Renaud of the Dutch State Service for 
Archaeological Investigation for this information) ; 15th century examples from 
Colchester and other sites in England have been recognized (seeJ. G. Hurst in Trans. 
Esux Arch. Soc., 3rd SeT., I, i (1961 ), 3-5, FlO. 32). The Seacourt example 
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W33 found in 1939 at Site Q FIG. 3 in the filling of a circular pit at the E. end nl 
the tr~nch; it would ther('fore &C't'm to ~ stratified and to date from before thl:" 
d~rtion of the village in 1439, Of, as is suggested above p. 119, from before 1400. 

It is thus probably a 14th <cntury import and by f.lr the earliest example of thi 
ware so far recorded in England. 

OTHER OBJECIS 

The chief interest of the small objects from Seacourt lies in the variety of types 
present, the high quality of some of the picca, and the close dating that is available 
[or many of them .. 'one of the objects is likely to be later than c. 1400,':1 nor much 
earlier than (. 1175-1200; in many cases it is possibJt' to suggest a much closer 
dating within this framework. In the dNcriptions that follow a date given beforf' 
the find-spot is based on the evidence of the object; one given after the find- pot 
is based on the evidence of the site. The diillcuitie.s arising from the stratigraphy 
have bct"n di~cus~ed elsl:"where (p. 130); hfre too the strictest critr-ria have been 
applied and firm dates arc only given to those objects Yo hose context i certain, the 
others bC'ing clt'SCTibed as unstratified and onl) included if of intrin ic importance. 
AU the objects from the 193~ excavations which deserve publication are descrilx-d 
here by kind permission of ~!r. R. I.. S. Bruce.:\litford, who arranged [or and 
checked the drawings made of them by :\1r. C. O. Waterhouse, 1\I.B. I::. , and for 
whom Mr. Andreas Dikigoropoulos, I.S.A., had prcpared deso'iptions and com. 
ments on the objects. ~Ir. DikigoropoulO$ has very kindl) permitted his work to be 
incorporated in the present paper and those paragraphs below ''''hich are concerned 
''''Ith the objects found in J()3q are largdy his work. Specialist (rports which 
refer to individual finds are introduced in the appropriate places; other specialist 
reports may be found below p. 189fT. \Vork undertaken in the Ancient ,Monumrnts 
Laboratory and reported on by Mr. L. Biek has been indicated by his initials, and 
many of the drawings and desrriptlons incorporate the evidence from X-rays taken 
at the laboratory by ~fr. E. S. Cripp •. These are marked - in the text, and outlines 
hidden by corrosion products have been indicated in the drawings by dotted lines 
where useful. 

ORJEeTS OF BRO. 'Z! 'i.e. copper alloy, not analysed) FIG. 28 

I. Gilt bronze:: pendant-fitting u.sed to attach an heraldic or other decorative 
pendant to hOT5e·harness. The duck·like upper moulding is paralleled in example. 
in the Cluny \fuseum' f •. \f.IIC 118.22, FlO. 39. 193<), trench :\{, ull5tratified. 
Probably 14th century. 

2. Plate with cross on circle above plain moulding at upper end. which is 
twice as thick a$ the lower end. Probably part ofa .trap·end, cf. no. 4 below, 1939. 
trench B, unstratified. Probably 14th century. 

3· Buckle with large. waisted loop; simple pierced, te::rminalleaf and unpierct"d 
.ide .crolls; roughly rectangular buckle plate, approximately i of the total length, 

'71 With the M(ception of the spur, FlO. 30, no. ~ I. It is I"tmarkablt" how vtty f<"W objectl of any 
IOrt, apart from clay pipo and 17th or 18th ttntury wine boult'S. reached the site after the desertion 
of the village c. 1400; even Victorian china is conspicuoUJ only by ill aWnce. 
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decorated with a simple geometric design and pierced for attachment to the belt. 
This buckle has clear analogies with a well known type of belt-chape of which 
examples have been found at Kidwelly (Auk .• LXXXIII, 122. FlO. II, no. 6 , London 
(L\I.lfC, 269, FIG. 85, no. I, and another in the Guildhall ~{useum), ? Toddington, 
lkd •. (JBAA, II, 271) and _ 'orthampton {. 'urthampton :-'!weuml; the group as 
a whole has h""n studied by J. B. Ward P"rkins IAnl. J., XIX (1939), 197-9 , who 
dates th" chapes Co 1390-1410. They are more elaborate than the Seacourt bllCkl", 
having a compl"x I.,.f-terminal, pi"rced side scrolls, a figure of St. Christopher 
within th" loop, and a black-letter inscription on the plate (IHC or variant thereof), 
which is on I) l of the total length. In the Seacourt example the 'hape of the loop, 
the terminal leaf and the side scrolls, all point to a connection with the more elaborate 
group, or , .. ·hich the Seacourt buckle would seeIn to be an earlier variet)". The Sea
court buckle is a true buckle, having a hole in the buckle plate for the s\vivel of the 
buckle pin; in the more elaborate "xampl .. the place of th" pin is taken by the 
figure of St. Christopher, and th"y ar" the",for" more correctly described as belt
chapes or possibly clasps. The simple tnminalleaf on the Seacourt buckle may be 
compared with similar leaves on ~1t-chapt'3 hown on contemporary brasses: 
L.1f.I/C, 266, FIG. 84, nos. 7(1334 .8«. 1348),9«. 1370), 12(1358), 13(1361). The 
Seacourt buckle rna)' therefore be: dated to tht' mid~T4lh century, \,"hich agn~es well 
enough \\!th its find·spot ~ '939, trenrh C, . in loose stones', i.e. in a Ptriod II 
context (see above pp. 87-9). 

4· Outer plate of a belt-chape of fork"d type. Two rivets still ill position and 
clear Indications of \,",hite metal prohabl)" ~older residues on the inner roughel) 
surface 'L.B.). cr. exactly [.J/.\Je, PL. L.XXV, 10, with the same ogivaJ openin~. 
1958• Arra 4. occupation within hou,o (section A-B, level 8). Mid-late 14th century 
A.M. 8187. 

5· lklt-chape of forked type. The drawings show the separate components and 
their relationship when in position. Tht"rc art" trares of white metal, probably 
solder, inside the assembly, which al§Q contained distinct translucent brown fibres, 
probably leather; 0'5 per cent of nitrogen, but no hydroxyproline, was detected 
(. ee no. 8 belo" : L.B.)."S For a discu ion of forked bdt-chapes see I. If.IIC, 267-8 ; 
.\frd .• 1rch., v (1961), 291, and cf. no. ~ above. 1958, Area I, filling of ditch A 
(secuon G-H, I"v"l{), mid-11th ('entu,). A.M. 8181. 

6. Strap-end buckle. The oval loop h marked shoulders and the plate i 
decorated along the edges" ith an apparont!) rouletted pattern of small triangles. 
'9311, trenrh C, apparently among stones nnd therefore belonging to the later 
period on thi site. Probabl) later 13th-11th "ntury. 

7· Iluckl,,-loop, lozenge-lhaped section. '939, tr"nch Q, urutratifi"d. Pre-
1400. 

8. Plate from strap-cnd buckle. In ide the plate a Ialer of dark-brown, appar
entl) organic material had been preseI'\rd, e\'id~ntly br contact with the metal. 
This material is most probably Irather; a prepared section under the microscope 
appears as brown translucent fibres in a 3~dimensional \ ... ·eave pattern. _'0 remnants 
of hair follicl", or grain layer help to identify the animal origin. Chemical ex
amination sho\''-'cd the presence of onl} 0'9 per cent of nitrogen (one would expect 

11' Examination or the' leather I was kindly undC'rtaktn by the British Leather Manufacturers' 
Rnt'arch Association (B.L.~f.R.A.). See abo nole J79 brJow and no. 8. 
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about 6-7 per cent in vegetable-tanned leather) but the amount of hydroxyproline 
(the amino acid characteristic of skin protein) was very close to the value estimated 
from the nitrogen content.li9 One end of the' leather' had evidently been stitched, 
as indicated by the dotted crosses in the drawing, with twofold yarns, the folded 
yarns being twisted in the S direction and the singles in the Z direction (PL. x A). 
Microscopical examination shows that the ultimate fibres have transverse nodes or 
dislocation marks along their length which appear as cross-markings in polarized 
light (PL. x 0). These markings and the behaviour in staining tests indicate that 
they are flax fibres. There was also a small fragment of plain weave fabric woven 
from single yarns that appear to have little or no twist. The yarns are composed of 
bast or leaf fibres and further identification is made impossible by the discoloration 
and brittleness of the fragment. t 80 The evidence as a whole indicates a fold of 
material stitched back, most probably over the buckle bar and ( ? pierced by the) 
pin, much as the metal was then riveted over to enclose this fold. The presence of 
textile suggests that no leather was ever exposed, but that it acted as reinforcement 
or support (either throughout, or only in the buckle plate) to what would appear 
as a textile belt. (L.B.) . 1958, Area I, unstratified. Pre-1400. A.M. 8180. 

9. Simple finger-ring, round section thinning towards the ends which are 
turned round on each other to form the ring. 1939, trench Q, below a mortar 
floor associated with a building of c. 1250. Before mid-13th century. 

10, I J. Fragments of two bells. These are possibly crotals or hawk's bells cf. 
King John's Houst, 20, PL. XL"', 14. 1939, unstratified. Pre-1400. 

12. Pin with round flat-topped head. 1939, trench Q, unstratified. Pre-1400. 
13. Circular brooch with an inscription in Lombardic lettering on the upper 

surface. The top and sides of the brooch are made of a single piece of metal bent 
over to form the edges, the back plate being separate, and presumably originally 
attached with solder. The back plate is nat and projects in a small curve opposite 
the point of the pin, which itself swivels in a hole passing through both front and 
back plates. The upper surface of the brooch is also flat and somewhat narrower 
than the back plate. It bears the inscription NOLI ME TANGE running between 
two incised lines and prefaced by a Maltese cross. There is no final contraction 
mark, and it may be assumed that the final RE of the correct form TANGERE has 
been omitted in order to balance the inscription either side of the pin. The letters 
of the inscription are plain, while the interspaces are lightly speckled. The in
dividual letters on the brooch have been compared with tabulated lists of letters 
from medieval seals given in Arch., LXXIX (1929), 149-65: the letters 0, L, E, A, G 
are similar to letters of the late 13th and first half of the 14th century; the letters 
N, M, I, T, could on the other hand date from the early 13th to the late 14th 
century. Omitting therefore any consideration of the conservatism or otherwise of 
the engraver, it is possible to suggest a date of c. I250-c. 1350 for the brooch. 1939, 
trench C, unstratified. 

14. Small circular brooch, the plate slightly curved in section with a faint 
poinlillt! decoration of four? leaves on its upper surface; simple pin swivelling 
through a hole in the plate. A flat plate with a rather more elaborate floral pointilli 

'1' Examination by B.L.M.R.A. 
110 The yarns were kindly examined by the Shirley Institute, to whom [ am indebted for PL. 

xAando. 
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decoration is dated 1350-1426 at the :>'1ore, Hert>. 'Arch. J., ex" (1959,. 182, 
FIG. 19, nO. 3)· 1939, trench J, unstratified. Pro-14OO. 

15. Circular brooch plate, emi-circular in cctiOIl, with slight traces of possible 
d~roration of diagonal lines on the upper, rounded, surface. I'hl!' pin 10iwiveh round 
a groove in the plate, not through a hole in the plate as in nos. 13 and 14 abo,e. 
rhis lyPf" of brooch, including another example trom Scacourt, has been studied by 
L. T. Leeds in O:conimsia, III (1938), 174-5. where the Seacourt example is FIG. 21d 
and two olhers, found a saclated v.:ith burials of \Vhitc h-iars, whose house was 
founded in '318. are at FlO. 2rb and c. 1959, Area II, unstratified. '4th c('ntul,' 

16. Riveted douhle plate assembl), possibly th. plate frol11 a strap-end buckle 
if the notch at one end (on the left in the drawing) of the upper plate is the notch 
III \.,.hkh the buckle pin swivelled. The plates 31 C Ilt'ld together by two rivc15 still 
III position: in addition there are holes through both plates at three of the corners 
through whkh twists of \"'ire pass linking both plates loosely togrther and two 
holes, also through ooth plates, in the c('ntre of th(' a ·"embl}'. Of the latter) one 
hole is out of register with it'; fellow in the lower plate. The two plates \vere therefore 
punched !irparatelr and this \vas done from what are now the outside'S of the plat~ 
in each case except for the holrs \vhich no\ .. · contain rivets. In one of these tht" 
evidenc(' is ambiguous; in the other both holes have been punched from the upp('r, 
decorated surface (L.B.); the rivets therefore probably represent a later repair. 
The upper surface is decorated with two bands of bungled ? inscription which 
repe .. 1.t ("ach other as they face inwards to th(' centre of the plate. Each band is en
clUheU h("twccn two incised lillf!, alld the wholl' of the decoration appears to have 
been carrit"d out in a chip-carving technique. rhe in1Criptions appear to read: 
A \ A + 1) A in each case. 1958, ,\ rea 5 unstratified. Pre-I 400. A.M. 8190. 

17. Dccoratt:'d plate with ornament of imprcss("d ,B, dots round the ('dge. 
There are thrre" holes, presumably for attachment, near the.- edges and a square hole 
at tht" centre. Around the latter the metal gives the impl'("s..~ion of having I)("en pulled 
upwards and thi" piece may be a guard at the di5tribution point of twO straps, one 
of whith, or its terminal fitting, would pa~s through the central hole to a firmer 
seating Ixhind. 1958, Area I, among the stones of the ,treet 'section E-F). '4th 
century. A.M. 8182. 

18. Large rectangular buckle of which the frame is semi-circular in section. 
For an example "ith similarly bowed ides, but rather different proportion, cf. 
f.lf.He, PL. I.XXIX, no. 6. t959, Area t I, unstratified, but probabl)' from the 
occupation in the house. 14th ccntu!). 

19.- )·inger-ring. The setting &eems to have had an octagonal frame, and the 
houlder of the ring is decorated with two incised lincs. The stone is mi sing. 

Possibly cast, but the porous appearance on the X-ray may be due to corrosion 
:L.B.). 1958, Area 4, occupation and midden W. of house ( e tion C-D, level 2). 
l\1id-late J.tth century, unless the ring i5 Roman, then 3cd-.}th century; cr. no. 2.1-
below and J1ichboTOligh n', 127, PL. xxv, 97. A.". 8,85. 

20.· Slightly concave triangular plate with a hole at each apex. Thi, appears 
to be a scale pan of the type shown in Holbein', painting of George Gisze, dated 
t 532. A more elaborate example, decorated with lines parallel to the edges and 

••. MiCTOIKopic examination :L.B.) shoWl enough lOund metal slill stretching acroa the d('
pl'fUions to mak~ this quite c~rtain. although some of them are now holts. 
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with a central stamp, w.n., is illustrated in Killg ]olm's Houst, PL. XIX, 17 and p. 
20,1 81 where the balance arm and cords for suspension are also 5ho\\-'11. It is probably 
16th or 17th century in date. In the ~or\vich !\.luseum there are two similar pans: 
one (no. 122, 957) from Wangford Warren, Suffolk is inscribed LATO , i.e. 
' Made in latten'; it might be of 13th-14th century date. The other (no. 205, 
957) from Davey Place, Nonvich, bears the mark of the Founders' Company and 
is probably 15th century. The find-spot of the Seacourt example indicates a date 
in the first half of the 13th century for this example. Further study might reveal 
that the earlier pans as a whole are both unstampcd and undecorated, as the Sea
court example suggests. There is some evidence of lead-rich corrosion products 
on the concave surface. As frequently noted elsewhere, the weight may have been 
adjusted exactly by means ofa spread of' solder '-like white metal (L.B.) 1958, Area I, 
in the filling of the ditch below the street (section E-F, level 5) . First half 13th 
century. A.M. 8183. 

21. Point and lower part of a double-edged knife or dagger, pointed oval 
section and slightly bent point. Daggers of ' bronze' (i.e. some type of copper 
alloy) seem to be uncommon in the Middle .\ge> and no parallel can be quoted for 
this example. 1958, Area 2, filling of pit 25 associated with fragments of tripod 
pitcher. Late l2-early 13th centUl),. A .M. 8189. 

22. Part of the wall of a flaring.mouthed stew·pan. Plain rim. The base, 
which is missing, was attached to the wall by being folded. up and over the up· 
turned foot of the wall. Cf. a similar pan, but with a more elaborate rim, from 
London: L.IIMC, 207, PL. LIV. 1959, Area II, unstratified, but probably from the 
occupation in the house. 14th century. 

23. Part of the flared rim of a large bronze? cooking vessel. The outer 
surface is heavily encrusted with soot from presumed use over a fire (L.B.). Cf. 
14th century example> from London, L.\I.IIC, 202-7, PLS. LV and LVI. 1958, Area 
29, in occupation material over pebble Aoor to S. of wall. Mid 13th.14th century. 
A.M. 8184. 

24. Small round brooch with a conical C stone' set centrally within a raised 
flange, appearing bluish-black but actually dark brown. The flat outer rim of the 
brooch is decorated with a rouletted pattern of flattened S's. Flat back with pro
jecting fittings for the pin, which is missing. The materials were only e..xamined 
non-destructively. The plating of white metal on the back was shown to be on. 18 3 
The clear traces of gold visible on the upper surface, particularly in the rouletting, 
could for technical reasons not be detected in the same manner, nor could mercury, 
here thought to have been used in applying the gold, and in similar circumstances 
confirmed in another object in the same way. From visual examination alone it was not 
possible to say whether the 'stone' was natural or artificial glass, 184 but it is prob
ably dark paste. Brooches of this type are clearly of Roman date and parallels at 
Winchester (City Museum) and Richborough (Richborough I f', 121, PL. XXXI, no. 63 
quoting Richborough II, 42, PL. XVll, no. 9 for a full discussion of the type) suggest a 
4th century date. 1958 Area 4, occupation within house (section A-B, level 8), where it 
must be derived from the Roman site nearby (Area 5, pp. 96-7) . A.M. 8188 . 

• 11 I am indebted to Mr. G. C. Dunning for this reference . 
• 1, KindJy examined with an X-ray fluorescr-nt speclromet('r by Mr. Peter rumley of me Research 

l.aboratory for Archaeology and the History of Art, Oxford, 
,14 Kindly examined by Mr. E. A. Jobbins of th(' Geological Survey and Museum. 
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25·· Rectangular decorated plate with central hole. X-ray examination (L.B.) 
revealed that the plate was highly decorated on one surface with a raised diamond 
pattern with interlacing band, the field being filled with sunk, ? ring-punched 
circles. Cf. A decorative pendant of the type III of LMMC, 118, FIG. 38 and PL. 

XXI, No.1. 1959, Area I r, occupation on cobbling outside the entrance to the stone 
building. (,"ction C-H, level I). 14th century. A.M. 9719. 

Shears (FIG. 29) 
OBJECTS OF IRON (FICS. 29-31) 

J. Large pair of shears with pronounced loop at the junction of the two arms; 
the shoulder of the blade is smoothly cltlved, without any elaboration. This is type 
I B of the classification proposed in LMAIC FIG. 47; and can also be closely COID

pared with shears of mid-13th century date from Dyserth Castle (LAIJ/C, FIG. 48, 
no. 4) and with a pair in a contemporary illustration of c. 1250 (LMMC, Fla. 48, 
no. 6) where the large size of the shears is comparable to the size of the Seacourt 
example, which is 13k in. long. Shears of this size would be suitable for sheep
shearing, cf. an Iron Age prur in The Stanwick Fortifications (Soc. Antiqs. Research 
Rep., xvu (1954), 50, PL. XXVTI c). 1939, trench B, unstratified. Pre-14OO. 

2.· Small pair of shears with pronounced loop at the junction of the two arms 
and small notches in the shoulder of each blade. A variant of type III of the classifi
cation in LAIJ,/C, FIG. 47, more closely to be compared with a pair of shears from 
Moorfields dated to the 15th ccntury (LMMC, FIG. 48, no. (2). 1958, Area r, 
unstratified. Pre-1400. A.M. 8436. 

3· Another pair, very similar to no. 2 above, but with smaller notches at the 
tops of the blades. 1958, Area I, unstratified. Pre-1400. A.M. 8401. 

At,ives (FlO. 29) 
The knives from Seacourt can be divided into two groups: those which have 

flat, stri p-tangs whose handles are formed by the addition of thin pieces of bone 
or wood on dtller side of the tang, attached by means of rivets through the whole 
assembly (FIG. 2g, nos. 4-7) ; and those which have pointed tangs which are meant 
to be inserted into a block of wood or piece of bone, which itself forms the complete 
handle (FIG. 29. nos. 8-(2). All the examples of the strip-tang variety from Seacourt, 
including the four published here, came from 14th century or unstratified con
texts: a 14th century date is therefore suggested for tltis type. The pointed tang 
variety, however, came from both 13th and 14th century contexts, and this type is 
indeed the one normally found in deposits of all ages and periods. This evidence 
supports the implication in LI/JIC, 51 that strip-tang knives are in the main of 
14th century and later date, the earliest being one of c. 1270 from Rayleigh Castle, 
Essex (Trans. Essex Arch. Soc" n.s., XII (1912),169, FIG. {, nos. 1,2). The introduction 
of this type seems now to be well enough defined for it to have an independent 
chronological value of its own. 

4.· Part of a knife-handle, tile strip-tang of which is faced on both sides with 
decorated and inscribed bone scales held in position by three rivets (PL. Xl 0) passing 
lhrough the whole assembly; the butt is covered by a knobbed, trapeooid plate, 
possibly of brass. The thickest part of the handle, as seen in cross-section, probably 
represents the uppermost surface. in line with the back of the (missing) blade. It 
seems probable that the inscription, which is in Black Letter and reads from blade 
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to butt on each sidt', starts on FIG. 29, no. 4A; it i continued by turning the knife 
about its long axh, as hO\\o-rl in fIG. 29, no. 4H. All the decoration Pl. Xl n) on the 
bone scales is carried out in pointilli: the inscriptions are contained ,,;ithin straight 
borders and the word(s) are divided into pairs of letters by floral scrolls which return 
back upon themselves. It appears from fIO. 29, no. 4B that the scroll near t the 
blade returns fully upon itself. thus probably leaving no room for another letter
group on this side; in lhu; ca~e there would anI} be two letter-groups on the othel" 
side (FIG. 29, no. 4") and the inscription mllst therefore read •.. DE BO TL. 
This seem' unintelligible, but the object falls into that class known as love- or 
'\\cdding-knives and an amorous inscription ma) have been intended, cf. the 
inscriptions on rings in Dr. Joan Evans' EngliJh Posi~s and Posy Rings IfJ1I), 5-15. 
A finc example of a 16th or 17th century "edding knife is illustrated in Jung John'J 
Howl, PL. 0"\111, no. J I, pp. 16-7; but the present example is much earlie-f, being 
fiecurely Iilratified outside the stone house in Area 4, and thus ofmid-lith century date. 

The method of decorating the bone scales is of considerable interest: at fit t 
sight the method appears to be the pique or ' pin-cushion J technique, in which a 
metal pin, usually of !iiiver, is driven into the surface of the material to be decorated 
and broken off at the surface, thus leaving a small 8pot of metal visible, from which 
the pattern i, ultimatel} built up. In th. present ca.,e. although the X-ra)" in
dicated, and microscopic examination confirmed, that the pointilll decoration un 
both surfaces contained, in the troughs appearing as dots, a mate-rial far more 
radiopaque than the bone PL. Xl C • and apparentl} of metallic nature, spectro
graphic examination of the contents of thrce of tho.e troughs sho\\ed that though 
contaminated with iron and calcium, presumr'd mainly from the other components 
of the knife} they appeared to consist of substantially pure tin, containing traces 
only of COpPt'f, lead, arsenic and antimony .. \lthough somewhat hardened even hy 
such traces, this material is till considerably softer than silver, and unusable in the 
piqul technique. There is, however, a technique for df'corating ivory, in common 
use in recent times, which consists in wiping ovt'J' an incised pattern in the (? pre
pared) ivory with a low-mdting solder·like alloy, the metal remaining and :-.olidi
fying only in the' \.-'alleys , of the decoration. 111 the present case the de-coration 
could have been produced by wiping "ith molten tin, or rubbing with a tin block 
or strip \'~hich \\-'ould have deposited tin in the drpr ions alone. The rough urface 
of the metal in each of the troughs supports, }X'rhaps, the $econd ahernati\(~."s 
1958, Area 4, midden W. of the stone ho=, sealrd b) its destruction-Ie\e!. Before 
earl)" 14th centu" to 1400. A.M. 8401. 

5. Knife with strlp·tang handle from "hich the grip-platcs are missing; only 
one rivet hole i visible. This knife sho"" dearly the lack of any shoulder between 
the back of the blade and tho tang, a characteri"ic of the strip-tang knife. IQS8, 
Area 5, unstratified. Pre-1400. 

" I L.B" we arC" gratt'"ful to Dr. E. S. I Jedgf"S for oommt'ol! on the- pro)'>C'rties of such Impurt' tin: 
to Mr. T. A. R('&d of the \sIociatcd L('8d . 1anufacturr-r'J' nrscarch .\sIociation for carrytng out the 
.pectrographic examination; to :\lr. \\. W. Robson orlhe '~lInt" body for his comments on thr. dr-cora
hon of ivory ; to ~1r. C. C. Oman, KeC'per of. t('talwork at the \ ictoria and Albert ~luseum, for the 
information on Piqui. and fot hill comments on the knife. and to • list J. 'E •• King for ronllrmlllg thal 
thae !lWei and other objt"Cts were made of 000(, althouRh no id~ti.fications were poISiblt'. • ft. Bif'k 
luggests that the inscription may be in German, '" h('l"c DOTh mn.ns • m~nger '; this agrees well 
\o\-;th the suggation that the object is. love-knife, WI it i. difficult 10 think of a suitable .hort adjective 
ending in -DE to prtttde it. 
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6.· Knife with strip-tang, broadening towards the butt, which is angular. 
The X-ray shows two certain rivet holes L.B.) and another is clear even from 
visual examination. 1958, Area 5, Pmod II occupation (section J-K, level 2). 14th 
century. A.M. 8194. 

7. Knife with strip-tang and very flat back to blade and tang. 1958, Area 2, 
Pmod II occupation. 14th century. 

8. Knife with pointed-tang mounted in line with the back of the blade, a 
feature more characteristic of strip-tang knives, cr. no. 5 above. 1958, Area 4, 
occupation and destruction rubble of stone house (section A-B, level 8). Mid-late 
14th century. 

9.· Knife with pointed-tang separated from the blade by prominent shoulders. 
The blade has a pattern-welded core which is eccentrically placed (PL. XI A), and 
which consists of (probably) two composite rods in double assembly, standard 
pattern; probably integral but possibly inlaid (for terminology see .I[,d. Arch., 
v (1961), 88-9). The pattern is unusually small (L.B.), and this, together with the 
late context of the object, would support its interpretation as a decorative feature 
on an object of special character, possibly a gift knife, cr. 4 above. A ?medieval 
pattern-welded sword comes from Northolt (.Iftd. Arch., v (lg6,), 288),,86 but 
othen\'ise pattern-welding is known exclusively on Anglo-Saxon objects (cf. Camb. 
An/. S(I(;. Proc., xu (1943-7), 73-6; M,d. Arch., II (1958), 12-3, 34' ; however, this 
is possibly due to lack of scientific examination. 1958, Area I, upper fill of ditch A 
(section G-H, top of layer 4;. Mid 13th century. A.M. 8207. 

10. Knife, rather massive blade with pointed·tang- In this case the change of 
angle in the back of the blade as it approaches the point appears to be an original 
feature and not the result of sharpening. 1958, Area 2, Ptriod fI occupation. '4th 
century. 

11. Knife with pointed-tang j a much broader and thinner blade than no. 
10 above 1958, Area. I, unstratified. Pre-14oo. 

12. mall knife with pointed-tang almost in line with the back of the blade, 
cf. no. 8 above, the blade has a markedly triangular section with a Rat back. 1958, 
Area 3, destruction level of churchyard wall. 14th century. 

Structural ironwork (FIG. 29) 
'3. Pivot for hanging a door or shutter. This is a type commonly found on 

medieval sites, but it seems to be subject to little development. Presumably the larger 
examples are dool'-hangel~ (cf. an example from Kirkcudbright Castle, PSA , XCI 

(1957-8), '38, FIG. 7, no. 2; and another from King John's HO/il" PL. XXl, no. '4,', 
while the smaller ones are shutter-hangers, as the present example and no. J 4 
below. All the five examples from Seacourt come from Ptriod II levels and are of 
14th century date. 1958, Area 2, Pmod fl. I.}th century. 

14. Door or shutter-hanger, provenience and date as above no. 13. 
'5. Large nail with pyramidal head. This type of nail was probably used to 

decorale the outside of doors cr. Kiug John's Houst, 19, PL. XXII, no. 14; various 
sizes have been recognized: for a much smaller example cf. Mtd. Arch. III (1959), 
268, FlO. 94, nos. 2, 4. Of the three from Seacourl two are the size of the nail under 

,16 I am grateful to Mr. J. G. Hurst for thu information in advanc(' of publication. 
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di cussion, the. other is larger In the present example the head is very carefully 
VoTought. but In another example, no. 16 below, the head is domed rather than 
pyramidal; both come from among the stones of the road on the north side of the 
church; they are 14th century ~ yet another comes from Area r, section E'.F', 
level 3, and is before mid-13th century. 1958, Area 3, Ptriod II. 14th century 

16. Large nail with domed head, for type and prov('nience .te above no. 16. 
While this may be a doornail, 1\lr. J. W. AnSlee suggests that it is more probably 
the nail shoeing of a cart wheel, before the days of iron rims; this was a common 
medieval practice. The find-spot appears to support this identification. 

17.· Hooked object which is ,hown by X-ray examination to have a small 
nail rusted on half way along the shank, just below the remaining fragment of a 
'guard' plate. Use unknown. 1958, Area 5, fill of pit 5. Late 12th-early 13th 
«ntury. A ..... 8208. 

Sails 
Apart from the special, probably mainly decorative, nails described above, 

as FtG. 29, nos. 15 and 16. the excavations also produced ordinary nails in great 
quantity. The following type> are represented 

1. Horseshoe nails, basically with a semi-circular head (Ascot DOll1)" Type 1: 
Jop!, 1.959, 266, FIG. 20, no. 6), but with several varieties : 

i. VVith a semi-circular head, greatly expanded in elevation but in section only 
as thick as the shank of the nail; this is the so-called fiddle-k.y nail which 
was used with horseshoes of wavy outline and deeply countersunk nail 
holes (L.V.lfC, 112). In some examples the head takes on a trapezoid 
outline, which introduces the next type:. 

ii. With a trapezoid head, which in section spreads out at the top to about 
twice the thickness of the ~hank. Th("~e nails sometimes come to a wedge
shaped lower end. See FIC. 29, no. 18 and the nails in the horseshoe FlO. 
30, no. 19, below. 

iii. With an inverted triangle head, the base of the triangle Il<:ing the head of 
the nail, and the sides of the triangle merging into the shank of the nail. 
In section the head sometimes preads out as in T>'pc I, ii above. These 
were used with horseshoes like the one sho\\<"Jl in FlO. 30, no. 18 below, 
see p. 179. 

Type 1 i occun in levels of Ptriods I and II (13th-14th century) , although the wavy
edged horseshoe is thought not to occur later than the 13th century (I~lf.\1C, 115). 
But two later 13th or 14th century 'fiddle-key' nails rome from Li>mahon, Co. 
Down (.lftd. Arrh., 111 (1959) , 162, FIG. 61, no. 5) . Type I, ii occurs in Period /I 
( 14.th century only; while Typ. 1 iii occurs in both Pmoas J and /I. 

2 . • -ail. with figure-8 heads (Ascot Doilly Type 3: Jope, 1959, .66, FIG. 20, 
no. 8). There are two certain examples from Seacourt both from levels of Period II 
(14th century), as well as three othen possibly of the same type, also from levels of 
Ptriod ll. Seacourt may thus be added to the Oxfordshire sites of Ascot Doilly, 
Deddington and Holton as the only sites in England (as opposed to Ulster) where 
this type has been recognized. 

3. Nails with broad flat tops (cr. Ascot Doilly Type 2: Jope, 1959, 266, FIG. 
!:l:O, no. 7, but the Seacourt nails are not short). There are two main varieties. 
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i. The flat tops are roughly round, with no pretence of rectangularity. These 
are the commonest nails from the site. Four of these nails are up to Sf in. 
long, with rather small heads. 

ii. The flat tops are carefully squared, and in the larger examples very slightly 
pyramidal. 

Type 3 i occurs in levels of Ptriods land /I (13th-14th century) and Type 3 iionly in 
levels of Ptriod /I (14th century) . 

4. Large nails with oblong heads, sometimes markedly triangular in vertical 
section as in Type 1 ii, otherwise slightly peaked as in Type 3 ii. From levels of 
Ptriod II (14th century). 

5. Medium-sized nails with square and rectangular sectioned shanks and heads 
splayed out on two opposed sides only as in Ascot Doilly Type 4: Jopt, '959, ,66, 
FtO. '0, no. 9. Probably Ptriods I and /I (13th-14th century) . 

6. Nails of which the heads are scarcely marked, being only very slight ex
pansions of the shank, and sometimes slightly wedge-shaped (Ascot Doilly Type 5 : 
JoPt, '959, ,67) · Probably levels of Ptriods I and /I (13th-14th century). 

FIO. 29, 18. Horseshoe nail of Type t ii above. There are rather marked shoulders 
on the trapezoid head and this produces a cruciform effect which was not observed 
on any other examples. 1958, Area 4, occupation of stone house (section A-B, level 8). 
14th century. A.M. 8430. 

Toou (Fla. 30) 
t. Pointed tool, the long shank of which has heen twisted twice longitudinally, 

while the upper end has heen wrapped round on itself to form a hollow seating 
possibly for a wooden handle, although the object may have been used in reverse, 
e.g. as a rush-holder, or some such object. 1958, Area 5, unstratified. Pre-1400. 
A.M. 8423. 

2. Punch, tapering square section passing into a circular section above the 
widest point. 1958, Area I, unstratified. Pre-I 400. 

3. Small gouge. The tang is rather thick and it is possible that there never was 
a wooden handle, or, more likely, that it was solid enough for use with a hammer. 
1958, Area I, unstratified. Pre-1400. 

4.' Chisel with pointed-tang (the only pos ible type for a chisel) and thin blade 
with slightly rounded lower end. The tang is placed centrally (as it would have to 
he) on the shoulders of the blade, unlike the pointed tang knives, where the tang is 
placed nearer the back of the blade. 1958, Area 5, Ptriod /I, fill of gully A. 14th 
century. A.M. 8197. 

5. Wedge or cold-chisel, slightly bent in profile and the top burred over pre
sumably from use. 1958, Area 5, unstratified. Pre-1400. 

6. Flesh-hook, the ends sharply pointed. The loop is too narrow for a hand
hold and this object is not therefore a baling-hook, a type it superficially resembles. 
1958, Area 29, occupation of the stone building. Mid 13th-14th century. 

7.' Bar with rectangular section and centrally placed expansion. The use of 
this object is uncertain; it might be the balance arm of a pair of scales, but it appears 
that the ends are curved, one upwards and the other down, which would discount 
this suggestion . It is perhaps more likely a latch or door-bolt and it may he com
pared with a more elaborate example of c. 1300 from Joyden's Wood, Kent, pub
lished and discussed by G. C. Dunning in Arch. Cant., LXXll (1958), 30-1. '958, 
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Area 5, Period II, occupation of building with pebble Hoor. 14th century. A.M. 

81 93. 
8.· Bar with rectangular section and spatulate end, terminating in a hook. 

The bend half-way along the shank may be original (L.B.) . The use of this object 
is obscure: it does not have the centrally-placed projection necessary for a door-bolt 
(see above no. 7) , but is carefully worked and clearly reHects some special purpose, 
not now ascertainable. cr. no. 9, below. 1958, Area 1, unstratified. Pre-I 400. 

9.· Bar with square section, expanded end and slight terminal hook. Cf. 
exactly no. 8, above. 1958, Area I, occupation of Period I. 13th century. A.M. 
81 95. 

Arrow-heads ( FIO. 30) 
10. Arrow-head, broad, Hat blade with marked shoulders ~nd empty socket. 

Cf. LMMC, 66, FIG. 16, no. I, thought to be 13th century and before. 1939, trench 
C, 'below stones' (Le. probably Period I). 13th century. 

I I.· Small arrow~head with empty socket; from X-ray examination (see 
dotted lines on drawing) it appears that the barbs were probably applied separately 
to the core of the head (L.B.) . L.IIA/C, 66, FIG. 16, no. 16; 13th century or later. 
1958, Area I, among the stones of the road. 14th century. A.M. 8432. 

12. Larger arrow-head of the same type as no. II, above. 1939, unstratified. 
Pre- I400. 

13· Socketed, leaf-shaped arrow-head with small barbs, flat blade. 1939, 
trench Q. Unstratified. Pre-1400. 

Horse-furniturt ( FIO 30) 
In the following section large iron buckles have been included among horse

furniture because their use on harness seems much more likely than as items of 
personal dress. 

14.· Large rectangular buckle with very solid loop attached to an even heavier 
shank (at the bottom of the drawing) ; the pin swivels around the thinner part of 
the loop, an impossible arrangement, into which it must have slipped. There is no 
evidence of plating (L.B.) . 1958, Area 5, unstratified. Pre-I 400. A.M. 8212. 

15. Large buckle with horseshoe-shaped loop and simple pin swivelling around 
the straight side. 1939, unstratified. Pre-1400. 

16. Smaller buckle of the same type as no. 15, above. 1939, unstratified. 
Pre- 1400. 

17.· Large buckle with oval loop of rectangular section and simple pin of square 
section swivelling about the base of the loop. There is no evidence of plating (L.B.) . 
1958, Area 5, unstratified. Pre-1400. A.M.821O. 

18.· Horseshoe with smooth outline and six rectangular nail holes. This shoe 
should be closely compared with an example from Moorfields (LMMC, 116, FIO. 
37, no. 5), which has the same pointed oval opening between the arms of the shoe, 
but which has eight nail holes. As the Moorfields example shows, horseshoe nails of 
my Type I iii (see above, p. (76) are used with this form of horseshoe, while the 
semi-circular headed' fiddle-key' nails (my Type I i) were used with the earlier type 
of wavy-edged shoe with deeply countersunk nail holes. 1958, Area 5, Period II 
occupation outside building with pebble floor. 14th century. A.M. 8422. 
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19. Horseshoe with smooth outline and rounded oval opening. The arrangr
ment of the nail-holes is rather unusual: there is one centrally placed at the tOt':, 
""ith three others close to it on either ,ide, while there is another on ea( h 2iide near 
the calkins. This type is basically similar to no. 18, above. but the nails used ar~ 
my Typ" I ii (above. p. '76). '939. trench A. 101lnd embedded in the Slones of 
the road. Mid 13th"4th century. 

20. Prick-spur, the prick is expanded and sealrel on a hall moulding: this typ~ 
of point is not shown in the types proposed and illustrated in L.\UJC, 94-103, FlO • 
28-3 J. The terminals are missing. The curved arms su~gest a 13th century or latrl" 
date. '939, unstratified. Pre-1400. 

2 f.. Rowel-spur, with eight-pointed rowel of elaborate shouldered, almost 
floriated, points. Short shank, sharply angled to the body; terminals mi. ,inR'. Th~re 
is a well develo""d platform at the junction of shank and body, cf. L.\J.\JC, 112. 

FIG. 35, no. 3· Th«e is some evidence for non-ferrous metal plating (L.B.).·'7 
This object is difficult to date, but it is probably of the 15th rather than the 14th 
century; if so it is one of the few objects from Seacourt v,:hich appears to be later 
than the desertion of the village. '958, Area 5, topsoil. Possibly 15th century. 
A.M. 821 I. 

22.· Spur buckle. The loop (at the upp"r end in the drawing) would pass 
through one of the terminal loops of the spur, while the lower end of the object 
forms the buckle, the pin of which swivels through the little hole in the centre. 
cr. I.\J,\/C, IOU, "t;. 30, no. 7 (? early 14th century) and, for more elaborate later 
examples, fo'IO. 35, nos. 5-7. The X-ray of the Seacourt example sho\\s traces of 
• skin' in places, possiblr non-ferrous metal plating (L.B.). '958, Area 2, level of 
PtTiod IJ 14th century. A.M. 8'92. 

23. Spur buckle, similar to no. 22, above, but with a large loop projecting at 
right-angles from the buckle-plate, probably to hold the end of the strap after it has 
passed through the buckle. '959, Area " in make·up of village street (section 
E'-F'). :-"1id 13th century. 

LtKks and Keys "10. 31) 
The following objects can be divided into two groups. ta) barrel-padlocks and 

their keys, FIG. 31, nos. 1-5; '0) door-keys and chest-ke}s. FIG. 31, nos. 6-12. 
I • Barrel-padlock key with wards of Type C (1 II.IIC, 146-8, FlO. 41, no. 3), 

expanded shank with pierced terrniual. The pierced terminals of the present 
example and of no. 2, below, nrc apparent!) usually found on keys \\'ith \\ards of 
Type A (ef. J..II.I1C, FlG. 45, no. ,). The present example is unusual in having the 
ward set in line with the shank and not laterally as i5 normal; the projecting ridge 
at the junction of shank and wards is also unusual. There is no trace of plating 
(L.B.). '958, Area 6, pit 6, level 5. lint quarter 13th century. A.M. 9'20. 

2.· B.trrel-padlock key with ward. of T}p" B (l~\f.\JC, '46-8, FIG. 44, nos. 
1-2), expanded .hank Witll pierced terminal (cf. no. 1, above). 1 here is no evidence 
of plating (L.B.). 1958, Area "filling of ditch A (,~ction C-H, level 4). Mid 13th 
century. A.M. 8204. 

J" For the tinning of iron SpUrllrC' E. M. Jopt' in OxUltinui., XXI (1956), 35; and compare the 
.sput buckle, no. 2::2, bt:low. which abo has evid~nce ofnon-ferroUJ plating. 
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3.· Barrel-padlock key with wards of Type B (cf. no. 2, above). Expanded 
shank, terminal missing. There is no sign of plating (L.B.). 1958, Area 4, midden 
W. of stone house. Before mid 14th century. A.M. 8206. 

4. Spring of a barrel-padlock. Cf. exactly King John's House, 19, PL. xxn, no. 
8. The spring-leaves were presumably attached to the base by brazing with non
ferrous metal, but no trace of this was observed on the present example, although it 
was detected on another barrel-padlock spring from Seacourt (A.M. 8203,. not 
illustrated) (L.B.) . The outer face of the back plate is featureless and the left hand 
of the two drawings shows the placing of the springs on the inner face. See also 
no. 5 below. 1958, Area 30, unstratified. Pre-1400. A.M. 9121. 

.-
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5. Barrel-padlock. The spring (no. 4, above) would fit inside a case such as 
this, cf. barrel-padlock from Rayleigh Castle, Essex showing the relationship of 
spring and case ( Trans. Essex Arch. Soc. n.s. XII (1912), 167, FIG. 3 and Lt. Gen. 
Pitt-Rivers, 0" the Development and Distribution qf Primitive Locks and Keys (1883), 
PL. V, FIGS. 3Ic-34C.) 1939, unstratified. Pre-1400. 

6.· Key with lozenge-shaped bow and circular central opening. The shank is 
hollow up as far as the end of the bit in which there are four wards. There are 
residues of non·ferrous metal plating and decoration, possibly in two contrasting 
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metals. The decoration around the shank consists of three lines at the top of the 
shank and at least three lines abo"e the wards (I..B.,. fhere is a 12th century key 
decorated with metal inlay from ot Doilly IJ'P<, 1.959, 265-6, FIG. 20, no. I,. 
which is interpreted as a chest-key; th. present example with its lozenge- h.ped 
bow probably ,en'ed a similar purpose (J .. U.IIC, ISB, I%B, Area 4, midden W. 
of stone house. Before mid-late 14th century. A.M. 8202. 

7· Small key with round bow, probabl} a chest-key. '939. unstratified. Pre-
1400. 

B. Key wIth flattened oval bow and ward. of I..IHfC, FlO. 42, Type IV. '939. 
unstratified. Pre-I 400. 

g. Key, very similar to no. 8, above, but the how is more oval. 1939, unstrati
fied. Pre-I 400. 

10. Large key with round bow. oval internally, and wards of Type IV fL.UMC, 
FIG. 42/ J(J39. unstratified. Pre-I 4-00. 

II • Key with oval bow and wards of I lpe III (L.U.IIC, FIG. 42). _'0 evidence 
of plating (L.B.). IQ5B, Area 4. helow wall of house (section CoD, level 31. Earl)' 
14th centuf). .M. 9119. 

12.· Key with oval or slightly kidne}'-shapcd bow and wards of Type \'I! B 
(I"l1MC. flO. 42. • -0 evidence of plating I.B). '959. Area 29, unstratified. 
Pre-I 400. A.M. 9'22. 

DBJECl Of' LEAD lFIG. 32, 

'3· Lead rounde!. Mr. W. W. Rohson or the A"ociated Lead ~fanufactllrers' 
Research Association comments a:) follows: . Probably a cast shape, subsequently 
slightly distortf"d by hammering; or pos.'.;ihly an originally cast piece much distorted 
and re-formed by hilmmering into the- present shape. Almost certain I} with the 
convex surface, the only one," hich is scratcht'd. us("d nppC"rmost, perhaps over some 
woodt:n plug, or similar cover for some orifice.' cr. a similar lead object from Ascot 
Doilly (]'Jpl, 1959, tIC. 20, no. 12) which might have hcC'n used for the same purpost'. 
1959, near the site of the supposed manor-house, unstratified. Pre-L!OO. A.M. 

9"7· 
11· l.ead . ""edge', rather like a miniature axe of the so-called' woodman's' 

type (I~II.\lC, 55. >IG. II, no. I). This might be a toy. 195B, Area 5. Prriod II, 
filling of pit 11. Late Ijth ""ntury. A ... B191 . 

COl. S 

A. Romon coins 
I. Bronze follis of Galcrius (.1csaJ' (A.II. 293-305 Ob,' ~IAXJ~IL\.·\ S 

:-;OBIL C. laureate, cuirassed. bu,t r Rev. GE. '10 POP\'LI RO~fA:\I, Genius 
I. ~l.m. TR Crrier). 1958, Area 5. in a medicvallcvel. 

2. Illegible 4th century bronze. Ob\,. diadcmed bu,t r. Rev. standing figure. 
1958, .Area 4, in occupation level of medieval stone house. 

B .• \fedieval jellons 
J J 2. Two pierced bronze reckoning counters to !'ioome extent imitative of contem

porary silver pennies. Counters of this type are discus"led by L. A. Lawrence in the ~Vum-
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ismalic Chronicit, 1938, 165.72. English as opposed to French counters are pierced, 
as in the examples under discussion. The obverse of one of the counters has a 
border of alternate strokes and roseltes which is characteristic of counters of Edward 
1's reign, but the reverses of both have borders of large pellets characteristic of 
Edward JI 's counters. They are both closely similar to the counter of Edward II 
illustrated by Lawrence, op. cit., PL. Vll, no. 15; but are both quite unlike the more 
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elaborate' wardrobe counters' of Edward III. These counters are therefore prob
ably of Edward II's r<ign, though the one with the stroke and r=tte border 
might date from late in Edward I's reign. A date of 1300-27 would therefore 
probably include both counters. 1939, trench B, unstratified. 

OBJECTS OP BONB (PIG. 32) 

Small bon. tools 
Of the following cut and polished bone tools of various types the more pointed 

and poli'hed were probably used in weaving, for pushing stray threads into place: 
an identification made by Miss Elisabeth Crowfoot in Trans. uics. Arch. So<., 
XXVIII (1953), 50; cf. a late Saxon example from the Clarendon Hotel, Oxford, 
in Jopr. 1958, 73 (nG. 25 c). The blunter and rougher examples may also have 
been used in some way in weaving, e.g. as very small, ljght, beaters for very fine 
materials, but could also be used as polishers on leather or for decorating pottery, 
though the latter b unlikely as no other evidence of pottery manufacture was noted 
on the site. 

I. Carefully polished bone tool, one end is pointed, the other rounded, but 
sharp in section. Probably a thread-pusher. 1958, Area 5, unstratified. Pre- 1400. 

2. Bolle tool, only slightly if at all polished. Both ends have been worked, 
and are much used and battered .• 'ot a weaving tool. 1958, Area 5. section J-K, 
level g. P.nod I occupation. 13th century. 

3· Carefully polished bone tool; similar to no. I above, but the upp ... part is 
broken off and the lower end is slightly hollowed on one surface. Probably a thread
pusher. 1958, Area 4, filling of ditch below .tone house (section CoD, level 4). 
Early 14th century. 

4· Upper part of a roughly made, but carefully polished bone thread-pusher, 
cf. nos. I and 3 above. 1958, Area 4, occupation and destruction level W. of stone 
house. Mid-late 14th century. 

8. Carefully cut and polished bone tool, roughly rectangular section with blunt 
end; possibl) part of a thread-pusher. 1958, Area 5, u"'tratified. Pre- I 400. 

9· Roughl)' trimmed bone point, with slightly polished shank. Probably a 
pin. 1958, Area 2, Ptriod II level. 14th century. 

10. \"ery roughly trimmed bone point, the upper part slightly flattened in 
section, the lower end broken off. 1958, Area 4, occupation below stone house 
(section CoD, level 3). Earl)' 14th century • 

. HisullaTllous bon, objtcu 
5· Bone whistle showing the remams of two finger holes. Bone whistles are 

well known from Saxon and medieval .ites in England and the type as a whole, 
with special reference to prehistoric examples, has becn studied b)' J. V. S. Mcgaw 
(see Ant. XXXIV (1960), 6-13, especially p. I I for further references to medieval 
examples). 1939, unstratified. Pre-I 400. 

6. Bone plate, semi-circular in section, decorated with ring-and-dot ornament, 
and pierced in one place for attachment. Probably a plate from the handle of a 
large knife of the strip-tang variety (see above, p. (72), cf. LMMC, 53, PL. XI, no. 8 
for the general type, although it has a pointed tang. 1939, unstratified. Pre-I 400. 
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7. Bone object, probably originally cylindrical, decorated with four incised 
lines. Probably part of the bone handle for a pointed-tang knife. 1958, Area 2, 
Ptriod I level. 13th century. 

II. Bone handle, probably for a pointed-tang knife. Each side is decorated 
with incised lines and there is a simple moulding around the end. 1958, Area 4, 
occupation and destruction of stone house. Mid-late 14th century. 

OBJECTS OF GLASS 

Fig. 32, 12 

Dark red glass bead with central perforation. A large series of Viking and 
later glass beads has been published from York (Arch. xcvu (1959), 94-6, 104, 
FIGS. 22; 25, nos. r r-22), where such beads seem to have been made, but none of 
them is red. The present example might be Roman, in view of the various other 
finds of that date from Area 5, but it might equally well be medieval. 1958, Area 
5, in filling of post-hole 49, below the clay hearth. If medieval then late 12th-early 
13th century. 

PI. X,D 
Dr. D. B. Harden has kindly contributed the following note on this piece: 

, Fragment of a cylindrical bottle of blue glass with traces of a design in gilt paint; 
portions of two concentric circles and of part of a triangle or zigzag alone are visible. 

(Surprising as it may seem in respect of a fragment found on the site of a tiny 
medieval village near Oxford, the vessel from which this piece came seems to have 
travelled far, for its nearest analogies all have east ?\.1editerranean proveniences. 

'The group has been collected together in a recent paper by Mr. A. H. S. 
Megaw (" A 12th century scent bottle from Cyprus" in J. Glass Studies I (1959), 
59-61). All are of dark glass, mostly blue, and have decoration in cold-painted 
colours (usually gold and white) fixed by muffle-firing. Megaw's own piece, which 
came from Kato Paphos and which he could date from its find-spot to before 1222 
(perhaps even before 1191), had a cylindrical body with short and very narrow 
cylindrical neck and bears as parts of its decoration roundels with double con
centric borders and also triangle and zigzag ornament. Other bottles of exactly 
this shape are illustrated in Glass from the Ancitllt IVorld. The Ray Winfield Smith 
coUtelion ·1957), no. 526, p. 261 and G. R. Davidson, Corinlh Xli. The Minor Objtc/s 
(1952), p. 115, no. 750. The latter has concentric-circle medallions and the ground 
is again blue, but with decoration in many colours. The Corinth factory site where 
this piece was found is thought to have been abandoned during the 12th century . 

• We clearly need look no further for an elucidation for this Seacourt fragment. 
There is no other possible milieu in v .. ·hich such a piece could be at home, for its 
metal is too bubbly to allow it to be late medieval or post-medieval western fabric 
even if its stratification at Seacourt would permit this (which it probably does not). 
We can see in it a glimpse of a crusader bringing home a present of some rich 
Arabic scent for his lady-love.' 

1958, Area 5, probably from the pebble scatter N.E. of the building with 
pebble floor (FIG. 9), in which case from a 14th century level, but the stratification 
was not very clear as the level is very near topsoil (section J-K, level 2) ; in any case 
probably pre-1400 at Seacourt, and in fact clearly 12th century as shown above. 
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YOI il/usl,attd 
A. Tiny fragment of dark blue gla5' , very .lightly bubbl)", but otherwise featureless. 
Th~ metal of this piece is very imiJar to Roman blue gla ,which thi .hnd may 
well be. IQ58, Area 4, occupation and d truction of stone house. fhis is a level 
from which several other Roman find have comr. It'C abov('~ p. 94. 
B . .:\ few fragments of qth century or later ''line bottles \\ere found in various 
places, all unstratified. Thest", together with a number of clay pipes, wefe the only 
Lrafes of post-medieval activity on the site. 
C. A few fragments of winclO\v glass were found in and near the church in 1939 and 
1958. In 1958 these fragments were found both in the make-up level \\". of the 
church (probably late I Jtlt or earl)" I.}th century) and in the rubble around and 
OV('T tht' churc-hyard wall. They appt"ar to be typical of medieval church window 
gla.s • but they are too decayed to fe\ cal traces either of th(" colour of the metal or 
of painted decoration, if .ut). 

08JE( rs 0" STO.·E (FlG. 32-3) 

~fr, G. H. Collins of the ecological Survey and ~!useum very kindly identified 
the tone sampif'S sent to him and hi~ r("port hM been u~ed in the description of the 
following objects. His general comn1("nts were 

All. "ith the exception of A.M. 8358 (t1G. 32, no. '5 and A.\1. 8359 (IIG. 32, 
no. 24) could "",e heen derivro from local drift drpo>its. Some of the sandston ... 
could probably be matched with Carhonil('rous sanustones from Northern 1',lIgland. 
A.M. 8:H8 flO, 32, no. 21) tnatcho a sperimt'll hOIle5tone from \loel Siabod, 
Carrnarvonshire, fhe 1\\.'0 sprcimrlls A.M. 8316 and A.M. 8350 (FlO. 32, no. J61 
could have bt'(.'11 derived !i'om Scotland or Continental Europe-. 

The only fragment of coal lound \A,M. 8190; If}S8. _\rea I, Ptnod /, filling of 
ditch A, mid-13th <:cntury) b 'probably not \f($ozoic coal derived from local 
formations; it j", more likely to he C.'\rb()nirC'rou~ coal, possibly from the nean 't) 
depo!<its in th(': ~uneatoll-Cov( .. ntry area, introducC'd perhaps by human agency': 
report kindly prepared b} \!r. r. W. lJulIning, Geological Survey and ~lU5eum. 

Fig. 12 
15. Fragment of the lo\,,;r.r stant' of n lugged Purbeck marble quem, with n 

shallow groove alon~ the top of the rim. I his tWe "ould probably have had four 
lugs. se:t at right-angles to t'3('h (ther, like the morc complete example (imnd outside 
the ~ .1-... comer of Buildmg A. \I"("a A FlO. 5 , \\hich was stolen dunng the ('x
cavation aud cannot be illustrated. 1\\0 14th (("ulury Purbeck marble quelns 
were found at lbe . lore Arch. J., ex\ I 19SQ I 181). FIG. '22, nos. '24, 26 , and 
similar qw:rn.s are uf fairly C{lBlllllHi Oll'llrr{"I1C(' on medieval :ile5. 1958 •• \re.l 4, 
occupation and destruction of thr lone hO\I$(". ~1id-L1.te 14th cenlur ..... A.M'. 8358. 

16. lJone of quartz mica-schist. OJ hert" i~ al ) a frag-mt"nt of aoothel· nut 
illustrated l from Seacourt. The UpP<'1 end of the illustrated hone:: has been broken 
ofT, but part of the original hole lor sllspC'n!<>ion can be seen. In hoth rases the:: 
Seacourt hone:; were found in levels which suggest a I.lth century date, hut it is 
po. sible that they were derived from earlier l('veL~ since most mica-schist hones in 
England seem to be of 12th and J 3th century date: see C. C. Dunning in }tllf)1 

Wall, '30-2. 1958, Area 5, Pmod II, d truction level of building with pebble 

186 
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floor. A .... 8346. The second, un-illustrated, example came from 1958, Area 4, 
Ptriod II, occupation and destruction of stone house. A.M. 8350. 

17. Object of medium-grained sandstone, carefully shaped and smoothed, and 
showing the remains of 1\\'0 piercings, one clearly of hour.glass form; there is also 
a sman marking (on the surface shown in the drawing) where the boring for another 
hole has been begun, but not carried more than 2 mm. deep. The purpose of this 
object is not clear, but it might conceivably be part of a loom-weight. 1958, Area 
5, Period II, fill of gully A. 14th century. A .... 8360. 

18. Small hone of rectangular section. Silly shale with some mica. 1939, 
unstratified. Pre~1400. A.M. 9112. 

19. mall hone of rectangular section, pierced for suspension. Silty shale. 
1939, unstratified . Pre-J400. A.M. gl I J. 

20. Hone with square section, slightly rebated on nvo faces. Calcareous grit. 
1958, Area 5, unstratified. Pre-14OO. A.M. 8352. 

2 I. Hone, cleanly made, rectangular section j hour-glass perforation for sus
pension. Indurated volcanic ash. 1958, Area I, Period 11, overlying gully. Prob
ably 13th century. A.M. 83.j.8. 

22. Hone, vcry irregularly made, fine-grained sandstone. 1958, Area 5, 
Period I, phase I, fill of feature v. La,e 12th-early 13th century. A.M. 8357. 

23. Large hone with slightly trapezoid section j brown micaceous sandstone 
For hones of this stone from Sunningwell, Berks., see Berks. Arch. J., U (1948-9), 
68-70; and from Alstoe, Rutland Ani. J., XVI ( 1936), 401. 1939, trench L, unstra
tified. Pre-14OO. A.M. 9"5. 

24. Small fi'agment of a quern , probably the upper stone i vesicular basaltic 
rock of Niedermendig or l\layen type. For the import of these querns see G. C. 
Dunning in Dark-Age Brilain (ed. D. B. Harden, 1956), 232. 1958, Area 5, un
stratified. I're-14OO. A.M. 8359. 

25. Ilone with rectangular section and hour-glass perforation for suspension. 
l\1icaceous grit. 1958, Area I , unstratified. Pre-14OO. A . M. 8355. 

Fig. 33 
I. tone weight, probably of calcareous grit derived from local deposits. This 

large and heavy object could be either a thatch-weight, or a net-sinker, or even a 
loom-weight. 1939, unstratified. I're-qoo . 

.\"01 iIluslrated 
From the levels of rubble deriying from the demolition of the church in Area 3 

came several stone roof-slates of calcareous grit. They are sub-rectangular in shape, 
I I in. to t ft. long, about 6 in. wide at the base, tapering gradually upwards, the 
last 3 in. of one side being cut ofT so that it angles over to form a peak with the other 
side. Within this' peak' is the single, drilled (not broken through) nail or peg
hole. 

RIDGE TILES ( FIG. 33) 

2. Fragment of a ridge tile; coarse dark gre)' fabric flecked with white lime
stone~dctritu.s, reddish-brown surface layers 1-2 mm. thick, and the whole outside 
surface covered with a poor, patchy wash of greenish~yelJow glaze and decorated 
with scored diagonal }jnes. The serrations are hand moulded and there might be 
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!!lome knife-trimming in place~ between the peaks. There is part of a circular smoke· 
hole betw«n two of the peaks. '939. trench J. among the rubble over the church. 
Pre-'400. 

3. The greater part of a ridg'e tile of a ware very similar to no. 2, above, but 
slightly 'soapy I to touch. There is no scored decoration, bUl the !IIerratioIU are 
identical and there is a circular opening between two of the peaks. On the lower 
edge there are two finger impressions at what may be the centre-point of the tile. 

,88 
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On the underside there are V-section oblong impressions below each peak, but 
these do not appear to have formed a pushed-through key for the peaks, which 
seem from the evidence of a break to have been simply luted onto the body of the 
tile. 1958, Area 3, in rubble over and around the churchyard waU. Pre-I 400. 

Both these tiles are of the same type and they agree very closely with a series 
published by E. M. Jope in Oxoniensia, XVI (1951 ),86-8, FlO. 21, nos. 1-4, and in 
Jape, [959, 265, FlO. 19, no. K8, which are found throughout an area from some 
miles east of Oxford to Cirencester on the west and northwards to Chipping Norton. 
They are probably of early to mid- 13th century date, and a re-roofing of the church 
at Seacourt at about this date would agree welt with the situation in the rest of the 
village at this time. The poor glaze on these tiles and the ware itself should be 
compared with the pale brown white~flecked ware from PtT;od I levels shown in 
FlO. 21 (cf. Jape, [952a, 92-7). 

APPENDICES: SPECIALIST REPORTS 

J. A NOTE ON THE SClEr,'TIFiC EVIDENCE By L. BIEK, Ancient Monuments Laboratory 

Objects, specimens or samples of fourteen different classes of material were 
investigated by twenty-two specialists, and altogether 145 items of a scientific or 
technical nature are in one way or another incorporated in the report, apart from 
the analysis of the large quantity of animal bones. uch items have in each case 
been kept distinct from typological and other appraisal, but there have been 
opportunities throughout to discuss the various aspects fully, and this has to a large 
extent ensured their integration as far as ",'as possible at this stage. 

From the scientific point of view, the variety of erratic rock material is of in· 
terest, underlining the ' confluence of drifts' in the area (see above, p. 74). The 
occurrence or ironstone in the oolitic gravels at Lechlade (p. 192) may weU be of 
wider significance in the region. The development of the ash-layer (A.M. 9128, 
see below, pp. r93·4) containing carbonised grain, in the course of ignition tests, was a 
striking addition to experience with these tests; it also indicated the degree of 
immobility of iron in the soil in these circumstances. The degree and nature of 
.. e-oxidation of clay reducively fired (A .... 8456, see below, pp. 194-5), in conjunction 
with its relatively hard texture, is of interest because such weathering has been 
observed even on pottery from several localities and would at first sight seem in· 
consistent with such hard firing: relative paucity in organic matter may be a critical 
factor here. 

Despite the sulphury nalure of the soil, the state of preservation of the iron 
.objects was uniformly fair, and no sulphide was noted, such as might have accom· 
panied waterlogging. Original outlines were generaUy indicated quite faithfully, 
although X-radiography clarified them and added detail in most cases, apart from 
indicating non-ferrous metal residues and methods of fabrication (pp. 172-82). 
Perhaps most noteworthy-next to the pattern-welded knife (A.M. 8207, see 
p. 175, no. 29, no. 9)-is the way in which the barb of one arrowhead (A.M. 8432, 
see p. 179, FIG. 30, no. I I) appears to have been applied. 

Objects of copper alloy were uniformly well preserved, relatively speaking, 
and again signs of anaerobic corrosion were absent. Preservation seemed best in 
<:omparativeiy little-worked, simply-wrought sheet, and less good for (presumed) 
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cast and morc heavily-worked objects, as also where other non-ferrous metals, such 
as gold and tin (A.M. 8188, sce p. 171, flO •• 8, no. '4 or solder (A.M. no. 8181, see 
p. 168, HG. 28, no. 5), ,vere present-as might be expected, although variation due 
to composition must also be allowed for. An unusual surface was presented, 
curiously enough, by what \\-"as also the most remarkable find to be revr.aled by 
X-radiography (A.M. 9719, see p. 17', flO .• 8, no. '5): there was hardly a trace of 
gref:n; instead, ferruginous and black colours predominated in the corrosion 
products. Although from other con.siderations this might be a brass, the corrosive 
environment appears to have been diflcrent from that in \\'hich almost all the other 
objects seem to have been buried. 

The examination of the slago has shown clearly how a number of slightl)" 
dim~'rent appearances can yet be due ba ically to the same micro-structure, of a 
fayalilt matl-ix (PL. x c), with minor variations to cl)stal size and thence, pre
sumabl) rate of cooling. 

Ih< preservation of leather and fibre re. idu by contact with copper allor, 
especially the recovery of textile and stitching in Jitu (A.M. 8180, HO. 28, no. 8, p. 
168 1 support the comparatively mild and unifi)nnly corrosive en",;ronment postu
lated above. There appeared to Ix no complexities due to excessive mineralization 
and modern biological interference (mainly roots such as have been met elsewhrre. 

Perhaps the most intriguing series of investigations ,vas carried out on the 
decorated bone handle of the iron love-knife (A.". 8401, FIG. 29, no. 4, pp. 172-4, PI.. 
XI H, c) where the technique was reconstructed solely on the basis of the 
material evidence, and as a result of routine microscopic and X-radiographic 
examination of an object that might at ftrst sight not have ,\'arranted such attention. 

1n the absence of significant buried surfaces, the ecological information is 
inevitauly meagre- though in this case pC'rhaps also less vital than it might have 
been. In the charcoals, hazel and the rQsaccous group are as frequent a .. oak, the 
pretem-e of m~l.ple and the large quantity of eJder indicate open conditions or at 
least open canopy. The cereal grain seems to provide further support for the ac
cepted balance of crops, although it is int(,l'esting to see the results of dc-tailed ex
amination also of the les.o;er seed I and of straw. 

The direct archaeological usefulness of these scientific investigations is largdy 
'elf-evident from the detailed descriptions of the objects, the importance of the 
surface geolcx;iC'.a1 !'.etting, and the' recorutru tior t of various kinds which have 
b""n made possible. In some specific cases e.g. A .... 8 I 88, 8 I 8 I, 840 I ; fiG .• 8, 
nos. 24·5; 29, no. 4, respectively, merely the Identification 0(" a secondary material 
~erved to ass~ the status or ignificance of the object: in others e.g. A.M. 8207, 
C)7I~h FlO. 29, no. 9; 28, no. 25} totally un 11 ~ted decoration or construction was 
revealed by X-radiograph) and similarly afrected typological interpretation. 

But perhaps the most noteworthy and obscure bC'ne.fit has been dr.riveU liOin the 
correlation of various results at the scientific level. Only by reference to the surface 
geological background ,\'as it possihle to inu"J"pret the' daub' and soil e,idence 
adequately, and the latter enabled deductions to be drawn about the' daub " as 
well as giving some confidence to postulates about leather residues. Clearly the 
ecological evidC'nce, such as it is, must also J..xo. seen together if it is to he usC'ful. 

An archaeological problem involving scientific evidence is the peripheral 
distribution of cinder and slag in relation to the cenlre of activity; this was noted 
brieRy at :->ortholt (.\Itd. Ar<h., v (1961), 287) where it was much more acute 
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than here. Although the present evidence for iron-smelting near the excavated 
areas was strong the actual site was unfortunately not located. 

Strial 

l 2. 

3· 

4· 

5· 

6. 

7· 

8. 

Find-spot 

Area I, ? Period I, 
gully in Building C. 

Area 3, late 13th cen
tury level below make
up W. of church. 

Area 3, late 13th-early 
14th century make-up 
W. of church. 
Area 3, filling of pit 4, 
cut into make-up W. 
of church. 
Area 4, Period 11, occu
pation of stone house. 

Area 5, unstratified. 

Area 31, ' hearth', 
but recovered in 
earth-scraping and in 
fact unstratified, but 
pre-r 400. 

Area 31, as a hove. 

Examination of thin section 

Abundant fayalite intermixed with 
shattered quartz grains in ? earthy 
matrix. 
Fayalite with iron oxide dendrites 
which are finer grained and less abun
dant than in no. 4, below. Brown 
glass also present. 
Largely fayalite as radiating inter
growths. Some glass. Probably de
rived from 2 , above. 
Mostly fayalite with exsolved iron ox
ide dendrites (? magnetite) . PL. lX, c. 
Probably derived from 2, above. 
Brown isotropic glass with occasional 
quartz grains. (Possibly semi-fused 
slaggy scum. ) 
Long laths of fayalite interlocking. 
Opaque? glass. 
a. Half ' skull' (A.M., X-ray 695) : this 
is non.magnetic; long laths of fayalite 
set in a glass. Scattered dendrites and 
small cubic crystals of iron oxide (? 
FeO) are common. 
b. Complete' skull' (A.M., X-ray 696) : 
this is slightly magnetic; fayalite com
paratively infrequent. Dendritic iron 
oxide very abundant. The iron oxide 
is probably magnetite but most of it 
has coalesced giving rounded crystals; 
the crystal structure is rather more ob
scured than in a. above. The oxide 
is enclosed in glass which probably 
contains some iron. 
Quartzite. (glacial erratic?) 

A.M . .No. 

TABLE II: Examination of cinders and skulls, by G. E. Davies (by courtesy of the 
Director, British Iron and Steel Research Association) . Pp. 192-3. 

11. MAGNETIC DATING 

At the end of the 1958 excavation Dr. M. J. Aitken very kindly agreed to 
sample the central hearth of the stone house in Area 4 and to make measurements 
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of its thermoremanent magnetism. In the present state of research on magnetic 
dating the results from the Seacourt hearth, which is fairly closely dated archaeo
logically to c. 1325-1350 are of more use in the development of our knowledge 
of archaeo~magnetism than in narrowing down the date of the structure. In 
a few years, however1 when the framework of archaeo-magnetic dating is more 
accurately defined, it will be necessary to reconsider the Seacourt samples, from 
which an accurate date for the last firing of the hearth may then be obtainable. 
Dr. Aitken has published the results of his tests in Archaeometry, IT ([959), 17-20 to 
which reference should be made for the full details. Dr. Aitken now informs me that 
the discrepancies noted there between the Seacourt results and those from a late 
13th century kiln site are more apparent than real and that the values obtained for 
the Seacourt hearth are in accordance with the results from his recent work on other 
sites. 

Dr. Aitken contributes the following note: 
The direction or the thermoremanent magnetization in the hearth was measured 

by the Oxford Archaeological Research Laboratory. A dozen 4 in. by 4 in. samples 
of baked clay were removed for laboratory measurements~ the orientation of each 
sample with respect to true North and the horizontal being carefully marked before 
disturbance. The average values of the remanent magnetic declination (D) and 
inclination (I) were: 

D= 7'0 West, 1= 60'0° North. 

The' Fisher Index' at the 95 per cent level of confidence was 2'7°. Because of the 
historical dating evidence for this hearth, these results constitute a useful fixed 
point in the establishment of the magnetic dating reference curve for central Britain. 

Ill. SLAGS 

Mr. L. Biek of the Ancient Monuments Laboratory has kindly prepared the 
following note: 

During a visit in June 1959, after mechanical scraping had exposed burnt red 
areas and' skulls' with cinder, one well·defined hearth area was seen (Area 31 ; 
p. I 16) and fragments of cinder were observed, both near to it and scattered. A 
single small solidified droplet of slag was also collected (A.M. 9038), and a quantity 
of apparently siliceous rock fragments were seen, similarly deep·purple coloured 
(sample: A.M. 9040), in the hearth area. A proportion of the many pieces of cinder 
and skull previously found had been collected, but it is likely that the total quantity 
originally present was rather larger than the present evidence might suggest. The 
stratified specimens from various parts of the village, and a selection of the frag
ments collected from Area 3I, were kindly examined through the good offices of 
Mr. H. F. Cleere (Iron and Steel Institute) and by Mr. G. E. Davies, whose report 
appears in TABLE II. 

No evidence of copper was seen in any of the cinders from Area 3 I. The 
abundance and disposition of fayalite and the iroll oxide dendrites can therefore be 
taken to indicate products characteristic of bloomery-type iron smelting. The 
associated rock fragments were, however, clearly iron-stained only on the surface 
and not directly relevant, e.g. as a possible source of iron. 

Although suitable local deposits of iron ore are not known, a recent report of 
ironstone in the oolitic river gravel at Lechlade suggests that similar finds at or 
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nearer eacourt might conceivably have been exploited at the lime. Against this, 
the quartz grains in the cinders might seem to argue a siliceous rather than calcar
eous matrix for the are, but are in fact ambivalent in this context. 

From a comparison with the results of examining the soil samples and burnt 
clay specimens (see below, p. 194), the hearth in Area 31 must have been exposed 
to a temlXrature of at least 500 C with free access of air. It is, however, not likely 
to have been a great deal hotter overall for any length of time, to judge by its patchy 
colouring and variable texture. While the cindery materials, and especially the 
slag droplet, are not likely to have travelled far from the site of production, this 
cannot have been in the hearth area examined. Although there is evidence of con
siderable smelting activity, the absence of a definite feature thus precludes closer 
interpretation. 

IV. THE SOIL SAMPLES 
Mr. L. Biek reports as follows: 
Four samples were submitted and one (A.M. 9242) taken; all were examined 

visually and by ignition'" by Mr. W. E. Lee (A.M. Lab.) . Their immediate 
characteristics are shown below: 

Silt RtjtTtllct .LIf. XoI Orgallic malllT 1 Iron Relative Inlt rprttalion 

Area 6, pit 6, 
level 7 . 189 

Arra 6, pit G, 
level 6. 

Area 5_ pit 16, 
level 4. 19(1 

Area 5, pit 16, 
level 6. 

ndislurbed , 
natural clay. 

9 130 

High 

High 

High (max.) 

High 

Medium 

Medium Could be merely (highl) 
organic) pit filling. 

V. low ? Ash (i.e. possibly not 
only due to grain). 

Medium As for 9127. 

High As for 9127. 
medium 

Fairly Oxford Clav ) . 
high ' 

TABLE III 

In view of the high organic content of all the specific samples, and the fairly 
high level even in the undisturbed clay, iL is not possible from these tests to in
terpret any remains of definite shape, such as timber framing. The characteristics 
of the undisturbed clay have proved helpful in discussing the burnt fragments 

III Tram. SujJ. but. Arch., xxvm ( 1958) , !2&-7. 
I., TIle poaitions or the samples submitted are marked by crOl5el on the section, nco 10, Z-Z'. 
I"~ The position. of the samples submitted are marked by crosses on the section, FlO. 1:2, V-W . 
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(bolow, p. 195); some of the samples have yielded carbonized grain (below, p. 
195 -this would be in agreement with 9128 being an ... h, whIle 9130 which i 
poor in grain differs in this respecl· and the general results have provided some back
ground against which to examine the rest of the finds, especially those of metal. 
Thrre was no evidence for any depletion of iron in 9127 and Q130, such as is oiten 
a mciated v,,·jth ' rotting timber '. 

V. BURNT CLAYS 

Mr. L. Hiek kindly examined the specimens submitted to him and has contri
buted the following report: 

The material \vas examinrd visualJ) by ignition tcsU;,·9 1 and X-radiographically, 
and interpreted (as described e]sewherr)l9:a on the basis of limited experience with 
comparable material. '\~hilstt thereforr, no firm scirntific evidence can be pro
duced at lhi" earl) stage, lhe present interpretation can be regarded ... adequately 
reliable. 

Three groups of specimen were submitted, one of which contained three frag
ments of substantially similar material. There w('re, however, significant differences 
between the three groups, as follo\\ : 

I R..r~ 
A. \1. HtJtJ· Iml'm- CrtJqtU- (!jxlqU' 
• yo. .'" Texture Q,L;,ur siom firvot S""P< Size ion' '.HinnaJ· 

I gfllms 

8455 V<~ D('~, Rcl Pr(':l('nt Right Rtgular \Iedium :\t'gIJ. Fl'W 
On('end h...- I much through ( I in. gibk .. fi~e white aquarr. by .. gnt-- -at '1 in . long-.. least somt" est coge) 
~ding caJcareow 
IOto I al", 

fJlh(";~ 
land Ught 

Hard . hr(lwn . · - - - - --- f- -
8456 hard rna). open I choc Abstnl • Arnor- Small Slight Fan 

brown. phoUl (ca . i of coarse amounl 
(w<ath- pn"\ious 
('ud ! sample) 

- -

14;7 .on op<n brown-, I Awn' · Amor- La,!!< Goa"" FaiT 
Uh pink phous (ca. twice amount 

I 84;5) 

TABLE IV- A.M. B455 : Area 5, Pm"" f i ll, primary filling of :\-S ditch ' seclion 
J-K, level B) ; late 13th centur),. A.M. 8456 : Area 5, Period ll, upper filling of pit 13 
(,cetion :\·0, level 5) ; late 13th centuf)', A.M. 8457 : Area 3, late t3th century 
level below make-up levels W. of church. 

1, 1 Stt Trans. Suff. but. Arth., XXVIII ( 1958" 26-,. 
1, 1 Chew VaiU.1 £tW. H.M.S.O. (forthcoming). 
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The firing tests show clearly that 8455 and 8457 have been fired in an oxidising 
atmosphere, and there is little difference between them on that score, or in iron 
content. 8455 may contain more calcareous material and has probably been to a 
higher temperature j 8.1-57 may have contained more organic matter but there is no 
direct evidence of this now. 

8456 appears to be a different material altogether: it contains rather more 
iron and is al~ (now) rich in organic matter; it has almost certainly been fired, in 
a predominanlly reducing atmosphere- presumably not for long enough and/or 
not to a high temperature. 

All three groups show a marked freedom from any finely dispersed organic 
matter or the characteristic' sweep' due to careful working; they are thus not 
likely to have formed part of a deliberately fired structure such as a furnace. 8455 
is almost certainly burnt daub, and the others probably are, too, although the 
(rather remote) possibility of 8457 being part or a deeply fired thickness or clay, 
as in an open hearth, since broken up and dispened, cannot be altogether ruled out. 

Comparison with a fired sample or the local (Oxford) clay suggests that this 
could have been [he origin of 8457, and also or 8455 where, however, grit and 
sand would have been deliberately added. Unless locally richer in iron, or after 
burial enriched in iron or depleted in calcium, 8456 must be regarded as a material 
different in origin. 

VI. BOTAXICAL MATERIAL FRO}I SOIL SAMPLES 

oil samples were taken from two early 13th century pits, pit 6, Area 6, and 
pit 16, Area 5, and submitted to the Ancient Monuments Laboratory for examina
tion, mainly in order to ascertain whether or not traces could be detected of the 
suggested timber linings or the pits (p. I" ), but also to clariry the purpose to which 
the pits had been put. The positions of the samples from pit 6, levels 6 and 7, are 
marked by crosses on section Z-Z' (FIG. IO) ; those from pit 16, levels 4 and 6, are 
sirrularly marked on section V-W (FIG. I'). 

The laboratory was unable to find in these samples any obvious indication of 
the former presence of wood; the high overall organic content of the samples 
obscured the issue and made it impossible to make a decision on the basis of the 
samples provided. On the other hand, two samples were found to contain charred 
grain and other botanical material; some of this was separated out by Mr. W. E. 
Lee or the Laboratory and was sent, together with the bulk samples from pit 6, 
level 6, and pit 16, level 6, from which it had been derived, to Mr. J. R. B. Arthur 
or Littlehampton, Sussex, who has very kindly contributed the following report: 

Arto 6, pit 6, Itvtl 6 (samplt A . .I1. 9128). A representative sample or about 
a third or the whole bulk sample from this level was examined and was found to 
contain the following material: Approx. 60 \<Vheat grains; approx. 40 Oat grains; 
Brome seeds; Wild Radish; Straw. 

]n addition, the material separated out by Mr. Lee consisted of: 30 Wheat 
grains, many severely damaged; 5 Oat grains; 2 Barley grains; I Vetch seed; 
2 Brame seeds; Wheat and Oat straw with other extraneous matter. 

After allowing ror the fact that the first group was derived from one third or 
the total sample, while Mr. Lee's material was derived from the whole of the sample 
available, one reaches a proportion, for Wheat to Oats, of about 5: 3. 
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Arta 5. pll 16, /ellt/ 6 Csample .1..\1. 91]0). Once again one third of the whole 
bulk sample was examined and produced. 2 "hole Wheat grain •• rather puffed 
and damaged; .everal large fragments of cereal grains difficult to identify; several 
pieces of ('xlraneous matter. 

Gm"al (ommrol. This is restncted to the material from pit 6, level 6: 

II'Hf:.ll 
The carbonized wheat grains resemble the Bread Wheat (Triticum aulivum L.) 

and, most probably, Rivet Wheat (Jrilirum lurgidum L.). I base my conclusions for 
the latter form on the followingfatts, after allo"ing for the slight distortion which 
affect> the best wheat grains: these wheat grains are inclined to be plump, blunt 
at the tip, and in some cases show the characteristic' hump' on the dorsal side. 
l'rom the few main axes of the ears that wcrc obtainablr:, it was evident that these 
were of two distinct types. As for the straw, small pieces of the internode are solid 
and striate 

O.HI· 
The t"o form., Common Oat lAMia saliDa I..} and Bristle Oats 1At<7I1l slngoso-

"<IlTeb), were about equally represented. Fortunatel) not only are the carbonized 
oat grains , .. 'ell preserved, bUl also quitC' a number of large fragments of the lemma 
and pale, many with the base parts, which are sufIiciently strong still to enclose 
the oat grain. 

B.IRL.EY 
The barley grains were of the hulled form (Ilordeum vulgare L.). No main axes 

of the ean uf barley were noted. Presumably the small amowlt of barle) in tlus 
mple was merely a chance occurrencC'. 

1/,7L1I 
The one Vetch seed, diameter 3'5 mm., would possibly be ricia sali,.. 1.. 

BARRI'\ BRO.lIE 
Barren Brome \BrDmus slailu L.) was repr($ented by several broken pieces of 

serd. The presence of this plant may po ibly indicate that the crop or crop~ were 
gl"O\\:n In a place where the fertility of the soil was low 
IHLD R.iDlSlI (Raphanus ,aphanisl",m L,) was present. 

.\ TRA IV 
It was interesting to sec so much. straw in the sample, and particularly the 

PICCes of oat straw, some of whIch \\«:re I cm. in length and .showed clt:arly the 
ribbed features. It hould be noted that the grain. described above were carbonized; 
the significance of this is discussed above, pp. 122"3. 

YlI. OTHER BOTANICAl. YATERIAL 

A series of charcoal samples ii'om the excavation was submitted to Dr. G. \V 
Dimbleby of the Department of Forestry, University ofO"ford, who has very kindly 
contributed the follo\ving identifications. 
l. Area I, overlying gully in building C. ? Pmod I : Hazel branches. 2. Area 4, 
midden W. of stone house: One large piece of Hawthorn (type). 3. Area 5, Period 
I, filling of p.-h. 62 : Fragments of Oak; Hazel twigs. 4. Area 5, P"iod r, filling of 
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feature XIV: Elder twigs and branches. 5. Area 5, Pmod I, phase I, filling of pit 5, 
level 5: Fragments of Oak; level 7: Large quantity of Elder, some large pieces; 
Hazel twigs and branches; one piece of Beech; two large pieces of Oak branch. 
6. Area 5, Pmod I, filling of pit I I, level 6: mall pieces of Ash; Hazel twigs. 7· 
Area 5, Period I, filling of pit 16, level 3 : Very large pieces of Oak from large diameter 
timber, moderately slow grown- 15 rings/in.; also large pieces of Oak, some from 
smaller timber, 9-20 rings/in. 8. Area 5, Period II, filling of pit 9: Fragments of 
Hawthorn (type) twigs. 9. Area 5, Period II, filling of pit 13, level 5: Hazel twigs 
and branches; moderate-sized pieces of Hawthorn (type); small twigs of P,unrLS 
(type) ; ? bark; level 6: One moderate-sized piece of P,unus (type) ; branches of 
Maple (Field Maple or Sycamore) ; level 7: Fragments of Prunus (type) ; Hazel 
twigs; one large piece of Blackthorn (P,unru spmosa). 10. Area 5, Period II, filling of 
pit 21 : Very large pieces of Oak, probably from gnarled timber. 

VIII. THE ANIMAL REMAlNS. By 1.fARGARET JOPE 
Animal remains from the deserted village site at Seacourt come from three 

occupation levels- a Romano-British occupation (mid 2nd-4th century A.D.) , 
Period 1 of the village (late 12th-late 13th centuries) and Pmod II of the village 

Ox 

L R 
I 

Maxilla · - · . I I 

Mandible · - · . I 

Teeth · . · - · . 2 
Atlas · . · - · . I 

Vertebrae · . · . 
Ribs · . · . · . ----
Scapula · . · . -
Radius . . · . · . 
Ulna · . · . · . - I 

Metacarpal · . · . -
Pelvis · . · . · . I 

Femur · . · . 2 4 
Tibia · . · . · . -
Astragalus · . · . I 2 
i\-[etatarsal · . · . I 

3rd Phalanx · . · - I 

--
No. Bones · . · - 17 (+2) 
Total No. Bones · . 
Min. No. Animals · . 4 

Horse 

L R 
I 

-
-
-
-
1--

- 1 -
-

I 

I -

-
-
-

- I 

; -

I 
3 (+ 2) 

I 

Red Drcr 

L R 

-
--

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

- I 

-
I ( 2 

29 
I 

heep/ 
Goat 

L R 

-
I -

2 
-

-
-
-
-

I -
-
-

I -
-
-
5 

I 

TABLE V-Mammals from Romano-British occupation. 
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(late 13th-late 14th centuries). Approximate ages of animals have been given when 
mandibl<s and upper jaws contained teelh in silll, Ages are based on the avera~e 
periods of eruption of teeth in modern farm animals, but as these vary greatly In 
cliffe-rent individuals, the ages can only be veq approximate. 

T1u Rommlo·Briluh occupatron 
This level contained only a small number of bones, all of domestic animal.: 

ox (at least 4 animals), horse, red deer, sherp (or goat) and pig (at least one animal 
each). The bones were all adult; then: were no juveniles. There \\'as no selection of 
joinb as might occur with food being supplied from a distance . 

• \ftdi,"al PtTiod I (Ialt 12lh-Iale IJlh ctnlurits, 
Animal remains mostly of dOIllt'Slic animals represC'nting food refuse: ox 

(44'1 per cent), horse (3 per cent), red deer (I per cent), sheep or goat (38'6 per 
cent), pig (12'2 J>f'r centJ, one dog bone from a fairly large animal and one f3t 
hone, ,\It parts of the skeleton were fairl), "'Iually represented except that thrre 
' .. 'ere high proportions of ox and herop mandihlc:s. One hom-core was of th~ goat 
type suggesting that goats were Ix-in'l kept as "ell as sheep, The number of deer 
bont'S was \'ery smail, one antler Vo-as from a fa .. t specimen. Immature animals 
(ox, sheep and pig) were present as well as rull), adult ones and one young lamb or 
about 3 months. The only immature hone apart from jav.", was one ox phalanx. 
The horse teeth suggested an animal of at least 2! years, 

There were a small number of bird bones: domestic fowl, at least 5 birds in
duding one immature bird and one very young chicken, and one bone of domotic 
or grry lag goose, 

~loll11 c shells consisted of 3 vaiv("S of OJlrta edulif, the edible oyst~r, and a few 
fragmenu of marine mollusc shell which might have been from edible shrll fi~h 
other than oyster . 

. \JedltTJal Pmod /I 'Iale 13lh-Ialt 141h <tnlurlts) 
Animal bones all from domestic food refuse, except for I cat bone; ox (36 '3 

per cent t horse '2'3 per C(,l1t), red d«r (2'3 per cent), roe deer (0'9 per cent), 
.heep or goat (44'3 per cent), pig (13'4 po< cent) and hare (0'3 per cent), The 
number of deer bones was again Vtt)' amall; no actual bones of rOC' deer w("re 
identified but 2 fragments of tht-ir cast antler occurred bearin.~ knife cuts. The 
red dc:er antlc:r was abo a cast s~cimen l><"aring a knife cut. The ox, shec:-p and pig 
bones represented immature as well a." fully adult animals hut no very young ones 
occurred. A sheep metatarsal \\35 the only immature bone apart from jaws. The 
horse teeth indicated an animal of at least 4-5 yea .... 

Bird bones were of domestic Jowl at least 4 bird including 2 young onesj and 
one bone probably of wood pigeon. Thr agrct'mt'nt with wood pigeon \\as very 
good but the possibility of woodcock could not be ruled out, 

Mollusc .emains: Osilta edulis, the edible oy.ter (8 valves) and one fragment 
of a marine mollusc. 

The percentages of the various animals from Period 11 were very similar to 
those from Period I : In both, ox and sheep were most common, pig moderately so 
and only a small number of bones of any other animal. The proportion of deer 
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Cat Dog Ox Horse 
, 

Pig 

L R L R 

Red 
Deer 

L R 

Sheepl 
Goat 

L R L R L R L R 

Horn-Core/Antler,1 
Temporal Condyl , 
Malar , . .. 2 
Occipital. . . . 
Paramastoid 

process . . 
Maxilla . . 
Premaxilla 
Mandible 
Teeth .. 
Atlas .. 
Axis .. 

_. 8 
22 

I 

I 

13 
7 

Vertebrae 
Ribs .. 
Scapula .. 
Humerus . . 
Radius .. 
Ulna .. 
Carpal .. 
Metacarpal 
Pelvis .. 

--\-- 8-1--

Femur .. 
Tibia .. 
Calcaneum 
Astragalus 
Cuboid .. 
Metatarsal 
Metapodial 
1St Phalanx 
2nd IJ 

3rd " 

--1--131- -1---
.. 4 6 - - I 

.. 2 

.. I 

.. 2 

.. 3 

.. 2 

.. 5 
-.. 

.. I 

.. I 

.. 2 

.. 5 

"I 

4 
5 
2 

2 

I 

I 

4 
2 

I 

I 

I 

I 

3 

9 10 
22 

I 

2 

3 
12 

2 
I 

--9- -
--28-

4 
2 

4 
2 

4 

4 

4 

2 

3 
3 

2 

4 
3 
5 3 

- I 

1 -

No. Bones .. 87 (+ 21) 6 (+ 21 ) 12 (+21 ) 76 (+37) 24 (+37): I I 
Total o. Bones. . . I 255.--lI----!----fl---
PerCentBones .. 44" I 3'0 1'0 38 .6 12'2 0'5 0'5 
~1in. No. Animals 13 I I to 3 I 1 

TABLE VI-Mammals from medieval Period 1. 
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bones was not very great but it is likely that any deer roming into the hand of th .. 
villagers would have to have been poached. For a considerable distant< round 
Sc:acourt during the 12th, 13th and 14th centuri~ there can have been very ftw 
areas in which deer could be hunted legally by any except the King, his foresters, 
the Abbot of Abingdon, barons or country gentlemen. Roe deer was eventually 
struek off the list of the beasts of the forest as it drove away other deer, but not 
until the time of Edward III (A. L. Poole, From Domesday Book 10 Magna Carla, 
(Oxford History of England, 1951),28-34). 

Ox Ho .... R.d Roe Shttp,l Pig Ca. J Iart~ 
L R L R De<' De<r Goat L R L It L It 

L R L R L R 

Horn-Core -\ntler 2 3 
f('mporal Condyl 0 0 

-'Ialar 3 0 • 
~1axilla , 3 0 4 
Prr.rnAxilla 0 
Frontal , 2 
Basioccipital 
Parietal 
-'fanrlibl~ .8 '7 0 • 3 '7 .8 6 7 
T~th 8, '3 5 '0' '9 
. \lias 3 
Axis .. 2 
\'I:rt('bra(' 
Sacrum 

'7 7 

Ri .... ,C>- o 
Scapula 5 0 0 4 
liumrrus 2 '7 12 ~ 3 
Radius 4 3 5 3 
~Ina 0 • Carpal • 
~tt'l3.carpal 5 6 3 3 
PehIJ 3 4 5 
FmlUr , 
llbla , 12 7 
Fibula 0 
Calcaneum 0 5 
\st~lus .. , 

Cub())d 
~fetatarsal .• 3 5 3 0 3 
\-Ietapodia) 2 
lit Phalanx. 5 
,.d 9 
3m 4 4 

~o. Bonet 127 ( t '71 8 27) 8 '7 3 S51 '~5 S51 47 35) 
Total. '0. Bones 412 
Per Q.·nt Bones 3G'3 2'3 0'3 o'g 44'3 13'4 0 ' 3 0" 
Min .. '0. animal, . . .8 0 3 27 7 I 

TABLE VII-Mammals from medieval Period II. 
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Occupation 111)t[ Animal I ,\f alldible .\fa.dla Prtmaxilla Approximale A~e 

Romano-Briti!'ih Ox 2 2- 2! years 
Period I Ox < 2t-3 

I < 2- 2! 
2 I- I! 

I 
Sheep 1!-2 

< i - I! 
3 months. 

Pig I- I! years 
I Ii 

Horse Teeth I natlached I > 2! 
Period II Ox 3 < 2t-3 

2- 2! 
3 < 2-2f 

I- It 
Sheep I > 1!- 2 

2 1t-2 
Pig 18- 20 months 

2 I 9-10 
Horse Teeth Unattached) '> 4- 5 years 

TABLE VIII-Approximate ages of animals based on average periods of eruption 
of teeth. 

The following remains of birds and mollusca were identified from medieval 
Period I: Domestic fowl (Gallus sp.), Humerus I(L) -I- I (R ), Ina 4(R ), Femur I, 
Tibia I (L) . I (R), Tarsometatarsus I (L) , I (R ). Goose, domestic or Grey Lag 
(Anser anser (L)) , Humerus t (R). Oslrta ,dulis L. 3. Marine mollusc (fragments) 7. 

The following were identified from medieval Period II : Domestic fowl (Gallus sp.) , 
Humerus I(R), Ulna I (R), Femur I(L) . 4(R), Tarsometatarsus I (L) + 4(R ). 
Wood Pigeon (Columba palumbus palumbus L.), Femur I (R). Oslrta edulis L. 8. 
Marine mollusc (fragment) I. 
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B 

N.B. In A and B the excavation of tilt" ditch and beam-slOI on the W. side of Art"a 5 is 
unfinished (p. 101, Notl' 1(26). 

A An'a 5. Tht" early 13th ct"ntury woockn buildings of Ptriod I, Phau 2. from lhe S. In the 
fortground th(" site of the house. ovt"rlying Pit 5; in lhe middle dilltance and backgTOund the 

post-holes and h<-am-slou of Ihe barn-byrt" (p. 100). 
O. Area 5. The wooden buildings of Ptritxl I, PhaJt 2, from ,h(' N. The bam-byre is in lhe 
for~round and the sile of the house beyond. The upright ranging rod stands in Pit5 (p. 101). 
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A. Photo-micrograph ( >( 10) of Iwofold yarns from the stitching of leather found inside a 131h ('("nlury bucklt." platc (d I-"IG. :l8. 
no. 8; p. 169:'. B. PhOLf)-micr"g"aph 200) of Iht' ultimatt" flbre from the yarns shown in A. Polal"ized light showing cross 
marking; due to IransnTsl' nodes 'po 169). C. Slag. Thin section of no ..... 'T.:\IU.E II. p. 191 j. showing laihs of fayalil(· "light) and 
iron oxide dmdrit{"sdarkJ. Plant' p(Jlarized li.ght. +0. Probably I+th century. D. Fragmf'nt of btut' glass with gilt paint 

d(·cclI·alion. f'ast i\[editcrranean, 12th-early 13th ('cntury (p. 185). 
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\ . X-ray phCltn~raph aheml I' 7 J of Iri'll kllifc' bladt, shlJ\\ing Ihf" pall('rn-wdd(~1 

cur(':C"f. nG. 0/9. no. q; p. 17.1' hom a mid ':ith n'lllurv In"'1. 
n. Late I 3th-i·tth ('nlur)' knifc' hamill' ..... ith dC'coralC'd bnl1C' !ralr's on cililc'r side of the 

iron lang (rf. lU;, .lq. no. I A, H; pp. 1;:1- •• 
C. X-rav phnlograph :ahOlil I 7 (If tilt" kniff' handlt, shown in B. abon. 
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